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ABSTRACT. . .

venty-five award winning tpacher deve loped projects
and courses in economics are described. The projects are designed for
use in.pfimary; intermediate, junior high, and senior high 'schools.
Descriptions indicate grade'level, project background, time
allotment, objectives,,activities, and evaluation. The, publication .

consists of five chapters: .01apter I suggests ways to teach economic
concepts in grades K-3. Projectsoinclude a yearglong unitfor
teaching children to become more efficient energy.consumers, an '

"Economics Open; Hotise" far parents dponsoredby a third-grade.class
and,fifth-giade remedial reading students, and.a."Kentucky Kinder .

Cfafts" business inwhich.kindergartenchildren used local resources
to produce unique items to 'sell. Chapter II for qrades,4-6 includes
'projects which focus on Computer aisisted'instruction,.the
construction of a miniature town, ind'a study of the recent CUban

, refugei situation.' Chapter three describes a course which uses social
itudes skills lessons to teach.econoinic concepts and analysis; an
economic project for educable mentally handicapped.students; and ,a

..67week seminar on simplified modeling of a free-enterprise system.
-

Chrapter four, projects for senior high school.students, includes a
description of how a field trip to Old Sturbridge Village brought
economic Concepts,tq life, presents a method for teaching students to
,analyze economic proposals Critically, and looks at how high school
students in a first-year aCcounting'clas learned about economics by
studying a local cheese making business. The conciudilig chapter
_describes projects that fit into what is called in. "Open Category."
NI4

FOr_example,.how the Minnesota-community studies curriculum teaches
economics is described. (RM) ' Ak
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Foreword
. It is with' considerable pride that the Joint Councilon .Econonlic Educa-

tion publishes Volume 19 in the Economic Education Ever ences of Enter-
prising Teachers series. We say this for several reasons. Its ontents serve to
reaffirm our belief that outstanding educational programs in economics are
being presented M the schools of the United States. We are al ays gieatly im-
pressed by the innovativeness and creativity of the dedicated educators who
deliver effective economic education in the nation's' classrooms. Their pro-
jects, which are Abstracted -in this volume, are in many 'instances the result of
considerable outfays of personal effort, time, and money. Fem, of the units de-
scribed in Volume 19 were funded by boards of educatioh, the pr.iv ate sector,
or the community-at-large.

We are also pleased because economic education appears to be on the
frontier of educational efforts. Emphasis on decision making and pioblem
solving is greater than ever before. Some educators advocate complete cur-

triculum changes that will focus on such abilities and skills; others propose got,
specially designed courses be added to the curriculum. In this context, it is fit -
ting to reiterate the statement made by the Joint Council in 1977 when it began
its Master Curriculum Giiide if: Economics for the' ation's, Schyols:

,

Our purpose is to help develop in your4,people, by the tittle they
graduate from high school, an ability to und,rstand and make
reasoned judgments about major economic questions fachig society
and themseLves as members of that society'. Only in tins way can they
be responsible citizens and effective decision-makers:

It is happy fact that the economic education efforts of.the Joint Council
have made considerable progress in aChievingthe,aforementioned goals. It is
also gratifying that the entries submitted in the National Awards Program for
the Teaching of Economics demonstrate the endeavor of teachers to help
students develop the necessary skills for rational decision making and problem
solving. Several examples are includedin this publication. There appears little
doubt that key goals of economic education are being addressed.

In this, the nineteenth year of the awards, a new competitivylevel, the
"Open" category, has been initiated (see Chapter Five). ft is designed to en-
courage school administrators, curriculum coordinators, guidance counselors,

'librarians,' and supervisors in particular subjects to increase their participation
in the economic education effort. Chapter Five includes descriptions of how
an entire school is illvOlved in economi& education all the students and all the
teachers. Other imortant submissions in the Open category described how
high school students teach units in economics to students in elementary school.
The decision to add this new category of:competition was extremely fruitful.
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-Finally, we are'pleasedto reijorttirat*re were more entries in the nine-
teenth Anntlal Pro0ai.p. than in', any pr.eviotis one. the 50 percent increase
seems to reflect two developments: (1) state m4ates requiring eduction in
economics, as viell:aslhe iiidepend,ent growth of aferings in economics ediica-

,, ,

ta ' don, and (2) growing-interest, involvement, and support front the privap sec-
4or in respict to-economic educatibii in the schools.

,.).. 'With the increased interest in economic education and the National
, Awais Prograrii, there has occurred a corresponding increase in the level or

excellence in thecompetition. TO all.the educators who submitted projects, we
extend our gratitude and.appreciation..To the 81 Who won awards, we amend
our congratulatign's and, compliments on their achievements. The number of
entries in each category anti the quality of the vast majority'made the competi-

,
.tion exceedingly keen. 1

The Joint Council is most iltirtunate to be able to conduct the -National
Awards Program. The funding support by the IpternatiOnar Paper Company
Foundation enables us to extend the competition thiouglidt&the nation. We
are grateful for the foundation's interest in econdmic edtication and_its com-
mitment t it, and offer our special thanks.artd aPpreeiation to its vice presi-
dent, Sandr I.:Kuntz.

A distinguished panel of judges evaluates the entries and determines the
awards. Many of the judges have had a long association with the Joint Coun-
cil. Our special thanks for carrying this most challenging and important task
for the nineteenth prograrh o to Qeorge G..bawSoh, professor of economics
and director 'of the Center for Econonriic Education, Empire State College
(SONY); George L. Fersh, regionallepresentative, Joint Council on Economic
Education; Myron Lr JOsepr. former professor of economics, Graduate
School of Industrial Administiatkon, Carnegie-Melton University; Delmas F.
Miller, executive director, Vtt Viiginia Secondary School Principals
Association; Andrew T. Nappi, Dean, College of Business, Illinois State
University; Rodney Tillman, professor of education, George Washington

University; Henry H. Villard, professor emeritus and former chairman,
Department of Economics, the City University of ,New York; Dorothy C.,
Wass, consultant in elementary economics education; and Philmore Wass,
former chairman, Department of Foundations and Curriculum, School of
Education, University of Connecticut.

The editorial work involved in preparing this ,Pqbii.cation is extremely
challenging. The long-time involvement apd deep commitment' of Andrew T.
Nappi, Dean, College of Business, Illinois State Unrversity, always assures a
first-rate publication. We are most appreciative of his services.

Several Joint Council staff members deserve special mention and ap-
preciation fir their efforts. Michael A. MacDowell, President, was always
avgable to offer suggestions and insights; Robert A.:Greczek, Assistant in the

iAffiliated Councils and Centers Dilision, handled- most of the logistical
details; and' Cynthia Phillips, the division's secretary, did most of the clerical

viii 7
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- and record-keeping, work and much of the related correspondence, and she
. also assumed all of the typing resp9msibjlities.

The nineteenth Annual Natiotial Awards Program for the Teaching of
Economics was another highly successful effort. We say "thank you" to all of
.the many individuals who entered and who helped.

%

a. Anthony F. Suglia*
Director, Affiliated Councilibncl

Centers DiVision
Coordinator, National Awards Program

for the Teaching of Economics

I
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Editor's Introiluction
As I reviewed the award-winning projects summarized in this publication,

I Was impressed with the innovaGve and creative ideas, methods, materials,
and strategies employed by elementary and secondary teachers to develop stu-
dent understanding of economics. Even more important, I was delighted to see
the variety of approaches and practices the teachers used to improve student
reasoning about economic problems and issues. I was also encouraged to find
that a growing number of teachers are presenting economic concepts in a self
contained unit or are incorporating them in the total curriculum.

The quality of the 1980-81 entries is high. Indeed, there is little doubt that
the teaching experiences summarized from this year's competition 11 help the
continuing improvement of economic edu9tion. We can certainly anticipate
that in next year's program teachers will provide many new examples of how to
enhance the effectiveness of economics instruction. I hope that the selecticin of
teacher efforts published here will encourage other teachers who are not
presently involved in the economic education mov ement.to formulate and sub-
mit descriptions of their classroom experiences.

The reports published in this book are condensed versions of the original
projects, some of which cannot be preseilted'or even summarize easily. The
attempt in Volume 19 as in its predecessors is to prthlide brief scriptions
of the winning entries which capture the essence of the teaching ects. I am
confident that teachers who contemplate submitting an entry to the Awards
Progtam, and those who have submitted projects ,but failed to win, will be
helped by the following summary of the characteristics of the winning entries.

.1. The project should include a succinct statement of the goals or )earning
objectives, both cognitive and affective. The list of objectives need not be
long; it should, rather, be clearly articulated and related to the instructional
program. Statements of objectives help the judges gauge the worth and effec-

tiveness of the entry.
2. The judges should be able to discern how each unit, lesson, methOd, or

activity in the project helps to develop economic concepts and generalizations.
That does not mean that mathematical, writing, reading, Or other skills are not
_important, but simply that awards must go to entrants who focuS on the
teaching and learning of economics.

3. The procedures and sequence of activities should be well-organized
and clearly described. This portion of a report should emphasize the materials,
time schedule, introductory proCedures;assignments, activities or strategies,

.
and the review process.

.

Motivational technique must be spelled out and instructional activities de-
scribed in detail. How did the teacher get the pupils interested in the ideas to be
taught? How was the lesson, unit, course, or subject begun? The duration,of

gs
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.the Project should be given at the beginning: a year, a semester, alew weeks, a
single lesson, or w hate erlf less than a full course, theauthcir should describe
how the project fitted inttythe curriculum, being taught and how it was related
to the precellinSg or following material.

4. Winning entries should derly describe the instructional environment
and class situation. The judges want to know 'die ages, ability levels, or special' characteristics of the Auderits. If the project' was developed for a particular'

''socioe'conomic or ethnic group,' the judges tiust be informed.
, 5. 4 precise account of the teaching techniques used should be given. The

basic purpOse of the Awards Program is to help other teachers, and tha_icanbe
achieed only if the author gives a detiiled account of the.methods, employed.
For examae, it is not enongh simply to say that a resource speaker was
used the reader should be told exactly how the'speakel presented economic
ideas what follow-up activities were conducted, how these activities fitted into
the,total project, how the endeavor was evaluated, and so on. WNO appro-.
priate, sample Issoriiplans should be included, along with assignment sheets,
ifistructions.passedeut to students, and the like. Complete details about the
personnel and material used should be included in the report.

6. The project should shyvOrYginality. It ought to be more than a rehash
of someone else's work. At the lest, it should give an entirely "new twist" to
an idea de eloped in a previous year-Mdeas ttfatreaptured a\wards in years past
tend to beconke old hat; while such ideas may still be good, the awards Must go
to those who dev.elop fresh ideas for teaching economics,

7. Photographs or smiles should be included in lieu of student work
bulletin board arrangements, table displays, murals, attd other iteins Riot cant.
not t shipped. It is not necessary_ to submit large or bulky mateiial if a
photograph will suffice. Neither is it necessary to send in everything the
students have done. A few examplesone or.two typical term papers, for. ,

instance will do.
1

8. The procedure for the project should be explained in terms of the three
basic constituents of every good teaching' unit. The first helps to get.the pupils
interested in the unit, project, or lesson; the second develops he ideas, con-
Cents, skills, and attitudes Mai are the goals of the activitY; the thirckbringS the
activity to a closeby summarizing antlipapplying whet was..taught. Plays,.
assembly programs, tisplayi, field trips, theaking of filmstrips, simulations,
and many other devices can be used to help conclude a unit.

9. Evaluation techniques should always be subihitted. Thege generally in-
clude tests of various types (e.g., short-answer, essay, performance),but can
also include less formal methods, such as self-evaluations by individuals,
groups, or the class; written or oral evaluations by outsiders; and observations
of pupil behavior. The testing instruments along with the results should be
submitted with the entries.

10. Finally, entrants should pay attention to-1 he requirements het forth in
the Awards Program application form, arrange the material in an orderly
fashion, and help the judges by presenting their entries as neatly as possible.

git
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A, n educator whose submission has the ten characteristics listed above
have a good chance of winning. It should be noted, however, that the competi-
tion is keen, and that each year. it becomes more difpcult to win than the year
before. Prospective, entrants would he well advised to seek outside comments
and criticisms befOre submitting theirprojects. In particular, a teacher with lit-
tle formal training in economics should consult an economist abOut the ac-
curacy and appropriateness orthe economics used. Many projects represent an
enormous expenditure of time and effort and contain superb...ideas add
materiali for teaching, but -nev.ertheless fail to capture an award because they
contain little or no economics Orbecause\tbe economic conttnt is inaccurate.

It night be well for a contestant to review the suggestions below prior to
.preparing anlapplication. Almost any logical ancrdescriptive outline will serge
as a guide for writing the narrative section of the project. The important thing
is to work from an outline.

1 Introduction. Introduce the judges to what is to followsand thereby set
th§ stage,so to speak; fot the object description. Tile inttoduetion should be

, brief and should also describe the general purpose of the project,
2. Backirpu nd Infodnation. Give the,reviewers an understanding -qf The

following points: purpose arid' philosophy of the curriculum for Wiilch the
Project was developed; location and physical facilities of the school in which
the entrant teaches; Mckground and caPability.of the students; brief history of
the project and other inforination that may help the judges determine the
teachability of the project.

3. Overall Goals and Specific ObActiveg. Whereasthe overall goals of the
project can lie given in a generalized narrative foam, the instructional ,Objec-

. tivet shourd be very specific and are usually presented alist. The overall .

goals.may be thought of as long-ranging result1 that depenel on the aichieve-
ment of the specificObjeotives.

4.. Program ascription. Reviewers will want fo learn from this section
what if to be done: how it is to be done, and wdO will do it. The procedures
s'hOuld be explained fully arid in great detail.°It can be a serious mistake to
assume that the judges will coniprehend the.details of whit, to theapQlicant, is
a well-underitood ecoriomic codeept or instructional. technique; The,teaCher

ftshould. assume the Mass know nothing whatever about what is being
presented. in- the project, the sequential steps of the procedure 'Viould be
logically arrayed and lengthy digressions avoidedno matter how interesting

r sucdigtessions may be io the writer. Conciseness leads to clarity.
. 5. Program (Evaluation. The reviewers willThe helped by objective

J.. evidence of what yym accomplished in the project. Some..systemafic objective
evidence of, the extent to WhiCh the instructional aims were achieved must.
-therefore be. provided, and it must be described in the narratiye. for this
reason, the application should include a section on how student achieyement
was evaluated.
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The editor hopes that this sundry of what constitutes a good project en-

try will be useful to educators. He deeply appreciates the work of those .
teachers (nonwinners as well As winners) who are *contributing to greater
understanding of economics in our society. He also hopes that increasing

*numbers of teachers will enter the Awards Program in the future, thereby
shdring their knowledge and experiente with others as we'l as Possibly receiv-L
ing a finahcial reward. . A

The editor acknowledges with 'sincere thanks` the cooperation of the
teachers those ide,as appear in this volume. They have been most gracious in
permitting us to use their.material as well's being patient and -understanding
in agreeing to our' editorial revisions. ,. ec.. . 4 1

. 4

- s Andrew T. Nappi,
Illinois.State Univerrny,
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CHAPTER ONE

Judy Sityerman and Nancy Lamp ,

Mason Elementary School, Akron, Ohio

Introduction and Overview

Mason is an inner-city school located in downtown Akron, Ohio. Most of
the 65,0 pupils enrolled in grades, K-6 are from low-income, single-parent
homei. Sixty-two firSt- and seCond-grade students were involved jn this pro- .

ject, and none of them had any previous background in economics. Only a few .

students had some knowledge about energy and the energy crisis facing our na-
tion and the world today.

Our project focused on the relati'onships,between energy conservation and
saving money income. The overall purpose of the year-long unit was to make
the children awareof the energy problem and develop skills in rational deci-
sion ntakingThere seemed to be # real need to help our students learn to
.154come energ? efficient consumers and to take the knowledge and skills home
to their parents. Throughout the sitalyalie children were provided oppor-
tunities to learn how to become more efficient energy consumers.

Key Concepts and Generalizations

Throtighiut their involve ent..1, in all phases of the project, students
discussed key economic conce and generalizations which helped develop
their reasoning ability in makin clecisispE concerning energy conservation.
Among them wert:the following: . , . .:

."Lt - .

t
Scarcity -The central problerh of economics focuses on unlimited wants. .and ihratecliesouroes: . ,.
Opportunity cost =The next best alternatly'e foregone in making a choice.
Wants2- Things that we would. like to have. -:

:-.
'popds. and servicesGoods are tangible things; serviges are actions per-
formed for us by others. " _

ProduCers and consumersIn &market economy producers are people who,
.

wr



provide goods or services in exc nge felt- wages, rent, or profit'. Consum ers
.exchange incomefor goods nd services to satisfy their unlimited wants.
Supply and demandSupply is the quantity .of goods or services that pro-
duceis offer for sale At various prices at a given time. Demand is the quantity
of goods or services people are willing and able to buy at different prices at a
given time.
Interdependence Because of division of tabor and of specialization, people
depend upon one another to satisfy their economic wants. , \.9

Learning Coals

EaCh conceptand generalization way developed in class disscussion and in-
&grated within the total culsiculum math, social/studies, science, art, and
music. We formulated the following goals to develop the students' economic
understanding:

gk,
,

^,..4

1. To provide a foundation for developing life-long consumer economic skills
and practices;

2. To encourage children to ,share ;heir economic knowledge and 5.kills-witrr
their parents;

v.3. To relate the Study f f economics and the energy problem to the children's

every y lives;
To he students develop a deeper understanding basic economic con-
cepts and principles;

5. To increase the children's awareness of the energy crisis and theimportvce
of energy conservation.

- -
The project was designed to be integrated into the total turricultim'and to

utilize a variety of learning activities. An overview of the entire program is
summarized in Table 1.

Teaching Activities
We used the following teaching procedures Ind related student activities

to help the children understand the economic concepts related to energy. All
the learning activities were designed to beopen-ended and to generate max-
imum student discussion.

Activity 1. To \help students see the purpose of this project, we discussed
in detail the concept of scarcity. We told the pupils that they would be working
on a project to earn money for our school. The energy problem was briefly ex-
plained, and the children made posters depicting scarcity in 'relation to their
own personal, never ending wants for goods and services.

Activity' 2. Tar help students understand the concepts dealing with
unlimited wants and limited resources, a number of games and role-playing ex-
ercises as well as pictures from magazines and newspapers- were used to,
stimulate discussion.

2
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TABLE 1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT

Subject .

Math

Language Arts

. Science

Art

Activities Concepts

Music Careers.

/-

Working With money,,
computing earnings
and sa gs, and es-
timat g 'energy bills

Letter v Ming, develop-
Vonomics

and.energy vocabu-
letry, and putting on
a play

Learning about many
forms of :energy and
how they work, mak-
ing experiments, and
researching dino-
.saurs-as our source
of fossil fuels

Making posters for
every classroom in
'the school; bulletin
boards, collages,
liteswith energy
messages, and pro-
jects from re- ,
cycled 'products.

Writing eneigglyrics,
studying jobs that
provide seryces and
jobs t elated to the
energy field; leaning
about careers by is-
tening to speakers
hnd takingart in
field trips

money, opportunity
cost, profit, saving,
and energy

' .interdependence, scar-
city, market, and
specialization

sources of energy,
supply, demand,
price, producers and
consumers

energy conservation,
advertising, and
market survey

4

jobeelpcorne, salary,.
wages, occupatiOns,
profit, interest, and
rent

.41

Activity 3. The concept of opportunity cost was explained in relation to
decision making. It was somewhat difficult for the children tci,evaluate their
own choices at first, but they soon caught on to the idea and enjoyed making
,smiling or frowning faces as a way of expressing their personal values and
goals. This activity helped them to see that every decision they made entailed
an opportunity cost.

Activity 4: Students Were asked to make a list of their economic wants
and to choose the things they wanted most. After they made their choices,

3



students drew. pictures and explained the reasons for their decisions' to the
eclass. Two films, Jobs in the CityServices .and The Policeman, were shoyvn
and discussed to help students see people' performing a variety of useful jobs.

Activity 5. Students were asked to draw pictures of themselves as pro-
ducers and, consu of goOds and services. This showed them that th dif-
ferences between wh t they wanted and what they actually could obtain wi
their mitelid mone ncome were in some ways determined by the tyie of job
they held. , .

Activity 6. To help children understand the concepts dealing With
money and barter; the class held a Swap Day, in which students traded such
items as toys, games, records, and puzzles with their friends. This activity in-
corporated the use of gverhead transparencies, work sheets, stories, games,
audiovisual materials, aticl discussions in ordir to reinforce the understanding
of basic concepts. `"

Activity 7. To help students understand the economics of the energy
problem facing our nation today, we explained the meaning of energy and
diScussed such energy sources as oil, gasoline, coal, water, electricity, wind,
natural gas, and solar eliergy'.' The film Easy Energy showed the children the.
importance of energy conservation. Then, the entire class visited our school's
furnace room to learn more about energy and conservation. When we returned
to the classroom, the children listed the different kinds of energy sources
found in our community and prepared charts to esxplain how coal, oil, and
natural gas, were formed in the earth, and how each of these fossil fuels is ex-
tracted, transported, and used at liomevand in businesses.

Activity 8. The class held, an auction to learn more about the concepts of
demand and supply and gain ibetter understanding of how price is established
in the market economy. Among the items auctioned were baseball cards, felt::
tip pens, erasers, bubble gum, note pads, matchbox cars, and pencils. Follow-
ing the auction, the children were askedto explain why some items cost more
than others.

Activity 9. The children listed things that could be done at home to con-
serve energy. In the prOgorss' the pupils discussed a number of key economic.
concepts in addition to learning how to be energy savers. The activity incor-
porated crossword puzzles, work sheds, word games, and discussions to
develop skills in' decision -making.

Activity 10. Students Wrote .thank-you letters to resource people who had
visited the class during the year-long study. Their letters mentioned the ideas
emphasized in the qpeaker's presentation which they felt were important. This
helped to develop their writing skills as well as their grasp of economic con-
cepts. .

Activity 11. The' class visited a*McDonald's -restaurant to learn Inore
about energy .conservation practices. The store manager .explained to the
children that all of the employees are given special training hi ways to save
energy in order to reduce operating costs. The children were surprised to hear
that the restaurant set the thermostat at 68°F during the winter months and
75°F in the summer.

4
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Activity 12. The class,made signs for every classroom to remind students,,
and teachers-of -four basic energy rules: turn out lights, keep the doors closed,
keep shades down, and dress warmly. Our students colored the signs and then
delivered them. theseleminders were a huge success. Everpihere we went we
saw them= in the library, the gym, the office.

Activity 13: We thOught of another method of reminding -our fellow
students about energy conservation energy kites with messages do the tails.
These turned out to be very bright and colorful. We hung them in the hall so
that everyone could see'them. We also put some in our own rooms. After the
kites had been up for a while the,children took them home as family=
reminders.

Activity 14. Our biggest undertaking throughout this entire project was
a videotape. What a challenge that was!'We wrote the script, using some of the
children's ideas. It took three weeks of hard work On everybody's part to com-
plete this project. Our tape was a great learning experience for the
children because they f by it. is so necessay to conserve energy.

After writing the tryouts for the major roles. Our main
Characters were Wald ewscaster), Captain Energy, and four
brothers and sisters. T almost aU of the props for us. Captain
Energy took the childr east to see how people lived long

and o
script, we It

Klondike (a
e children ma
n on a trip into the

trip into the future toago. Next, they took at might happen if we ran
out of energy'resources. The children agreed to becbme energy savers!

Concluding Activity

We decided that the best way to spread the energy message was bY'Sepding
up helium-filled balloons with a message attached. We had earned close to.350
selling recycled products. The helium cost us $40, so we had enough left to
purchase balloons and string.

We sent notes home asking the parents to help us fill the balloons. Several
mothers and fathers agreed to help and filled about 700 balloons in just a few
hours. They attached an energy message to the string: "Energy savers
unite help America win this fight." The message tag also had information
about how to contact our school if a balloon was found.

Balloon Day was held the week before school was out. The children knew
this was a big day for our school, and they were excited all day long.

In the afternoon, the principal made an announcement that the balloons_
were ready. Asrthe classes entered the playground, each child was handed a
balloon. When everyone was ready, the 700 balloons were released. It was an
overwhelming experience to see the balloons start floating toward the sky. The
entire school clapped and cheered as the balloons floated away.

tr

Closing Comment
At the end of this project, it was even more obvious to us that we had

chosin an excellent topic. We had uo difficulty relating our discussions of
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marketenergy to scarcity, supply, demand, distribution, arket sfirvey, hlterdepen-

dence, and all the other economic concepts we taught.
We were sorry to see the end of the school year, because our projec,t had

to draw, to a close. We accomplished our goals and learded many things along
with the children.. We put in long hours and lots of hard work, btit it was well
worth it. e /

Economics: A Puzzle
People Power Solutiop'
n Economics Unit for Third- and fifth-Grade Students

1.

Glenda Bartlett and, Marlene Price
Sequoyah Elementary Schoql,'14uSseliville, Arkansas

=

I troduction and Objectives
i,. :

Much of our economic news recently has beeKgloomy. Lack of under-
s anding of economics compounds people's fears,and anxitty.

Our overall goal was to hlelp children under4apd our economicksystem.
e wanted the students to gairi economic ktiow10:10 and, thereforerdevelop a
ore positive outlook regarding our country's thoddmic future.Some Or our

s ecific objectives were:
'

,:i." " . .

4 -
..3

because. 1. To shdw' students that economics is exciting to study because it affects
.4 )..,eyeryone's daily lives; -. ;,., i. 1 ri.fTo help students acquire a background of eXperi6nce add the vocabulary to

help them understand economic concepts;" :.f,. /3. To provide opportunities ftir students to repognize economics in action ih
their hot ; school, and community; .,i

4. To help st dents understand that people make wiser decisions when they
have a basic knowledge of economics;

5. To show that positive solutions to economic problems can be found. ,

We kept our goals very much inefocus throughout our economic study in
the form of an original theme sone. We sang "It's People Power, U.S.A." (to
the tune "This Land Is Your Land"). Our theme song reflected the obj;ctives
and goals of otfr economic study.

6,
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Background-

How did a third-grade teacher and a remedial-reading teacher get together
for a joint economic project?'We.both realiied the value of economic educa-
tion and shared the aim of providing meaningful teaming experiences for
children. We wanted to combine our ideas and talents to develop a comprehen-
sive economics project for a third-grade class and a group of fifth-grade
remedial-reading students. There were twenty third graders, the majority with
average or higher ability levels. The ten remedial-reading students were below
grade level in reading ability. Our main study lasted nine weeks, with one hour
per day set aside for the remedial-reading stuitIA to work with the third-
graders under the direction'of both teachers.

The initial preparation for our economic study began in Nov ember 1980.
The PTEU (Primary Test of Economic Understanding) was administered to all
students. The students acted asf the test was one of the hardest they had every
taken; it might have been, for we discovered they had little experience with

'economic terms and concepts (mean 13.00, percentile 131.
A&

Learning Activities

Playing the part of newspaper reporters, we questioned the third-grade
students ab'out the meaning of economics. Most students did not, understand
the term, but many said they had heard it on the news or from,their parents.
The students were very interested in the current piesidential campaign and
were actively campaigning for their parents' choice of candidates. Many of
their parents' opinions were based on economic reasons. As the election ap-
proached, the students participated in a mock election. President Reagan's
economic platform had influenced many students through their parent* and
he won our election.

We displayed economic terms we planned to develop in our project on
large puzzle pieces and attached them to the bulletin board. The puzzle pieces
were not pin together but were mixed up. Individual folders also were
prepared for the ltudents' work, the cover contained the puzzle pattern. As
terms from the giant puzzle were studied, the students put together the same
puzzle on their folders. A puzzle must have a solution, and we were prepared
to, begin putting it together., .

Our preliminary activities with the students, and especially their watching s,
for economic-related news, made them aware of the importance of money in a
national and international sense. These.questions came tip: Where did money ..
come from? Who invented it? We viewed the film Money, which} provided us,
with an excellent history. The students learned about bartering, coin usage,
and banking. Most of the students were truly fascinated that shells, feathers,
and other items had been used in the past as money. Another film, Economics,
The Credit Card, showed us that money is still evolving.

We had discussions about what we could barter or trade today for things
we wanted. Students realized that the value of whit they might tid've to barter

tj/ 1
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would depend on whether a poteptial trader wanted it. The students drew car-
toons and, illustrations depicting bartering and the evolution of money, and
these were placed on the History of Money bulletin board. Some students also

, wrote a paragraph on the history of money for their economics folder. We
placed the booklet The Story of Money in our economics reading center;

Our' class discussion of wants began by asking students wbat the term
.meant. We compiled a list of wants on the chalkboard. Students cofitributed
- the exaniples, and we wrote down everything thgy said, including "air," "love,"

' and "being a famous ball player." Then we went through the lists to determine
which items could be purchased' with money.

We used Weekly Reader articles tb get discussions under way and to
develop concepts dealing with money and inflation. The cartoons and articles
about high prices and President Reagan's plan to battle inflation provided the
siimulus for our study. The students shared some of their parents' concerns
about inflation and told personal experiences of how inflation had affected
them.

We read aloud an excerption inflation from The Story of Money, which
eold about' Germany's inflation fifty years ago when the value of its paper
money fell so ,low that currency was cheaper to burn than firewood. We then
dramatically talked about the necessity of bringing inflation under control in
our country4 and as we named specific examples of increased cost we poppe¢ a (.
balloon. When the balloons were all popped and thestudents were wide-eyed
and concerned, we talked about the need for people to be educated in
economics and how our learning to be informed citizens and make good
choices was going to help each of us.

. We began an activity on public enterprise by asking the students to name
something that their parents really griped about paying. Some students
answered "utility bills" but most of them answered "taxes." We then asked,
"What do we get in return for our taxes?" Most studenti said "nothing," and
the closest correct answer was fron,the student who said "insurance."

We viewed the film Why We Dave Taxes Or The Town Without a
Policeman. The follow-up discussion was very rewarding: students realized
that jhey- received very direct and tangible services from taxes their parents
paid. We talked with the students about the-relationship between loweredtaxes
and resulting cutbacks in tax-supported programs. We pointed out the work of
the U.S. Congress in determining how federal tax monies are spent2 and we
asked the students to watch for news reports about budget cuts. We introduced
the concept of "trade-offs" to help students understand the need for com-
promises in some spend ng in ordei. to reduce taxes.

We used role-playi g to show the dependency of .a child op his family and'
the interdependence a ong adult family members. On the chalkboard we
listed as many people a d businesses we could think of that provided us with

' the goods and servic s we could not provide for ourselves doctOrs,
repairmen, electric companies, etc. The list was extensive. To4illustr.ate the

-concept of interdependence, we selected a few examples from the list and

8
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talked about goods and Services the students would have to depend on others
to produce.

We also referred back topur activities on bartering, where people traded,
items they could spare for items others had that they needed. Our governor.,
Frank White, had just made a trip to the Far East to seek a market Tor Arkan:
sas products (iice, chicken). Discussion of thiNews item helped the students
understand that world trade is very close to home and has a considerable im-
pact on ,oar state economy. . r

We involved the parents in our 'economic study in a very perional way by
soliciting their advice on coping with the Cost of living. Wien the students hpd
learned the meanings of terms such as employer, producer, consumer, goods,
services, and cost -of`- living Mcien'ses, we prepared a questionnaire called the
"People's Economy Poll."

We published the ideas for saving money that parents -shared with'us
through our People Power Newslette?at the end of our ecnorriic unit. This
was another way for us to emphasize the importance of the ."people power"
solution to .our. economic puzzle. ,We provided a'great many "people powe?"
inflation-fighting and econeiniiing ideas for the readers of our newsletter. We
sent the newslettet home tio the parents of our students, to people who had
been involved in our study, and to everyone in out school.

Seeing and studying businesses at the city mall gave us an opportunity to
"bait the hook" for starting our own business. We wanted theeconomic con-
cepts we had taught the students to be u,scd in a- personal, meaningful ex-
perience of the market economy. We had a discussion on possible busineves
we might start at our school, Many ideas were mentioned and eliminated by
students and/or teadhers because ofinitial cost, labor time involved, or other
economic reasons.

Finally, the majority of student;' decided on something we could sell to
everyone in the building paper hats. Some students were skeptical and said,*
"That's dumbno one will want those." Those comments led to a discussion
of what sells and why. The importance of advertising and of making a prOduct
to meet a want (demand) was- discusied relative tot the paperhats and other
products students might purdhase. Wt decided to sponsor a hat-decorating
contest alOng with our hat sales. The class talked' about maily:ways of
decorating the hats to make them unique. We -decided to offer prizes for the
best decoratedhats.,
, .Wesused division of labor and assembly-limproduction methods to mate

the hats. We discovered that "productivity" was-flourishing in the People
Power Hat Company when the workers producecrPTi hilts in one 25-minute
work period! We..Jiad, the following specialists on 04 Wssembly line: paper
sorters, suppliers, \folders, tapers, staplers, inspectors, label- makers, and
packers. Watching the operations, the students began-to appreciate the need '
for having specialists. The classroom was a beehiv4 of activity as welnade the
.hats,cand we were proud of.our accomplishment! ,

.r ' t
The ads placed throughout the '6ttilding by our acWertising workers %.*
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aroused interesi. 0y...student made annogacements, over the school intercom'
to publici7e our sajes: Our sales booth waSltlzuojigkithe-caTereei for two morn-
ings -ings "prior to the start If classes. We sold .

rettS dropped off
the second morning, but we still had hats stock. - eci d to reduce the
price from ten cents to two cents each). ridr 11141asses. Their
teacher.4 purchased the hats so as to have anot a vjt'y 'a4tion to the
decorating contest. Interesled adults and student .fir`91frough fifth
grades purchased hats. The excitement increased *Ern Planned
how to decorate their hats. The People Pbwer Hat e may ooth
and darned the filled money box back to the classroorti.'-:;-.,

People Power had collected 521, from which it dedtkted 3`5 o#}thbplites. °. '
All hat company personnel attended a meeting 'to discuss sy wit:h.the,
money: One student suggested dividing it up equally. Vktkiggeped 'using the
receipts to buy something that would help us all remembeionv 4enture into the
market economy. After much discussion, the class ckeificl to buy an
economics book for the school library with part-of the mods 41nd to use the
balance to buy a treat fpr each worker. We selected flow tolTitrn Lemons into
Money by Louise Armstrong; we put a dedication label inn t, tt1114 the, story -
of the People Power Hat Company.

Conclusion
0 o 14. One of our most important activities was our Ecpnomics Open ouse, to

which we invited parents, school supervisory personnel,...and coworkers. The
event was held in the evening, because our survey had shown dsvehad lots of

6 - .
workers in our families.. .

The Students' folders, displays, and bulletin boards werenuinerous, color-
ful, and informative. Students guided,our visitors thrbu the economics ex-
hibits. We played a tape recording of the students' singing our theme song,
"It's People Power, U.S.A.," as background music. Parents were impressed
with the quality of the students' work and pleased that then: children were :
learning to understand more about economics. We gave our visitors a handout
containing some of Benjamin Franklin's sayings on the econonlics of the
1700s. The handout posed the question, "Would Benjamin Franklin's ideas on
Money help you in today's economy?" We asked the parents to,usethe state-.

.:!pent to start a discussion with their children.
.

The People Power Hat Company had designed, produced, advertised,
and sold its entire stock of Field Day Fun Hats. Field Day arrived, and the hats
were gloriously, fantastically and beautifully decorated by lager contestants.
some 'ults in the buildig were asked to judge the hats as the children
b sed through the RIF' (Reading Is Fundamental) book display in(the
cafeteria. The atmospher was entirely carefree: students were allowed 'to
choose a free book, gaze t the hats of students from other rooms, and-show
off their own creations. he judges mingled with the students and oteid. adults
and were not identified to the students. The hats were so fantastic, the judges
had a difficult 'task. Creativity was alive and well at Sequoyahl ,

0
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We pUblished the People Power Nevi's letter as our last 'report of our
economics activities. The students were excited about tie official news story of
the success of the People Plower Hat COmpany, and they were interested in
reading about the results of the People's Economy Poll. Many students
recognized that other families were doing some of the same things their own
fatuities were doing to cut expenies. They carried the newsletter home on the
last day of school, eager to share it with their families.

-Evaluation -
As teachers, we belieNe this comprehensiNe study of economic concepts

helpeeour students feel less fearful about the future ofkhe U.S. econQmy and
' more confident of their own abilities to learn and understand.

We know the students learned some economics. We receiNed many com-
ments attesting to the students' enthrisiasm and interest. We know ' the
remedial-reading'students leaned to read better,, increased their self-esteem,
and gained economic knowledge by being able to participate in this project.

Outstudents were the envy of the school because of our entrepreneurial
adventures! Our economics study had not only touched our hOmes and school
but,',we knew we had created a more positive attitude toward economic educa-
tion among many people throughout our community. Yes, people power is the
si?lution to economic education! 1

MommV, Buy Me a

China Doll
A Kindergarteti Economics Project

Mary Wehmeyer
Jeffersontown Elementary School, Louisville, Kentucky

.1

Introduction -

Last summer, I discolleresd a wonderful little book, Mommy, Buy Me a
China Doll, in an Appalachian book store in Berea, Kentucky. "Mommy, buy
me. . . . " Are there any three words used more frequently by our young TV=
sales-oriented children of today? Suddenly, I had an exciting idea for an
economics study to use witlfirky two kindergarten classes in the fall.
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With the economy tightening all around us, inflation running rampant,
amtall of us caught in the squeeze, most "mommies" and "daddies" are finding
it increasingly difficult to buy even strict necesSitiq..What more opportune
time than now for every five- year -old to learn about scarcity and the.need to
make choices!

Could I help my kindergartners underitand basic economic principles that
affect their daily lives by learning about the poverty-strickewpeople who set-
tled, and still live, in the Appalachian mountain area of our state of Kentucky?
I could, and we did! Using a study of Appalachia's natural resources, music,
crafts, stories, art, and history, we compared its people's lives to ours today.

The operation of a classroom coal mine and company store taught us that
Kentucky is the m'ajos coal- producing state in our country. Many basic
economic principles were learned here and in the formation of our own
btisiness, Kentucky Kinder Crafts. We "became" the people of Appalachia, us-
ing local resources to produce unique items that could be stld to the general
public and pro:ince income for an economically destitute seginent of our sod-

,

etyl. t

Plan of Study
To help five-year-olds learn to think effectively and grasp basic economic

generalizations, teachers need to have a well-planned program.s It should cap-
ture the children's immediate attention, involve them actively, in study, and in-

, clude a wide variety of activities to accommodate differences in learning styles.
Young children learn most effectively through concrete examples and

sensory-filled experiences, in which they puch, smell: hear, and see objects at
hand. They also achieve understanding, by acting out, or role-playing,
thoughts, feelings, stories, and poems about concept<e experiences.

Our plan of study included making pictures, posters, bulletin boards, and
collages to see what wrwere learning. We listened to books and newspapers
being read. We saw and heard films, filmstrips, and records. We had several
resource people work with us in our classroom.

We actually worked in a classroom coal mine; where we saw and smelled
the coal dust and felt the fatigue of a miner digging coal. We used resources at
hand to produce various products to be sold in our own classroom business.

Enthusiasm reigned high in my two kindergarten classes each day, which
included twenty-five students in the morning and another group of twenty-five
children in the afternoon. Each child was involved actively and totally in learn-
log experiences that will serve as building blocks to future understanding of
our land, our people; and our economy-.

Because of the economic near-illiteracy' that prevails among Americans
today, it was important to Involve the parents and families of our students in
all our activities: I hoped to motivate them to continue exposing and =plain-,
ing economic principles to their children in their everyday experiences
together.
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Goals

As the project took shape, I developed learning acthities designed to help_
my students achieve the following goals: .

1. To understand that because income of a household is limited andits .fants
for goods and services are unlimited, it must'choose whicli goods and ser-
vices it will buy;

2. To choose wisely in buying because whenever people buy a particular good
they must give up some-other good;

3. To understpld that it takes. raw Materials (natural resources), peoffle
_ (human isources), and tools(capitalj to produce gopds and services which

satisfy our wants;
4. To team aboutthe production of coal, the most important natural resource

in the economy Or our state of Kentucky;
5. To learn that decisions must be made as to what goods and services are to

be produced with available, resources;
6.., To create and operate a classroom business (Kentucky Kinder Crafts Co.),

:Wing available resources;
7. To learn that labor income is the main source of income for most

households;
8. To involve students and parents in activities designed to- develop their

critical thinking.

Learning Activities .
Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays were behind us, and Jan 'uary seethed

the perfect time to introduce a stimulating new study of our neighbois in the
Appalachian mountains of Kentucky and to strive for further understanding

. of basic economic principles, so important vrea0 of our lives.
We began our study with a delightful' Rook,sMommy, guy Me a China

Doll, by Harve and Margot Zemach. This is the story of Eliza Lou, a little girl
who lives in the mountains. One autumn day she meets a mountain tthder pull-
ing a wagon piled high with cloth and kettles and . . . a china doll. Her family
doesn't have money for china)dolls, but Eliza Lou has that problem solved.
She suggests to her mother that they trade her daddy's featherbed for it, but
this poses a new problem: Where will her daddy sleep? As she sits on her

.mother's lap, gliza Lou suggests alternative sleeping arrangements for the en-
tire family, and their horses, kittens,.chickens, and pigs.

The Zemach story is a humorous adaptation of an old mountain folk
The children were immediately enrapturgd by the earthy, homespun illustra-
tions of Eliza Lou's fantage, and were soon singing the little refrain "Mommy,
buy me a china doll. Do, Momrty,.do!," which recurs throughout the storY.

With enthusiasm at a peak, thd children were asked to think of reasons
why Eliza Lou's family did not hive enough money to buy her Willa doll., Do

4v
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some families have less tuoney than other families?' Do families have to make
choices in what they buy? This led to a discussion of pedple's economic wants.
The children cut out pictures from magazines and catalogs and used scissors
and past to make a "We Need" collage. ,

I told the children that we could understand a lot more about Eliza Lou
and her family's.Wants, if-we studied the special area of our own state of Ken-
tucky where they had livedthe Appalachian mountain region. I borrowed an
eno4bus relief map of the United States from an upper-grade classroom, and
the children weie able to trace with their fingers the path ken bj Daniel
,Boone and Other early settlers from the Atlantic coast, through Cumberland
Gap, to the hills and hollows of southeastern Keatu,cky.

What better time than now for mY`studeEits and their families to learn that
Kentucky is the nation's number-one coal-producing state. Coal is the state's
largest industry,

Courier-Journal and the Louisv. Times, contains articles
grossing S3 billion a year. Every edition of our two-local daily'

newspapers, the
. about the coal industry pr coal-related topics. It is d that Kentucky is on the

'eve of a coal revolutiod a boomunlike, any in its Mast. Th6 booni has its
roots in the beginnings of a worldwide conversion frorh oil and natural gag to
coat? , ,,

.. ,. , .

How could my 'students begin 'to better understand this all - implant
natural resource to the economy,of Our state? We "constructed" a coal mine
a darkened corner of our classro090hig' required many trips to a local coal
yard, hauling coal in boxes to trti cal. A Inns, drapes!..14ttle was pliced in the
classr,pom and became,the darl'lined,rtiine, with coal piled high on top and
under'it. i ' ,. ;,i'-:- s".7:12 ,- .

The miii&was named"thelehtucky Kinder:Coal Comppny. A large pack-
ing.box outside the mine s'grieda'S ithe'rniile shaft. 8aCh.child bo.. afne a coal
miner by pulling on overall';; onning'a.mi,her'04rd hat, and cliffibing into thet conveyor car inside the kne-.ghaft box. Witit larjtern and flashlight in hand,
the Children...Fete:ridge they were descending far undergronn o the mine en-
tranee. It was amitzing hoV; long sotire children sat frt,th6 tar n the shaft! They

_-- were convinced our mine was very deep d in the mountain.
Each miner's job was to enter The mine and shove coal into a basket, It

was truly dark in the mine, and the child could see 61ii. with\he lighr from Cite
;-flashlighf. The miner brought the basket filled with coat out of the ine and

took it'tOt14 Company. Store. Girls and boys alike eagerly awaited t eir turn,
tolwork in. tbe mine, of course this took several days to accomp

As soon as the coal dust settleafttnd we had closed our e and cleaned. .

aviay 11 traces of its operation, we continued our study of e customs, beliefs,
and econ of the. ople of Appalachia. We had already begun learning_a

"great many lk songs the mountains. I nconapanied their singing with a
uer music linstru ent, the Mountain dulcimer, made by the people in the

hi d holl ws to entertain themseliies.' .-T led us into a discussion of how few jobs Wert dal-4 m61e to mountain

-z
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people, other than thOse in the coal mines and !Umber companies.yoverty in
Appalachia is notorious. Our old friend Eliza Lou arni her family chose to live
in the mountains_ayvay from crowds of people, where they could have some
land all their own' and enjoy space all around them. We likened their feelings
'or independence with thoie of the Pilgrims who came to the New World.

Over the years, many people have left the mountains to find jobs.
However, some mountain people now have found a new source of income.
Organizations like the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild have contributed
to a renaissance of crafts in the mountains and elsewhere by helping to market
handmade products.

Wirlup
After learning thatmountain children are taught crafts, my kindergart-

ners decided it would be fun to open their own craft shop. This was the begin-
ning of Kentucky Kinder Crafts in a large corner of our classroom. In order to
be like the Appaldohian people, we understood we must use whatever raw
Materials were available. Parents were informed of our plan, and we received

\many contributions of fabric scraps. Several mothers came in to work one-to-
one with the children on needlework projects:

The children loved every minute of this project! Every girl and boy made '
, .

either a quilted pillow,, a doll bed coverlet, or an animal beanbag. Several
children made two items. Even our most immature students, with tile poorest
hand-eye.coordjnation, worked diligently to sew every ,stiteh.and stuff and
yarn-tie their,little pillows. children hung tjirough the windows of the little
craft shop,. eagerly awaiting their turn to sew.

In April, Phyllis George Brown, the wife of the governor of Kentucky,'
was scheduled to speak to the upper-grade students in our school about a
statewide 'contest she and the governor-were-sponsoring. Members of her staff
arrived early to make arrangements for her aPpearance. They heard about our
Kentucky Kinder Crafts, and intmediately asked if Mrs. Brown could our.;
classroom after her. talk. One of her main interests is promoting Kentucky
crafts. (The very next we k, she and the governor traveled to NewYork City to
attend, the opening of 0, Kentucky craft shop at Bloomingdale's department
store.) Mrs. Brown was extremely ,interested in the children's work, and the
children showed her their handicrafts with pride.

After our month of work, we invited 'families and friends of the children
as well as the first and second grades of our school to attend a mountain folk
festiyal of 'bur own. The children wore_"old-time" costumes, sang mountain -

ballads, and pefformed 4ne and circle dances in the auditorium of the school:
They used puppets to enact an old Appalachian song called "The Black' Duck."
We had made these puppets as, a group project, (The Berea College Puppetry
Caravan holds workshops all over the United States during the summer. They
give instruction in making marionettes and puppets from resources at hand,
such as paper bagsp paper, and fabric.)

t
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After our program, the families were invited`to attend the grand opening
of the, Kentucky Kinder Crafts shop in' our classroom. Our products included 7
animal beanbags, quilted pillows, doll bed quilts, weavings, corncob animals,
clay pots, and candles. We displayed the items attractiVely and labeled each
one with the price and maker's name.

A. r::":checkout table with two-toy cash registers (in best supermarket style),
. was at the far end of the room. Two students worked each checkout line. We

had studied the various combinations of coins required for the prices of our
products. Exiamples of,coin combinations were beside each register to help the
cashiers.

Every child was assigned a specific place to work and help customers.
- Some soldpillOws, some beanbags, some candles. We all knew what excellent

producersTwe were, and, at long last, our customers had arrived to buy our
products.

The children were fantastic! They took their jobs very seriously, and
parents were enthusiastic, helpful, and patient in the long checkout lines. The

\Feffersonian, another local newspaper, wrote us up 'and included an eye-
catching photograph with the story. r.

Enthusiasm, prevailed throughout our economics study. I Ova's gFatilied to
see the tremendous growth in social development of all the children, especially
when working in small groups or running the ComPany Store, the coal mine,
and. the craft business; Best of all, their economic understanding was.develop-
ing: .theirlictions showed. that they were learning to think critically about
problems,,ask questions, and arriye at decisions. Behavioral problems disap-
peared. because the children were stimulated, involved, and busy.

The best inefhod I have found for evaluating kindergarten children is to
observe themsluring_theirvarious-activities; to ask-questionsInd take wore of
the answers in small-group and private discussions, and to listen to their con-
versations with other children. The children's vocabularies increased, and it
was exciting to hear many of the children use at leas(!three or four new
economic terms in conversations with their peers, showing they had a basic
understanding of the concepts we had studied.

,Several parents made appreciative comments to me4on how much their
children had learned in our economic study. One father, a university pro-
fessor, told me his child not dnly talked at home about the economic. concepts
we were learning, but had begun to xic him questions about marketing,

-'distribution, and pricing of products that tre was hard pressed to answer.tat
times.

A mother wrote me later, "Leigh is using terms arid discussing economic
activities that I don't always understand. But I'm learning!"

What greater rewardfor me than to look around the classroOiAn the last
day of the school year and see stimulated, enthusiastic children, parents, and
teachers. We had; all worked together, learned 'together, and found 'that
economics in the classroom can be the most exciting thing happening in eduaa-
-tion today!

1
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Busy as a Bee in. an
Economic Coli'munity
A FirstGrade Economics Project

-Gaytene-Myta Davis
North Elementary School, Jonesboro, Arkansas

Rationale

Economic education is important, because every individual is faced with
problems of choice. Each individual has wants. These wants cannot all be
Satisfied; therefore, youngsters and adults must learn tb make intelligent
choices. Teachers should help children become aware of available resources
and the need to conserve or use them in the best manner possible: Economics
can be woven iato every phase of the curriculum easily.. A basic understandingmkt ,
of economic concepts helps consumers and society as a whole to use theii
scarce resources efficiently, to examine alternatives, and to seek solutions.

Introduction and Background
I AM not an economist; but attendance at three economic education -

workshops has helped mettacalizeuhat.peartamics_rambea_commuLelement.---
linking curricula. I believt economic analysis is an effective tool to help
youngsters develop' skills in decision makinge First-graders are bursting with
natural curiosity and are eager to learn and to take an active pap in the world
around them. Unquestionably, economic experiences are a pati of children's
daily life: they shop in supermarkets with their parents, visit the bakery, go to
the movies, visit neighborhood stores, listen to commercials on television,
make decisions about spending or saving'their allowances, and engage in fam-
ily discussioni that deal With economic issues. These activities have little
eConomic meaning for ,children who lack a basic understanding of economic
concepts and practices. The overall purpose of the project was to help children
see themselves as active participants in the economic,system. I wanted them to
Have a solid foundation of basic skill's and knowfidge that they could use
thioughout their lives.

' North School is located in Jonesboro, Alkansis, and is housed in an out-
dated, overcrowded building. Although economic education is not a required
part of the,curriculum, nearly all the teachers have developed economics units, which can be easily integrated with the social studies curriculum or presented
as self-contained programs.freachers in each grade level frequently meet to ex-
change ideas and information about their projects. The schoOl.has developed a
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set of instructional goals in economic education, which serves -as a guide to
curriculum planning and organization. The curriculum is designed to facilitate
the total development of disadvantaged children,. particularly those who had
been enrolled in the preschool program:- More than half of my students come

om . . r -- v- .11

sa''Ool and cannot read or write; a few are high-school dropouts.

Learning Goals

I felt there, was a real need to help the children acquire an understanding-
of some bdsfc economic ideas that affect their daily lives. Some specific goals

I 1 I

of the unit were to help students:

Study and understand the market system; ' 1

.... Understand that because bur economy is complex, specialization is nec-
essaryessary to. achieve efficiency;. .
Recognize the important factort underlying economic freedom;
Uhderstand the problem of scarcity and the need to make economic choices;
Develop an understanding of snch economic concepts as money, capital,

. technology, interdependence, coinpetition, and price; ;

Understand thCpurpose of such_economic_institutions as_banks, governt__
ment, business, schools, and farms; . .

Learn how businesses respond to demand and supply for goods and services;
Understand the role of governrent in the economy.

4.
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Learning Activities
/ My classroom was divided into learning centers. The economics area con-

tained numerous books) self-checking tasks, games, audiovisual materigls,
records, filinstrips, films, worksheets, and other resource aids to teach
economiddeas. I used the following teaching strategies and related learning
actin ities to help my students understand the key ideas emphasized in the pro-

. ject.
Activity 1. The children drew pictures of various resources they use to ,

do their work in school. The pictures shoWed boys and girls using crayons,
scissors, glue, pencils, paintbrushes, pens, and tablets, to name just a. few.
This activity helped the students understand the factors of production and
many concepts related to the functions and role of producers and consumers in
the economy.

Activity 2. Students were asked to bring to school snapshots of
themselves and their fainilies, pets, and friends. This helped them to see that
different people have different wants and heeds and these often determineour.
personal goals and values. Stories, word puzzles, and flip charts were used to
reinforCe the concepts being studied,

Activity 3. I showied the class a picture of a clown holding balloons to
stimulate a discussion of economic choice-making. Each balloon depicted an
item the pupils used in school, such as crayons, scissors, elle , Kleenex, pencils,
desks, chairs, etc. We discussed the price of each item and determined that
some products (staplers and scissors) were durable goods and would last a long ,

time; other items, such as glue and pencils, were nondurable goods and would
be used up more quickly. This exercise helped the class see that, sire our
resources were lirnirkl,we always had to make cliOices. The children had little

c

Activity 4. As;new economic- concepts were introduced and discussed,
the children developed their mini dictionary ofirnportant terms. In their daily

o writing assignments, th?y,were to use the new concepts and the ecoliomic
k nowledge they had gained. Stories such ,as "Last One in Is a Rotten Egg"
helped to summarize the economic ideas they had learned from our discussion.

Activity 5. ,The_ pupils enjoyed playing a game with two plastic con-
tainers, one labeled "Goods" and the other 7Services." Students examined pic-
tures of producers making'various kinds of products and performing useful
economic services. Then they-took turns deciding which container to place the
pictures in, but their selections had to be made within a, certain time li
After making their choices, students explained the reason for their decision to
the class.

Activity 6. We toured the school building to introduce ourselves to more
economic concepts. Various school personnel visited the class anchexplained
the work they performed, the tools they used, and the special training and
skills required to do their jobs. The importance of specialization and division
of labor was discussed again, as the children learned how productive tasks'
were divided among teachers, cafeteria workers, office staff, custodians, bus



drivers, and the scho61 librarian. to take advantage of each person's unique
talents and skills.

Activity 7. I used a number of resource people, including parents, to
stimulate class discussion and help the students learn basic economic concepts.
'Parents were invited to visit the classrodm and describe their jobs and career
goals and to give children exarrwles of how capital resources and technology
help them 'perform their work. Some of the parents showed them many of the
actual tools and equipment they use, and the children were surprised to learn
how much money it cost to operate and maintain these resources.

Activity 8. A major.emphasis of Abe project was a unit of animal study.
A series of pictures entitled "lgsy As a Bee in an Economic Community" were
used to explain how bees get the food,liey need to survive. Working together, .

we made lists of the goods and services provided by insects and other kinds of
animals and placed them on a bulletin board. We discovered that some
animals build homes which last a long time while ojhers are constantly moving
about and build shelters'only to protect their young. We concluded this part of
Our study with the realization that people and animals were consumers and had

.- .:a wide variety of wants for goods and services.

. The highlight of the project was a trip to a be farm. The beekeeper showed
us the hives, described how bees prOduce honey and explained how some bees
provide a service by caring for the young w ife gitardin'g the nest.'The class

i;observed how technology is used in beekee ng and discovered that only the.
honeybee has the equipment and know-how, to change the nectar of plants into
honey on i commercially profitable basfs. The children laughed when the
tielidp-tir-tOttrttfelifttlarrOorrIFfells-the-honeybee-what to prpduce, how to
produce, what to consume, or when to work'. Bees do their work by instinct."
The pupils learned that the worker bees have special organs for producing wax
and for collecting nectar and pollen. They were led to understand that bees
used their Mouths to model wax secreted in their abdomens into perfect
hexagon-shaped cells. We concluded that beekeeping had developed into a
very specialized science, with considerable economic importance.

We went 'a step further in discussing what it costs to operate a bee farm.
The childten leaped that special equipment, such as extractors and solar wax..
melters, is used in the industry. We also saw the special clothing beekeepers
wear to protect theniklves from bee stings. The children prepared charts to ii-
Ifistrate recently developed equipmgnt (capital goods) and how much money it
costs to maintain buildiligs

..
and supplies in the beekeeping business.

Concluding Activity

Evaluation

At the beginning of this projec a pretest was given to determine the stu-
dents' knowledge of economics. /To evaluates their 'comprehension and
uticlerstanding.of., concepts preserald, the same test was/given after the con-
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cepts were taught. Testing was done many times throughout the year to check
the children's progress. -

We were very pleaied and thankful to have so many people visit our
classroom to aid us with our economic, activities. Many people helped us with
research, classroom activities, and field trips. It was also exciting and revArd-
ing to know that the news media, the KAIT-TV Company, radio, andthe
Jonesboro Sun newspaper were apppising the public of our economic studies.
The news coverage was great! The students were able to answer almest any
question that our visitors askee I felt sure that the children had acquired the
intended knowledge.

GOOD IDEAS IN BRIEF: PRIMARY LEVEL

OTABEL BRADSHAW of the Harmony .Grove School, Camden, Arkan-
sas, taught her first-graders economics through a problem-solving approach.
To help these young consumers, varied activities emphasizing economic ideas
were used in a yearlong study. The,pupils explored such concepts as consump-
tion, ,production, inflation, scarcity, opportunity cost, division of work,
wants, resources, and occupations. The study began with a unit on the impor-
tance of trees in the local community. Bulletin boards, booklets, posters,
stories, and art activities demonstrated the effects of trees on the economy.
The children exchanged letters with,a first-grade classin Union, Maine. They
learned that trees are also a major source of income for many of the families
in that area. The state forester visited our class and discussed tree harvesting,
energy conservation, and the economic and.aesthetic values. In-order to-he p
studend abderStand how businesses compete with one another, role-playing
exercises were used along with audiovisual Materials and discussions. These ac-
tivities helped. children to understand the interrelationships ot price, quality,
profit, and services. Pupils discovered that in a period of high inflation, the
company that charges the lowest prices for a particular good or service attracts
the most customers,

THERESA TANNER, a third-grade teacher at the Hillcrest Elementary
School, Jonesboro, Arkansas, developed a year-long economics upit entitled
"We Worked While Our Money W,orked." The unit was designed to help
Students understand the role of money, banking, and financial institutions in
the economy and was presented in two phases: (1) How We Made Our'Money;
and (2) How We Spent Out Money. Major activities of the program were:,a
fruit-tasting party to reinforce student understanding of natikai resources,
choice-niaking, transportation, And marketing strategies; an auction to explain
how the forces of demand and supply operate in the market system; an ice-
cream social to demonstratethe factors of production; and a nature walk to
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develop an understanding of scarcity, capital, energy consmation, prOduc-
tion, and consumption. Films, filmstrips, pamphlets stories, games, discus-
sions, and self-evaluations were included in ire study. A major emphasis of
the project was on helping the pupils discover the purpose of financial institu-
tions and the reasons for the use of money as a medium pf exchange. As a
result of the unit; students gained a significantly better grasp of how the U.S.
market system operates.

MARGARET of the Fair Park Primary School, Little Rock,
Arkansas, has- developed a variety of activities for teaching some basic
economic concepts to students in grades K-3. The project, entitled "Designing
and Selling T-Shirts The Economics of It," was organized to help students
understand how businesses operate in the market system, Posters and bulletin
boards were prepared to illustptezthe importance of specialization and

of labor and develop a better- understanding d f how the price system
alloCates scarce resources to the production of goods and .services. Students
designed and sold T:shirts and acted out their roles as producers and con-
sumers. In the process, the pupils earned money (profit) and used their income
to have a party. Films, filmstrips, stories, and posters were used to help the
students learn about different jobs, and how productive tasks are divided
among the workers,so as to take advantage of specialization. A story, "Charlie
Needs a Cloak," by Tomie De Paola; led to a discussion, of productive
resources and the problem of scarcity. Evaluation indicated that the'children
increased their understanding of basic economic concepts and practices.

KATHY TONELLI of the North Elementary SchoOl, Cryisial Lake: Il-
linois, taught economic ideas to her pupils in a unit entitled "Savinund'

pen ink.'' WillipirOject unfolded, the children organized their own com-
munity in the classroom andtacted out their roles as consumers, producers,
and citizens. The unit, organized to last the hike year, consisted of five
lessons: (1) Earning and Saving Money, (2).tartingl Business, (3) Forming a
Partnership, (4) Competition, and (5). Advertising and Selling. The overall
goal of the-program was' to help pupils develop a deeper understanding of
basic economic terms such as consumer, producer, goods, money, saving, in-
vestm,ent, income,ncome, profit, and scarcity. A large poster entitled "William the
Worm's Working Wheel" was created.biteplain the circular flow of goods and
services and the purpcik and function of money in the*:ecOnomy. A role-
playing activity helped the children to understand the relationship between
jobs and income and recognize the impostance of specialization and division
of labor. A set of worksheets and transparencies, keyed to the main lessons,
reinforced the economic ideas in unit. Brainstorming sessions, a play-,
stories, and games were-used extensively througlIout the study.

BARBARA SANTANA and SANDRA DAVIS.of the Bay Crest Elenied-
tory School, Tampa, Florida, taught economics to their third-grade students in
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.DEBBIE-KIMMEL_COf ihe.-Seiberling Elementary School, Akron:Ohio,
*taught economics t&-fie-ts.thIrd7grade students by -incorporating a -variety of
techniques games, stories, and role:playing exercises -in a unit entitled
"Gatornomics." The project was organized'around the Akron public school
system's program "Critter in the Classroom," developed-in collaboration with
'die Akron Zoological Society. The -activities in the unit were integrated
lessons on math; art, lariguage,,a-rts, science, and social studies_ taught during
the entire school year. The students begian the project by studying.different
aninlaii the zoo loaned to the class. In the process, the class learned about the
loo's "Adopt an Animal" progan1, which makes animals available for adop-

-tion., Working toiettrer; tlitreTa-ss cteci-detro adopt arialligatOT,Thenc tile-name ,

"Gatornornics." This experiencegave the Children the opportunity to (Ave
the animal's living habits. In addition, they learned basic economic concepts
such as scarcity, money, wants, Consumption, production, goods and services,
and budgetng. Weekly evaluation was used to assess student .progress.

MARY B. FLOYD of the Ballman Elementary School, Fort Smith;
Arkansas, taught economics to her third-grade pupih in a study entitled
"Econittiiics on the Road," which utilized a problem-solving approach. Somir
of the economic concepts and terms. presented in the project were demand,
advertising, competition, free enterprise;opportunitY cost, resource extenders,
taxes, scarcity, and money. A major objective of the unit Was to help the
pupils observe at first-hand how production is carried on in a market
economy. Among the activities included in the program were an assembly -line
simulation designed to reinforce the concepts of division of labor and
specialization, a field trip to a McNnald's restaurant to learn more about the
role and functions of business in the economy, the writing of a play in which
the children acted out their roles as consumers and produceis, and visits to the
classroom by resource people presenting different occupations. The economic

!If
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ideas incorpsOrate0.-.-in this stitdy were continuously reinforced with stories,
games, _poems, skits, field traps, research reports, fibs, andbulletin board
displays. Other topics taught were the value of money, investing, :,axing,. and
goyernrhenf:

"PATRICIA A. ROEDER of the Rose Warren. Elementary School, Las
Vellif.Arevada, taught her first-grade students basi4 economic ideas by using
leartting-centefs. The major topics and terms developed in the project werel
government, opportunity cost, wants, goods and services; consumer, p
ducer, income,.money, banking, and scarcity."The film Choices, and a yarie
of games,. puzzles, stories, and filmstrips were used to teach key economic con-
cepts and skills. A poem, "Two Little Dragons," by Ivy Eastwich, served to.
help children act out their roles as consumers and producers. A major aotivity
involved having the class make baked goods for the PTA bake sale. Four
assembly. lines were set up, and each child had .a special job. The children
learned about the tools that were to be used and how to care for them, The
children enjoyed doing a project that was not only inspiring but 4so helped the
PTA'raise funds to purchase audiovisual equipment and resourceinaterials for
the school. Ble pupils developed their critical thinking skills as they applied
the tools of analysis to economic decision Making. .

0. t
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410ermediate Level: Grades 4 -6
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. CHAPTER TWO'

A fourth-Grade StLici;in 3*`

the Use of Computers and
TheirEconomic Impact on.
the World -Today

4.

Barbara McKeever
Fairview Elementary SOhool Fort SMith, Arkansas -.

Introduction and Goals

This project began with the purchase of a TRS-80 computer. Of course,
this w4s only the beginning of what turned out to be a truly exciting study
about the use of computers and the impact of electronic data processing on phr
everyday lives. To prepare for the unit, I took a course in BASIC program-
ming at a local community _college and attended a mining_ivorkshop-on-
microcomputers-A

qt.
I was fortunate to have a class of only twenty-one students, so they could

use the computer much more frequently than would have beeepossible with a'
larger group Nearly all the students were average or above average in ability
and extremely interested in learning about computers. litlOst of the parents had
at least some college, education and were also genuinely interested in_our
economics project. - .11

, One of the joys of teaching economics is the opportunity for student par-
ticipation and discussion as welifilittheireedom to listen to and exchange all
kinds of fascinating ideas. The children never seemed to get enough of this .
kind of activity. Basically, that's what we did with out study. While I planned ,

to introduce many econom concepts and tie them in with computers as much
as possible, I kneW that e ideas would be explored in greater depth than
others. As the project a shape, we develp learning activities de ed to
achieve the following objectives:

To stimulate the Childreores interest in computers; )
*- To provide practical experience in the use of acomputer for as many cur-

", . riculum subjects as possible;
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To explore various career opportunities in the computer field;.
To gain sqme experience in writing a computer program;
To demonstrate the computer's impact on society;
To build a background of economic knowledge to use in real-life situations.

Overview

In order to help the students build a strong,backgroundrin economics, I
guided them in deeloping a glossary of fundamental concepts and principles.
I Wanted students to write the definitions in their own .words because I felt
the concepts and ideas- would be more easily remembered. They woe the
definitions in their notebooks after viewing filmstrips, listening to guest
speakers, -takhig field trips, watchin e Trade-offs TV series, and par-
ticipating in class discussions. Studentslare given a copy of the glossary with
instructions to study, these concepts and their meaning. Each day the lass
played t Vocabulary game to reinforce its knowledge.

Another strategy I used was to set up a ragiirce center in one corner of
the classroom so th4 materials pertaining to the study of economics and,the
use of computers could be enjoyed" everyone. The children were encouraged
to use the materials duking their spere tinge and share information theyhad ac-
quired with the class, \

In order to.help the children improve reading skills, I asked them to read
newspaper and magazine articles. 'One way I encouraged them was to give ex-
tra credit for articles on computers,\ Since comiilters are constantly in the
news, it was not difficult for the:children to find articles, and they eagerly
share_ d their_ selections with the class before_placin them in their scrapbooks.

pi(5.Wii3sro-ur economiaMi_67Z to es over how computers were
becoming an important part of our daily lives. hese, articles, as much as
anything, helped tche children to see the impact conn uters were having on our
society today and would have in the future.

o

Learning ActiVities I.

The concept of scarcit was one of the first ecqnomic ideas I developed. I"
helped the children under, and that their economic wants were greater than the
productive resources available to satisfy the wants. We viewed the filmstrip
We Are All Consameis;o learn more about the nature of scarcity and theneed
to -,,make choices.

Now it was appr priate to develop- the theory of supply and demand in
. terms of the market or computers. A resource speaker visi ed the class and
discussed the histor of computers and data processing.'Fro this discussion
the children began to that the early computers were ver xpefisive and
'quite large compared to the machines available today: As businesses needed to

41)rocess-more and more information, the demand for computers increased. We
.`prepared a bulletin board entitled 'fComputer Prices"Decline to help explain

the rapid advance in computer technology over 'the years and the relationship
between demand for atd,suppfy of computers.
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Another opportunity arose to further integrate econbmic concepts withr-
our study of the computer. A newspaper article entitled "Instant Banking Has
Dangers" listed the advantages and disadvantages of electronic fund-transfer
systems. One disadvantage mentioned was the concern for invasion of
privacy unauthorized access to personal information. The children brought
in other articles that stressed pro.blems created by computers. It seemed ap-
propriate at this time to view the film The King#pm of Mocha. The film
describes a very primitive society on an imaginary island and shows what hap-
pens to the inhabitants as economic developments and technological changes
occur. At the conclusion of the film. the students were asked to write reports
explaining how the introduction of computers and data processing might alter
the island's economy and the lives of the 5tochans.

To help (lie students unde,r stand the term "productive resources," I asked
the children to think'of everything required4a manufacture a computer. Many
or the activities we had been involved with up to this point helped us to specify
the resources required to manufacture ,computers. The students were already
f amiliar 'with the terms "natural resources" and "entrepreneurs" from their
"study of selected units in their social studies textbook. Capital resources took a
little more time to explain before the children were able to unddland that
concept. I emphasized thaj the computer would be classified as a capital
resource. Thy meaning of thg, term "hilmauxqources" was easy to get across

, because the students were aware that people hre needed to produce goods and
services. The,class had expressed some concern about the possibility that com-
13'plus-refight replace people; this led to a veillively debate &obi subject "Are
Computers helping or hurting our society,?"

'AS preparation for ow-field tripsrf asked the children to keep their lists of
resources in mind and to watch for examples of natural, human, and capital
goods resources when we toured different businesses. After 'viewing the
filmstrip Government Goods and Services, we visited our city's offices to find
out how computers are used. We discovered that our city uses computer ser-
vices provided by a lOcal firm cm a lirne-sharing basis. Information travels to
the service contpany'S computers via felephone ling; the .company, compiles
the data intd the forms needed by the city offices.

Another field trip was to tinlocal newspaper, where the children observed .
the heavy reliance on the comp6ter, especially in the advertising department
and copy room. However, nowhere wasit more apparent that the omputer
plays an important role in business than at the telephone cdmpany. The
children quickly noted that the telephone operators' switchboards were com-
puterized. We were then shown the "heart" of the systeM, with the main com-
pUter and its complicated maze of wires and parts. Out; tour Uide pointed out ,

that we could not have a communications system as we kno it today without
computers. .-

Concluding Comment and `Evaluation
For me, this was an exciting unit tb teach. I knew fro expel- lice that I

could teaai children basic economic concepts. I knew they ould e joy work-

2
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ing with the computer and would eventually achieve a minimum level of.com.
prehension about computers. The children far surpassed my expectations in

letheir ability to grasp major economic ideas and principles and to write com-
puter programs. A lot of time, effort, and frustration went into this project,
but significant advance in skill, knowledge, and maturity, yesolted.

Word of what our class was doing spread to other teachers and schools,
and Iwas invited to describe the project to my colleaguis at a professional
meeting. It had been a successful year in more ways than I imagined. I felt this
class had achieved not only a basic awareness of 'economics but also a good
understanding of computers and how they work. As the children talked about
the future and their careers, they expressed less apprehension about electronic
machines than at the beginning of the year because they had come to under-
stand the impact of compute'rs on the world today.

Evaluation' took place in several ways during our study. I was delighted
with the results of the post-test scores, which revealed that the children had fn
creased their understanding of basic economics. All students showed excellent
progress.

The Wide World
of Economics
A Sixth-Grade Economics Study 1

Jo Ann Lovett
Woods Ele.mentary School, Fort Sthith, Arkansas.

Introduction

I teach the sixth grade in an open-Space elementary school located in an
affluent.neighborhood on the eastern edge ;(Fort Smith. The neighborhood is
relatively new, *ith some housing areas still under development. With a few
exceptions, the parents are engaged in well-paying professions or, occupations.
Many of them are connected with business interests in Fort Smith.

The children in my class during the 1980-81 school year were generally
very intelligent and eager to learn. They came from homes where education, ,
was .considered a valuable asset.

iConotriics has been an inligral part of the curriculum of Woods School
28
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ever since it opened several years ago. Teachers are encouraged to stress basic
econamic.concepts in a variety of ways.

In the past, I usually chose a special topic and conducted a separate unit
on econoinics. There was always some fUslon with other social studies,
espeCiallyhistory and geography, but this was usually incidental instead, of
planned.

At the beginning of the 1980-81.school.year, I searched foi' a topic that
would interest my students. I usually take ode class periocj to introduce the
textbook that we,are going to use in a particular subject. As we discussed the
sixth-grade social studies text, Regioris othe World, by Lawrence Senekil,tthe
students began. tO ask questions such as these:

uoire-you'going to teach economics to us?"
o "Ar'e'-we,going to have to study the textbook all the time?"

"Will we go on any field tripMhis year?"
"Why can't we have a lot of activities?"

111
During the-next few days, I pondered their questions-. It was obvious that

my students wanted to study economics and that they wanted an activity ap-
pro lo jearning, rather than a page-by-page study of the textbook.

n our next social studies class I proposed to the students that we use an
.activity approach in our social studies and that we embark on a year-lbng
'economic-S piogram. 'The students were eaATo try.

Study Plan

We continued to discuss the approach that we would rake in developing
the project After several days of distussion, we settled ion the following plan:

1. As we used the social studies text, we would select topics to which econom-
ics was applicable;

2. Wt-would begin each topic by taking a field trip,or engaging in an ap-
propriate classroom activity;

3. We would make sure that the economic ideas introduced would have some
significance in the local setting before applying those idea to other parts of
the world; 71

4. Our learning activities would entail interviewing paiple in Fort Smith, tak-
ing field trips, inviting resource speakers 'to the classroom, writing to
foreign embassies in Washington to gather information about different

eountriesTand using a-Wide-Wri-e-ty of resource materials. ,

N

One student summed up the intent of the study when he remarked,."'This
is wing to be fun! We will be studying worldwide economics!" Eventually our
study.came to be known as "The Wide World of'Economics."

Objectives

The instructional objectives 'unfolded over a period of three to four
weeks. As I reviewed our plan Of study and some of the topics in which
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students were interested, I would jot down possible objectives. We concluded
that our goals were:

1. To develop a meaningful approach to a study of economics correlated with
the regular sixth-grade social studies program;

2. To use many activities in a variety of Ways to enhance student understand-
,.
mg;

3. To learn how productive resources are used around the world;
4. To learn about the economic system of each country studied and how. the

production of goods and services is carried out;
5. To determine the economic and cultural reasons why people live where they

do;
6. To study about the interdependence of people from the different regions of

the world and to understand the economic significance, of international
trade; .

7. To explore the energy shortage and its impact on the economy of all na-
tions; °

8. To study technological change and its effects on the economic development
of different regions of the world.

Learning Activities

Five separate but interrelated learning activities
ect. A brief summary of the activities and econo
emphasized. in the unit are described below.

Where people live. We discussed why people
areas. We observed that even in regions of extrer

°

were developed in the proj-
ic concepts and principles

0
live in certain geographical
e temperature, people ex-

pended grat effort to make their land habitable and to build a viable
economy. °,2°

After some discussion, the students suggested that we try to fincrout why
people lived in Fort Smith: This would give us abetter understanding of why
people living in other places could be just as happy as we. To begin,. the
students wrote essays on "Why I Would Rather Live in Fort Smith than
Anywhere Else in the World."

The students! next assignments was to ask their parents why they lived in
Fort Smith. I asked the students to sort out those of their pheits'.eXPlanations
that were based on economic considerations. One reason given was the wide
availability 'of jobs Font Smith is an industrial and port city. The students
also noticed that some, parents had mentioned that most people in Fort Smith
were hard workers aril capable at solving problems. Several parents had com-
mented on the good educationalsystem. So, we concluded people livedin Fort
Smith not only for geographical and cultural reasons but because the residents
were capable producers of goods and services.

I gave the students a weekend assignment to thipk about the changes that
have taken place.in Fort Smith over the past few years those that have im-

30
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-proved the quality, of lifers well as raised the local standard of. living. They
were to ask their 'parents so help them.

That Monday The students returned with many enthusiastic comments.
Even though the chilcken felt that the changes their parents had-observed were
necessary to.make Fort Smith a better place to live, they continued to talk
about Ate costs and bents associated with the changes. I explained that all of
us need.1.2 realize that nothing of economic value can be produced without us-,
ing proclektive resources human, natural, and capital good and we
soketimeshaye to make difficult choiceV or trade:offs.

I divided the class into two groups (giving each student a choice). One
grotip analyzed the costs anOhe other, the benefits of each change the class
had discussed. For example:

Improved Navigation of the Arkansas River

Cost: The federal government financed the river project despite the budget
deficit. The project added to the national debt. Not only was, government using re-
sources that could .have been used for other purposes (opportunity cost) but the
federal spending was adding to inflation.

Benefits: Being located on a navigable river helped bring industry to Fori
Smith. It cheapec to ship by water than by other means, especially if the cargo is
heavy. The dams control flooding and conserve the soil in the Arkansas River valley.
Making the river navigable has created new jobs and increased prosperity in our
city. ti

. Following this discussion, I emphasized again that economic considera-
tions play . a compelling part in pgople's decisions abput where tp live. I

reminded the students that people use technology to improve their living cin-
ditions and tki make life more comfortable for themselves wherever they live.
When we-studied about other areas, I reminded the clag of the economic deci-
sions that people in other regions must make. yor example, in studying about
Israel, the class learned that the Israelis had.used productive resources to build
irrigation systems in order to be able to farm some areas of the Negev Desert. I
had the children go through their textbook for other examples'of economic
decisions people around the world had had to make in order to function well in
their environment.

We continued to examine some of the ways the people in Fort Smith spent,
their resources to make life more enjoyable. The children pointed out, for in-
stance, that we used`energy to provide heat in the winter and cool air in the
summer, all at great exPense

Interdependence and trade around the world. We were also beginninga
study-in our textbook of Britiih mercantilism. The students were surprised to
learn that the main purpose df mercantilist policy had been to increase the
amount of gold and silver in the royal treasury. The students also learned that
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the objective of wars and explorations in 'earlier times was largely to control
trade routes.

Moving on in their study, the students learned about the gradual growth
`q ideas antithetical to mercantilism. Manufacturers and merchants wanted to
be-able-lo buy theirresources-from the cheapest source and to sell their fin-
ished goods and services to anyone who offered the highest price.

At this point, I could see that the students were taking a "thtbook" view
of-trade and did' not furlylinderstand its impact. We began to disc*s\the
reasons for foreign trade, and I had the students make several charts to
enhance their understanding of the subject.

. Following that, the students discussed the desirability of buying foreign-
m4e products when domestic manufacturers were, having difficulty staying in
business.. The students brought qp autos as a case in point, and wanted to
debate the issue. I divided the class into two groups. Two speakers from each

°group presented the arguments for and against buying foreign automobiles
when our own car manufacturers were 'losing money and/or had received
government loans to prevent bankruptcy. The students were given one week to
preparetheir arguments.

In.an effort to gain more information about the foreign car market in the
United States, I took the students to the Norcross Volkswagenand Audi
dealership. We learned that Norcross no longer imports VolksvtAgens because
a plant has been built in Pennsylvania. All the parts are imported and assem-
Med in the United States. We also took a field trip to Bekaert Steel Company,
in Van Buren. The children learned that the Bekaert family of Belgium owns
the company. It is the oldest and, largest wire manufacturer in the world.
Bekaert chose Van Buren because the location is at the center of the firm's
market, finished goods could be conyeniently shipped By barge 'down the
Arkansas River, and the area has an abundance of other natural resources .as
well. t

[EnrroWs NOTE: In additicin to the two topics of study described-above.,
the complete report contains a variety of learning activities and teaching`
strategies for three other units: L:Different4Economic Systems"; "Black Gold
and Its Impact on the Economy of the 'World"; and "Bringing the World
Together Through Modern Technology. "]

Concluding Activity

Our coneluding activity came about without much prior thought or plan-
, ning. We had intended to give an assemblyyrogram in which the class would

share with other intermediate -grade students what it had learned in its year's
study of economics. However, the class wagnot interested in presenting such a
program and instead proposed 'writing "books" to summarize what it h4I
ledned. Once interest picked up, every student wanted to write a book,either
alone or with a co-author. Once the booklets were completed [the full report
contains samples], the students enjoyed sharing their "books" and repeatedly

'discu-ising what they had learned during the year.
0
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One booklet, Economics Around the World, was typical. It was colorful,
well illustrated, and sorfietimes humorous. It depicted the local dress of dif-
ferent countries; and gave economic facts about them.

Evaluation

Sik-dthis study was so much a part of the regular social studies program,
I used appreciably the same apOroach to evaluation that I normally follow in
the regular prograni. -

. I gave auaclier-made test at the end of each unit in the textbook;'making
it a point to include several questions on the economic aspects of the activities
we had pursued in the project. Keeping our objectives in mind, I usually touched
on such topics as productive resources, technology, interdependence, scarcity,
and economic systems. The minimum achievement standard for each student
was 80 percent on every test. Rarely did a student score below that level.

In addition to the booklets, students wrote numerous papers on assigned
topics. I graded the papers and returned them to the students.

Oral reports were graded primarily on economic content. Most students
sabred extremely well on these reports..

I tried a technique of individual evaluation in which -I would engage a stu-
dent in conversation about what we had studied. I wanted to know if the
students could discuss economic ideas intelligently. Over 75 percent of the
students scored well.

Another technique I used was to stop the students in the middle of a free
reading period by asking, :To you see any economics in what you are
reading?" Immediately hands would go up. They were eager to give me
answers, and most students would be on target or close by. ,

Open-book quizzes were popular with my students. I would say, for in-
stance, "When you read the chapter on energy I4vant you td answer the ques-
tions on theAchalkboard. You may use your book." The questions always con-
tained some economic aspects.

Economic spelling bees, choosing up sides for economic games, and other
pleasant activities added fo the enjoyment of the year's work as well as helping
me eValuate the students.

a
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ty Planning
An Ec omits Project for Sixth-Graders

e 1

Willa E. Dalton
Amboy Elerrigntary School, Con eautr Ohio

IntrOduction ii:
, ,

. .

In this project, a miniature town called Falls Creek was constructed, com-
plete with city services and departments. The duties of various cit officials
were assumed by pupils, and the activities were designed to mim' the real
world as clOsely as possib and to make lessons about governme more ap-

ducted during the period tween Christmas and Easter and supplemented the

pealing. The students handl questions on budgets, taxes, roads, sc1ools, and
zoning. Students also ele d a council and a mayor. The project was con-

pupils'. socialltudies lesson. ."-si7

, The class really seemed to enjoy the activity.No one,became boxed wjth-----'
it, and the students learned many important economic concepts and ideas
yithout ever opening a textbook. The model city became the focal point for
classroom learnineind involved the pupils in firsthand knowledge th ough
role-playing.

Procedures' .

i-dimensional
. #

I created a thre model city in, the classroom y arranging
several eight-foot tab es side by side. The tables were covered ith green con-
struction paper and "t orated" with creeks, trees, roads, ho ses, air various

,types of businesSes. e model city. contained everything/ hat a ceuntaiity
might.havec including a city dump and power plant. There were a kain busi=

f ness district and four di tinct residential areas for uppe , middle-, and lower-
inCome socioeconomic g oups.

As the project unfol ed, the pupils were assigne houses and issued deeds
for the Property they own' ed at the outset or later acquired through their own
i ments (see Exhibit 1)t Tile monetary unit in our model city was called a
.point" and used to porthole property and pay tees in Falls Creek. The pupils

.

'needed capital fi.om the bank at market inte est rates (see Exhibit 2).
who desired tO establish. their own small could pay cash or borrow

I set,a;side fifteen minute every morning to give students the opportunity
to engage in business transactions and obtain financial counseling and
assistance. The purchase price of an ex sting business was 500 points. The
buyer who derided to purchase knew business or acquire commercial property
paid 1000 points. Property, and ,sale taxes were paid once a week, and theV,, . . \ .

. . I
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THIS DEED IS FOR' THE PROPERTY

i LOCATED IN FALLS CREEK, OHIO

ON LOT #

TAX SCALE RATE

EXPENSE SCALE RATE

Exhibit 1.. A iiimple Deed to Property in Falls Creek
1

.

revenue collected was used to provide for city services, including police and
fire protection and park and other recreational facilities used by local
residents. Each pupil had a role to play, such as property owner, business
owner, mayor, city council representative, banker, tax collector, etc. The
students earned money income (points) for the work they performed and from
their investments in real ,estate and other financial transactions.

9

Learning Goals

I formulated the learning goals below to help me measure student achieve-
ment s

Students will be able to:

I. Understand the importance of transportation within a community;,
2. Explain the effects of a new interstate highway on the city's economic,

growth and development;

4-7
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Bank of Falls Creek'`

- Loan Application'

Name

Address
Lot# City State

Occupation

Employer
Ar"

Income

(Total); 1

Purpose of loan-explain:

. Amount of points requested:

BANk.USE ONLY $

pproved ( ) Disap oved (. ) Reason:'
os.

0

Bank President

Exhibit 2.* A Sample LOan Appperin

! 3. Givtiveasoni why local, state, and federal taxes are necessary for maintain-
ing public . '')

4, Lisithe requirements, skills, and personality traits needed to obtain the job
i,of their choice;

income
. ,

5. Identify and-explain the factors that contributeft ncome distribution and
"wealth;

0
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6. Give three reasons why a bank has some influence over the economic
develomhent and prosperity of a city; .

7. Understand the meaning of profit and the effects of inflation on bisiness
activity; vV:17,

h,1,7,0 .

8. Develop ecoponfit knowledge through personal experience with the
,economy in action. i

- /---
Key Concepts

By emphasizing important concepts concerning jobs and income, the pto-
. -
ject helped develop the pupils' reasoning-in making the economic decisions
concerned with taxes, zoning problems, city services, and budgets. Among the
economic ideas emphasized were wants, profit, income, inflation, production,
revenue, sales, specialization,-Money, opportunity cost, savings, ,investment,
and trade-offs. The . students also became acquainted with other basic
economic terms such as city services, taxes transfer payments, zoning Jaws,
unemployment, risk, entrepreneur, salary and wages, redistribu4ion of in-
come, social cost; and private enterprise.

Teaching Activities
a

I prepared the following case studies to help/the students understand the
economic concepts, involved in developing the 6.:**. All the activities were
designed to be open ended so as to generate maximum student.discussion dur-',
ing the city council meetings.

# °
Case .1. The assignment for the class is to redevelop the city, including

Eacilities,,to accommodate a population of 7500 people.
Case 2. An interstate highway will be constructed within the city

The class assignment will be to discuss the economic and social changes that
will occur in the community as a result of the freeway.

Case 3. The Electric Company has purchased property nearthe edge of
tow!' on which to construct a nuclear plant. The new complex will help. the
city's economy, but some concern should be given to public safety.

Case 4. A person from out of town has purchased a large farm inihe com-
munity. A sign ou the location reads "City Dump." The town must now decide
?hat to do aboutlhe situation.

doe 5. The clothing factory ,located in town Iwas acquired by a conk
glomerate. The new board of directors had decided to sell the factory and-place
its-money in more profitable investment. Faced wit double -digit unemploy-
ment and substantial loss of business, the city must find a way to cope.

Case, 6. The scIfool building in town was constructed in 1905. The state
Board of Education has decided'to condemn the building. The assignment for .

the to fund' the replacement of the present building with a modern
educational complex.

4. 1
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Each case study was related to economic concepts and generalizations
developed in class disetAsians. For example, the students were very excited, t
about the prospects for economic growth they believed would come about with
the advent of the new highway. They felt that travelers would need a place to

, stay, a place to eat, and, of course, gasoline. For this kg ason, the students
believed that interestainvestors would be willing to build motels, restaurants,.
and gas,stations to meet the growing demand for services. The pupils also ex-
amined the disadvantages associated with the pro-posed new highway. They,
cited increased pollution as one possible outcome and proposed several or-
dinances prohibiting the use of billboards within city limits. The puplIii-tio
discussed the need to cope with the anticipated increase in highway traffic and

-the possibility of installing new stop signs and street lights, which would
necessitate additional 'expenditures by the city. r

.

Supplementary Student Activities

In addition to the case. studies, I used the following student 'activities to
reinforce the students' economic understanding.
' 1, I had the children write an essay about life in Falls Creek in 1881 Some
of the papers were excellent, and many were later published in the -school
newspaper.

2. The children also wrote a report describing a typical day in Falls Creek
from t'he viewpoint, of their assumed roles. The childrensreally, becary in-
volved in.this activity. I encouraged the children to, read their reports tb the
class. .

3. As an extra project, if the children panted to purchase a new business
homeAl gave them. the option p

gave them ;he expetience of figur
students could then .con§t
have seen the McDonald's!

4. Since different types of ho

esignirlg tpeir buildings, an activity that
scale and using geometric concepts. The
uildings fibm their plans. You should

ng were available to the city, I developed
an enrichment activity so that students ,could study the different housing
designs found in Americtoday. The children learned about split- ivrls, Dutch

I...colonials, and split:foyers, to name just a few..

Evaluation ---

t1

The major method I used was informal observation..However, at the end
of each lesson, the students took written tests. 1 used.both multiple-choice and -

essay questions; A sample test follows:

`./

TEST I

ig I. How does good transportatioi system affect the economics of a corn-
unity?

20. What is a corporation?
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3: Do you feel that nuclear pbwer is a *good solution to our country's
energy' needs? Please explain your answer. . .. -

e were to hold an election today hat do you feel would be the ma-
at%

0 issues cing the community? .
5. t that afe the advantages and disadvantages of serving as an elected

,publics fficial? ...,-
1 ' '

.....zrz---

C,...

t.,

Econoinic Education to
Reduce Juvenile Delinquency
A Fifth-Grade EconomicsUnit

Nancy Braden
Barging Elementary School, Barling, Arkansas

Introduction

My fifth-grade class consisted of thirmstudents, evenly divided,between
boys and girls.lbeir reading ability ranged from second- to fifth-grade level.
Nearly one -fourth of the pupils had learning disabilities, and most came from
families at the lower end of the socioeconomic scale. Some of the parents had a
high school educations but many had not; only a few had graduated from col-
lege.

A constant and obvious problem in the elementary classroom is that of
students picking up pencils -and other items "ford" on the floor. I started
thinking of ways I might use an everyday problem as a basis for an economics

ry unit. Children were unable to understand why'those items were not their own
if they found them.. A. conflict resulted when someone claimed the items being
used by those who found them. .

I found this self-centered attitude on the playground also. Many times the
students were reluctant to share playground equipment, not seeming to realize
that,it belonged to all of their. I have actually seen students attempt to destroy
bills and other equipment rather than share. Teachers constantly had to stop
ariuments over the equipment, and many times the.students met after school
to "settle things." They wanted to-be winnersyhot realizing that all of totem

7would.be the losers.
This same attitude, was seen when children carelessly left textbooks, library

books, and notebooks on the playground. When they. came to class, they
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would simply buy or charge a new notebook in the office. They didn'lleally
)care aboutl rosing the books. ,, . - .

Titzeitoo, seemed to have very little vane to most of the students. They
,rarelymarde good Use of any "extra time."

For several '}ears I have been concerned about situations such as these,
:- and 1 felt compelled to do something to arrest the problem. I thought that if

students were allowed to "get by" with this type-of delinquency it would lead to
more serious wrongdoing. I didn't think punishment was the complete answer;
prevention would be more satisfying. I thought- the key to arresting juvenile
delinquency is econ ice tion. If students could gain some understanding
of our economic y and am to solve problems in a rational way, they
would be less likely to to rt in senseless acts that harmed not only others
but themselves, too..

2ineralizations

Each concept was related to generalizations 'developed in class discussion.
Among the economic ideas and principles stressed in the project were the
fdllowing:

V. 1. Human, natural, and capital goods resources are necessary in order for
groduction to take place. The entrepreneur must decide how best to use the
resources.

2. There are not engugh prodUctive illources available to'provide all the
goodsand services everyone wants. Hence, we have the basic economic problem
of scircity.

3. Trade-offs and opportunity costs are involved in aking perspnal L.
choices as well as in making governmental polic' decisions. Th students should
be able to analyze these alternatives rationally. 1

4. Various. sectors of the economyg- business, labor, griculture, con-
sumers, and government have differing viewpoints. Students need to be
aware of these viewpoints in order to have a balanded pict iT of the economy.

S. Students nee 'to express their perional goals and aViare of natio
economic goals as well. Thews hational goals have beep serted by the pe ple
through political and economic decisions. These goals s. etime are mutu Ily
contradictory.

6. Every society must decide what to produces ho to produce, and for
whczLn to producejhe kind of economic system a socie y kas is determined by
the way in which these decisions are made.

7: Specialization and division of labor create int rdependence.
8. Crime has a real cost and an opportunity cos
9. Crime affects both and public enterpr ses. We pay for crime as

consumers and taxpayers.

Stirling Activities.,::

The,recent Cuban refugee si ation Was upp rmost in the minds of Bar-
ling residents, because the town i located adj ent to Fort Chaffee where

qo
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lefugees were being housed. By the time school started, it had been determined
-that Fort Chaffee would become the permanent relocation center for the
unsponsored Cubans. This announcement upset the local residents because on
June 1, 19i10, some of the Cubans engaged in an uprising that resulted in a
great deal of looting and vandalism at Chaffee and in the Bar lidg area. The
local residents were frightened and angry.

At the start of school, my students chattered constantly about the Cuban
situation. They were eager to tell me everything that had happened in their
neighborhoods during the summer. It was obvious that they needed to talk to
relieve the tension. I set aside a time each,day for a 'rap session." As the°
students talked and asked questions, I could see that a great many of their con-
cerns were related to 'economic issues

- We listed the questions that concerned the class the most:
-

.1. Who will pay for the damage caused by the Cubans' vandalism?
2. How will the Cuban criminals be punished?
3. Will the federal government pay for the damage claims filedeby civilian

. enployees who were at Chaffee during the Junk 1 riot?
4.. Do Americans who have been hurt by Cubans have to pay their own

medical expenses?
5. Who pays for security_at Chaffee?
6. Whp is paying for the'expenses of the Cubans, such as food, clothing, and

medical care?
7. Who pays the cost of transporting the Cubans to Fort Chaffee?
.8. Why did the Cubans want to come here?

As we continued our "ran sessions," the interest in vandalism arid other
criminal offenses seemed to take the lead over the other topics. The students
were horrified when-I pointed out trithem that criminal acts are committed by

/'

.. ....)
i

schoolchildren each day. , 1

I asked what acts they considered io be crimes. They named t.uttrder, rob-
bery, physical attack, and other major crimes. I pointed out that crime is often
committed in the classroom. They had not thought of pocketing a, pencil from
the flOor when the pencil didn't belong to them jas a ,NorNor had they

. ney na n
thought of breaking glass in the school or taking t cover froir a drain pipe as
crimes.

Our School

The discussions we had at the beginning of the term concerning the Cuban
situation proved to be so successful that I continued Ahem. I used 'them for
reinforcing previously introduced concepts, clearing.up mkconceptions, and
sharing news about current events. New economic terms and concepts also -

were introduceeduring those of the time I was able to give the
students enough clues so they'could figure out the meaning .of new terms and
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concepts. It made theshildren feel good to figure things out for themselves,
and 'as they learned more they bec e increasingly more efficient at their task.
I always had an activity planned, r the discussion sessions but frequently
changed the schedule to include cur nt events, which added i ediacy to our
study. I started by bringing newspa r ticles to class, but in a ort time the
Students brought in articles theinselves and reported what they heard on the
news, Usually our sessions were scheduled for a particular time of flay, but
they also occurred spontaneously.

I used many filmstrips and printed materials to introduce concepts or to
A

reinforce what had been studied. These activities involved the whole class,
small groups, and, in some cases, an individual child. The students did some
research in committees and reported, their findings to theAss. :

In keeping with the theme of our study, I asked about the consequences of
employee theft. The students immediately realized that it .cost money to
replace stolen property. They reacted with shock when I 'told them that the cost
would be passed on to the consumer. I explained that employee theft resulted
in higher prices for consumers.

Some of our discussion sessions during this time concerned the spending
1:g tax money in our school. Most of the students had never stopped to think
that the playground equipment, books, and furniture were paid for by taxes.
That, in fact, made those things the property of us all. It was a bit of a shock
to the students to realize they were actually tearing up their own property when
they destroyed the playground equipment to keep others from using it. Our
playground look on a cleaner appearance because the students didn't like the
idea of spending tax money to pay school employees to clean the playground.
As the year progressed, I noticed that fewer of my students were leaving books
outside. Their tote trays were less junky, and there was less paper to pick up
from the gookat he eud of the day. We never really stopped working on'these
problems, but it became easier as the students learned more economics.

The World of Business

The 'first goal in this lesson was to distinguish between private and public
enterprise. We began 1)3, naming some private enterprises in the mall and some
factories. The students quickly-understood-when-I-told them a public enter-
prise, like a school, is financed with tax money. A public enterprise should run,
efficiently so. that tax money will not be wasted." I told the students that a private enterprise must make a profit to stay in
business and that many expenses must be ,Paid before a-profit could be real-
ized. They were quick to name crime-related ixpenses that a busiiiess might in-
cur, for example, alarm systems, burglar-7 insurance, shoplifting and van-
dalism losses. -. . .

At this point, I wanted the class to understand how crime and crime
prevention affect the cost. of doing business. I asked Jerry Barling,,owner of
pun City, a retail gun shop, to talk to the class. He showed us forms-tharhad
to be filled out when firearms were-rold. Theiewere still other forms to fill out
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if the customer was from out of state. He explained,that all of this was part of
an effort to keep firearms out of the hands of potential criminals. .

Mr. Bar ling said most of his customers were hunters and bought the
firearms for recratibnal purpbses. He told of some expenses that he must pass
on to the consumer in order to make a profit. He said he recently installed an
expensive alarm system.anyl also pays $47 a month for special telephone lines
that are hooked up directly to the police. The insurance policy he owns covers
fire, theft, and vandalism.

I asked J. B. Turner, a local banking official, to speak to the students.
Mr. Turner explained the role of the Federal Reserve system, the several kinds
of savings acC.ounts his bank offered, and the methods of determining interest
rates. The students listened with interest tri'Mr. Turner. Finally, Linda asked,
"HoW does crime eaffect your busines?"

Mr. Turner replied that since robbery was the most common type-of crime
a bank is subject to, the bank's crime- related expenses were incurred mostly in
efforts to prevent burglary and apprehend burglars. A sophisticated camera
and alarm systerri were among costly equipment the bank used. Mr. Turner
concluded his presentation by telling the children that a bank.'employee seldom

*steals from the bank. He explained that the bath chooses its employees
carefully. In addition, official examiners check the bank records. The bank
pays for this service and never'knows wherthe examiners will come.

We had studied crime and,delinquency in several private enterprises, but
had not mentionedfarming. I asked Leo Allison, a cattle farmer, tosvisit our
class. Mr. Allison began by telling the children about his 500-acre cattle farm
in South Sebastian County, where he also raises ,hay. He explained that farm
equipment was expensive. Rather, than invest, in machinery themselves, many -
farmers hire others who own the equipment to do.the work. Mr. Allison had
invested in equipment, so he baled hay and cleared land for other people.

The students were,quick to ask Mr. Allison about crimes on his farm. He
said the mist common crimes were vandalism antitheft. Sometimes juveniles
shot at signs and mailboxes, andhunters shot cows. People also threw things
into pastures ordarted fires. ,

In reply to a questiOfribout insurance, Mr. Allison said he had insurance
against arson but not- on all his large pieces of equipinent. He said the in-
surance on theft or vandalism of large equipment was so high that he could not
afford it. Instead, lie took precautions, such as keeping the large pieces close
to his house or where he was working. He thi6fight vandals and,thieves,would
not be likely to come near a house. He also kept his fuel tanks locked.

The World of Government

The city of Barling recently changed to themayar-city director form, of
government. I asked the Mayor and two city officials torexplain the city budget

Pik
to the students. , *

The students paid special attention when the mayor came to the crime
prevention section of the budget, He told them the citx_had three policecars,

.
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and their upkeep cost $7,000 annually. Another $7,000 was budgeted for a new
vehicle. Attorneys' and judges' feesost the city :$$;00p a year. The citrspent
$Z000 onoffice supplies, such as tickets and oilier forms.

I asked Jo Ann Kytal, superintendent of thadit Smith NationaThistoric
Site, to explain its budget. After explaining the got budget for the fiscal year,
she described the sections concerning crime prevention. For example, $1,680
was in the budget for an alarm system. She explained that they had ,bought the
equipment outright, and continued to pay a inonthly service fee to the com-

any that had developed the'system.
SuPerintendent Kyral explained that she has to make decisions concerning

budget priorities. She distributed sample forms used by OA superintendents
to justify expenditures. She also talked about the many ways tax dollars were
used to provide park security, against vandalism and theft, which are the most
frdqUent crimes she encountered in her job.

Conci luding Activity

Ms. Kyral is a member of the Fort Smith Pride committee. She asked if
the students could prepare a public-service announcement and tape it for TV.
The students were aware thq they wouldn't all be in it but were delighted to
help-anyway. We decided to let a committee write the script, after the entire
class had agreed upon a theme. We listened to tapes of the skits so that we
could tell whose voices would sound best on the air: Terri, Kathy, and Robert

mwere chosen to ake the tape.
A committee wrote the following script:

ROBERT: We. have just finished picking up some of this trash, and it was
hard.

Now, we can take pilitiA.-wht we have done. If only other people
would remember to pick a little trash up.too, they could have pride.

KATHY: We would like you to clean up the city so it will be nice and pretty..

The children spoke the lines at they threw refuse into a trash can at a local
park..

On,the day the three students left to make the tape, the other children
wished them tuck. They seemed pleased to have Terri, Kathy, and Robert
represent thernJhe announcement was still running when school ended.

Evaluati

My students were always conscious of waste and crime. They shared their
' knowledge with other students every time they got a chance. They didn't get

into fights as often because they solved their problems other ways, and they
shared. more. 6

We could tell that soinef the sixth graders were planning something ma-



jor for the last day of school. We had clues that they were planning to throw
eggs at the building_anticars.

rzr That last day I was on outside duty before school. I walked toward a
group of boys and noticed they included some of my fifth-grade students and
some sixth-graders. As I walked by, I overheard some of my students trying to
convince the.sixth-graders that what they were planning to do was wrong. I
heard fifth-graders tell the sixth-graders hol.# much tax money"would be wasted
if they carried out their plans.
, Nothing bad happened that last day. I believe some of my students talked

or scared some of the sixth-graders out of carrying out their plans. If my
students were able to influence their peers in that way, the economics unit was
successful.

GOOD IDEAS IN BRIEF: INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

STANLEY K. WELLS, a fourth-grade teacher in the Echols Elementary
School, Fort Smith, Arkansas, organized a twelve-week unit using a classroom
newspaper as the basic instructional tool. The project was divided into four
main studg topics: scarcity, division of labor, resources and productivity, and
the market system. The overall goal was to introduce the students to basic
economic concepts such as advertising, competition, capital, consumption; in-
come, monopoly, and profit. Activity or task cards were used to help children
apply the concepts to their own lives. Each student was required to complete a
minimum of three task cards. In the first phase of the unit, students prepared
vocabulary cards and dictionaries containing many economic terms and en-
gaged in games and role-playing activities to reinforce their understanding or
economics. Throughout the unit, the pupils were, provided opportunities in
decision making, learning to examine problems rationally and systematically.
Students made bulletin boards, wrote reports, and read newspaper articles
dealing with economic issues and problems developed in the project. A par-
ticularly interesting actizity involved having the class make a product, using an
assembly-line technique designed to reinforce the concepts of division and
specialization Of labor. A visit to a local business helped the class develop an
understanding of the ,factors of production. The entire program was highly
successful in that the students learned many economic concepts and terms.

BARBARA STAPLES, a fifth-grade teacher at the Greenwood Elementary
School, Louisville, Kentucky, developed a unit entitled "America on Wheels:
The Social and Economic Importance of the Automobile" for her twenty-six
students. The highlight of the-project walAa field t,rip to the Ford Motor Com-

l. parry, where students were exposed to the assembly-line and mass-production
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processes utilized in the automobile industry. The students discussed the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of division of labor and specialization and gained
a better understanding of such economic concepts as demand, supply, costs of
production, profit motive, production, and forms of business organization.
Emphasis was on the importance of the, automobile to the economy of the

. United States. As ,d,edining automobile sales and,layoffs in the industry were
reported almost 'daily in the newspaper, the class became aware of such
economic topics as unemployment, unions, seniority, imports, trade, govern-
ment regulation, energy, inflation, and technology. The unit also included a
simulation in which the students took roles as representatives of management,
labor, and government and attempted to resolve issues dealing with the declin-
ing automobile market, labor disputes, contract negotiations, inflation, and
government subsidies. This led to a discussion of management-labor relations
and the impact of organized labo nd collective bargaining on the economy.

SUSAWFILLAR, of the Woods Elemen School, Fort Smith, Arkan-
sas, planned a unit called "Wheeling and Dealing in Economics" for fourth-
grade students. The unit was organized to last thirty-six weeks, utilizing one
class period per day. Capitalizing on the students' interest in bicycles, the pro-
ject was designed to develop the concepts of economic wants and needs,
productive resources, scarcity and choice making, opportunity cost and trade-
offs, the markpt system, and the effects of technology and specialization..The
overall objective of the lessons was to give students a deeper understanding of
the energy problem facing the United States and the effectS of a decrease or in-
crease of supply upon the price of gasoline and other energy sources. A major
activity inyolved having the pupils survey their parents to determine the
amount of gasoline purchasV and the total cost of operiting automobiles for
each household. The childreribbserved the wide range inTprices among.service
stations and came to undewandey energy conservation is a major economic*
_goal for the nation. The pi'oject,used res9rce speakers, games and simula-
dons, audioVisual materials, and discussions in Order to diVelop understand-
ing of ,basic concepts and practices. In one activity the children debated the
relative advantages and disadvantages of usirig bicycles instead of cars as a
means of transportation. The unit could be integrated into the social studies
curriculum or taught as a self-contained proirarn.'

BRENDA LYONS, a sixth-grade teacher at Morrison Elementa,y School,
Fort Smith, Arkansas, developed a program utilizing music to emphasize key
economic concepts. A major objective was to help children develop a greater
appreciation of t-6 role of music in the*economic growth and development of
the nation. T11 project began with i reading of Walt Whitman's poem !`i Hear
America Singing." The class discussed the poem and learned that music helped
to increase labor productivity by relieving employee fatigue and improving,
morale. Throughout the unit, students discussed key economic ideas, For ex-
ample; the class was divided into groups, given several music bodks and a col -

lection of tapes and records, and asked to pick out songs about early American
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workers. In the process, the students learned that sea chanteys and riverboat
songs were used by sailors in the early days to lighten the work and keep
morale high on board ship. Songs of cowboys, lumberjacks, railroadmen, coal
miners, and Southern plantation workers also were used to illustrate such
economic concepts as productive resources, specialization, profit, consump-
tion, money, unions, technology, scarcity, capital, and economic freedom.
The stuctents examined the yellow pages of the local phone directory and
discovered that many people and businesses are involved in music/related ac-
tivities. A concluding activity was the class play. Finally, a post-test was ad-
ministered.

MARCIA A. BAKER of the Snowshoe Elementary School, Palmer,
Alaska, designed a unit called "The Caribou Caper" for fourth-grade students,
which led to the formation of a classroom corporation. The project was
designed to give students practical experience in operating a business and in-
troduce them to basic,economic concepts. The children took on the roles of
various Alaskan animals, including the clever caribou, and gained insig.hts
through active participation in a business of their own called the Caribou

, Cache. The main character in the simulation was a caribou named Mr. Tutu,
who helped introduce many concepts developed in the nine-week unit. A sixty-
page teacher's manual, written by the project's author, was the basic ihtruc-
tionat tool. It described the characters involved in the project and developed
tuch lee) economic topics as consumption, scarcity, price, profit, opportunity
cost, capital, forms of 'business ownership, diviidends, and productive
resources. The store was open for business for thirty minutes every flay, im-
rnediately after the close of school, aridgave students experiences in inking
important business and investment decisions. Pre- and post-tests were used to
evaluate !the students' understanding of economics. The project included a
variety of activities, including games, filmstrips, poems, stories, and resource
speakers.

WARREN EDMISTEN of the Sutton Elementary School,,Fort Smith,
Arkansas, organized a project for, fifth -grade students designed to incorporate
economic concepts in a study of paper manufacturing. The unit began with a
discussion oi the origin of paper and of the Chinese people, whO were the first
to make paper,through a process of boiling rags'and plant fibers. An important]
activity the students engaged in was collecting scrap' paper from each
classroom,teacher in the school. After the paper was weighed, the students
calculated that the school wasted nearly 3,000 pounds of paper each year, and
they also made an estimate for the entire state of Arkansas. Three of the

, students used...the_ encyclopedia and other reference materials in the school
library tQ prepare a report on U.S.*companies that produce paper and paper-
board products. Some students investigated the various ways people use paper
in various parts of the world, and they presented their findings to the class.
The report helped the students understand a number of key economic ideas in
addition to learning how paper is manufactured and distributed in the United
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States and abroad. the class discussed the kinds of capital resources used in
the paper industry, the different types of trees used to make pulp; and the
many skilled employees and managers who help to make paper products. Also
included among the various activities was a field trip to a recycling plant and a
discussion of issues related to the conservation of resources.

JOANNE BONDER and BEVERLY KERECMAN, teachers of fifth-
grade hearing-impaired students at Millridge Center for Hearing-Impaired
Children, Highland HeiOts, Ohio, developed a unit entitled "From Peanuts to
Profits," which led to th4creation of the class-owned Candyland Corporation.
The unit lasted the entn(e year and was presented in three phases: (1)- colonial
America, (2)'the industrial revolution, and (3) modern times. Essentially, the
program was designed to relate these three peiiods in American history to the
children's everyday experiences. The project inaii-porated field trips,
manipulative games and simulations, audiovisual materials, and oral and writ-(
ten exercises to enhance the economic understanding of the fourteen hearing-
impaired youngsters, who ranged in age from eleven to foupeen years. A
highlight of the project was a field trip to the Middlefield Cheese Factory to
learn more about the process of prpduction. The most exciting event was set-
ting up the corporation and marketing and selling a real product. This experi-
ence encouraged and developed the children's sey-confidence, improved their
oral-conimunication skills, and helped increase tfieir competence in economic
decision making. As a finaractivity, the class prepared a mural explaining the
organization anthoperation-of the corporation and preiented a report to their
parents at the conclusion of the project. The success of the activity w8
higlillifited by the number of guests attending the evening program and the let-

, ters of commendation received.

MARGIE DUNLEVY, a' fourth-grade teacher at the McKinleyAElemen-
tary School, Lakewood, Ohio, designed a yearlong project in economic
education for ninety students, who created their own corporation. The major
purpose was to help students gain a deelier understanding of the American
economic system and learn how economics affected their everyday lives. The
students became entrepreneurs by role-playing in simulated activities. In the
course of the year, the students actually established and operated three
separate companies,, a bank, and a newspaper firms Using local community
problems and issues as points of departure for the study of economics, the
class learned about scarcity, money, price, supply, demand, opportunity cost,
and division of labor and specialization. For example, while investigating ways
of financing field trips, the students decided to form their own company called
the McKinley Money Makers and produce inexpensive Christmas gifts for the
entire school. The' project was highly successful; it garnered enough profit to
pay the cost of renting buses for the field trips. In discussing the various gifts
that the company should produce and sell, the students improved their
understanding/of money and profit in the U.S. economy.
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Junior High School: Grades 7-9

CHAPTER THREE

Using Social Studies
Skills 'Lessons to Teach
Economics Concepts
and Analysis

Bruce Jasper
Hosterman Junior High School, New Hope, Minnesota

Background ,

1 Robbinsdale School District, to which Hosterman Junior HighSchool
belongs, has developed broad social studies objectives which fall into two cate-

'gories: 'concept development and social studies skills development. The seventh
and nth grades students take pre- and post-tests on achievement in the two
cate ries,

Economics is the ninth-grade social studies course in my school district.
Th year-long course has three sections. The first lasts fourteen weeks and con-
sists of a basic introduction to economics oncepts and generalizations.

We assume that our students have had, o previous formal economier edu-
tion and that they have relatively littleiconomics knowledge. We start Sec-

ion I by developing an economics vocabulary and an-understanding of basic
economics terms and concepts. Those emphasized include prodUctive resources
'(natural, human, capital goods), economic wants, scarcity, opportunity costs
and trade-offs, goods and services, basic questions confronting all economic
systems, markets, competition, supply, demand, price, economics systems
(tradition, command, market), producer, .consumer, profit, and growth.

Section II reviews the macroeconomics concepts developed in Section 1,
with applications of current interest. All elective topics are selected because
they (I) present an issue over whic thereis spirited public debate, (2) involve a
topic in which economic analysis i important in making wise public decisions,
and (3) deal with a topic oF interest to ninth- grade students. .

Oyer the past several years, the electives have included "The Economics of
Crime," "Pollution and the EnVironment," "Labor-Management Relations and
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Collective Bargaining," "Teenage Unemployment and EconomiC Opportuni-
ties," and "The Energy Crisis: Is It Real?" Examination of the topics empha-
sized the cost/benefit approach used by economists.

Section III examines personal economic decision making and skill devel-
opmedt. In this ten-week unit, students are involved in a complicated simula-.
tion I developed. Ninth-grade students plan a community in which they can
start businesses, apply for jobs, open savings and checking accounts, purchase
real estate, obtain bank loans to purchase homes, cars, and other goods or ser-
vices, budget incomes, purchase stocks and make other investments, write
checks, and pay bills.

In outline, our economics course'had the following form:

SECTION I (14 WEEKS): BASIC INTRODUCTION TO

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AND GENERALIZATIONS

Objective: Develop an ec onomics vocabulary and an understanding of eco-
nomic systems.

Units:
Introduction to basic concepts

'Economic systems
Mixed-Market economy' of the United States

SECTION (12 WEEKS): ECONOMICS ELECTIVE

Objectives:
Cost/benefit analysis of public issues
Application of economic concepts developed in Section I

Units:
Economics of crime
Labor/management relations and collective bargaining
EnerlY crisis; Is it real? _

SECTION III (10 WEEKS): COMMUNITY ECONOMICS SIMULATION

Objective:. Develop personal economics decision-making skills
Units:

Community simulation \

Money,'banking, and the Federal Reserve System

In the past few years, activities, simulations,and entire units we devised
have been distributed throughout the school,district, the state of Minnesota,
and the United States as an exemplary strategy for teaching economics con-
cepts in an interesting, and intellectually sound way to junior high school
students. Our program/at Hosterman has been successful because our ninth-
grade economics course is set up to achieve the following objectives:

1. To develop an economics vocabulary and an understanding of basic eco-
nomic'conceptS and economic systems;
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2. To give students"the opportunity to analyze issues using-the economises
cost/benefit approach; ,

3. To develop economics decision making and personal eccitiomiCs.skills.

The Challenge

Robbinsdale teachers used to present social studies skilltin the ninthirade
in a relatively loose manner. For the most part, lessons emphasizing skills
development were presented as separate entities in t'he economics curriculum.
Some school years, teachers seemed to stress social studies concepts; in other
years greater attention was paid to skills deyelopment. There_'was no organized
program designed to emphasize both social studies concepts and skills. .

As we reviewed existing skills development lessons in the district, we found,
very few of them applicable to the study of both economics concepts and eco-
nomics analysis. Thus, our challenge was to develop a series of skills lessons
that would focus on economics topics and be consonant with the existing suc-
cessful economics curriculum. In effect, out major projedehtailed blending
social studies skills with our economics core.

As we thought through our planning,- we determined that most of the
skills lessons would focus on a single economic concept or topic. The narrow -
concept fo s of, each lesson, we believed, ,would aid the ,utilization of each ;
skills lesson the teachers. Additionally, of less,,ont.would not become dated
as the curriculum was modified. .....__...

Organization

To accomplish our objective, we developed a strategy to provide students
opportunitiesp leach-and practice specific social studies skills in parallel with
their learningtof economics concepts. As we proceeded, we-determined that
each skill would be applicable to at react two economic topics or concepts and,
therefore, would be covered at least twice during the first eighteen weeks of the
ninth-grade economics course. -

Our guide for the lessons was the set of social studies skills that appear in
the pre- and post-test's used at Hosterman Junior High School and defined by
the Robbinsdale School District:

1. Use of textbook (ability to use table of contents,,inclex, and glossary)
2. Use of the Readers' Guidq to Periodical Literature
3. Use of the card catalog
4. Use of the encyclopedia
5. Use of graphs (line, circle and bar) and tables
6.. Analyzing editorial' cartoons
7. Distinguishing between fact and opinion
8. Distinguishing between biased and unbiased materials
9. Recognizing points of agreement and disagreement

10. Using time lines
11. Evaluating the reliability of sources
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We gave each teacher a folder of skills lessons cataloged by the skill and
economic topics in each lesson. For example, when teachers presented a 'unit
on inflation, they could select the Kills lessons focused on inflation. We ar-
ranged the skills lessons in a develo mental sequence, paralleling the sequence
of economics topics in Section I. As a result, students could simultaneously
study economics and advance theiir -social studies skills.

- f

Scope and Sequence

In the course of the year, Y.,/ developed forty-eight skills lessons. The time
allocated to each lesson varied. For example, each economics cartoon skill
lesson was designed to take about fifteen minutes. Lessons using the Readers'
Guide to Periodical Literature' took two to four class periodS.

When we organized the p oject,. we expected that the use of social studies
skills to reinforce economic

I
oncepts and topics would have the following

positive results:

Students will:

I. Show an increase in theif economic knowledge as measured by district-wide
pre= and posf-test resul s;

2. Show an increase in th it social studies skills competency a measured by
district-wide pre- and st-test results;

3. Be better able to use s al studies skills to critically analyze and evaluate a
Wide range of materia s with economics content. The skills lessons included
excerpts from local ,11 wspapers, magazines, texts, radio, movies,.editorial
cartoons, and other' ublications;1'

4. Be helped in reachi g the general economics objectives of (a) developing
and mastering an ec nomics vocabulary, and (b) using cost/benefit analysis

, as a decisiOn-rpaki g model.

Lesson Structure

The first activit in each lesson included a brief introductory, statement
About the skill and h w it could be helpful in evaluating information and mak-
ing`rational econo c decisions. We expected teachers to expand the brief in-
troductory comme is according to the needs of individual classes. Where a
specific skill was o be used frequently in conjunction with a variety, of
economics topics, .g., understanding bar graphs, the teacher was reminded to
review the introd ctory statement to insure that all students understood the
skill.

As indicated the skills lessons were meant to be used in teaching economic
concepts, rather han independently. Again, we assumed that teachers would
modify, clarify, d discuss the lessons in atelier way seemed best for each
class; we did pot expect that every teacher wou elude every skills lesson-and
all the activities
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The accompanying outline for the first eighteen weeks of the school year
shows the sequence of the materials and their integration into the existingeco-
nomics curriculum. The outline includes the economic concepts emphasized in
each unit, key instructional activities, and suggested placement of skills
lessons.

1

Evaluition

District testing was supplemented by the more comprehensive Junior High
School Test of Economics, ublished by the Joint Council on Economic Edu-
cation. Consisting of forty eight multiple-choice questions, the instrument was
used only as a post-test. e JCEE test includes some questions on topics not
directly taught during t e first fourteen-week unit; nevertheles,s, 17 percent of
our,ninth-grade stude (three classes) scored over the ninetieth percentile and
49 percent achieved e eightieth percentile or better. Even though both the
district-developed t st instruments and the JCEE test require higher reading
abilities than-Man of our junior high school students have, we were most sat-
isfied with the s cess of our efforts.

Although d data are limited, we were pleased to-note that students ap
peared to do b tier on questions which related to the topics of inflation and the
gross nation .product. Both topics were highlighted in specific skills lessons.
This may s ggest that in the .futnre; as topics are emphasized through/skills
lessons; st dents will shows improvements in test results.

Nex year, after the revised economics topics skills lessons have been used
in a m e sequenced and consistent way, the students will be tested again to
dete me whether there has been general improvement.
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IN

1

RODUCTORY CONCEPTS: TRADITIONAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM (4 weeks)

,

Economic Concept troduced
andlor Dove! .ed

Edonomic wants

Productive Resources
Natural
Human
Capital goods

Scarcity

Opportunity cos (Trade-offs)

Distribution sy tems:. Traditional eco-
nomics

Key Activities Skills LessOOs

o

Economic estions
What
How
For W om

Interd; iendence-.

t

Texts:
Primero Dinero
Economics for Everybody, Antell &

Harris

Films & filmstrips: Walt Disney Economic
Concept Series

Project Business speakers from Junior
Achievement

Simulations:
Seal Hunting (distribution)
How to Use Your Resources (oppor-

tunity cost)t

*Table of Conterits Leiss,ins I, Ili ...-

TextsEconomic fo Everybody; &
What Citizens Need tb Knott About

Economics /'
1

*Index Lesson I, II: Eltcerpts from eco-
nomics texts'

/
*Glossary LeSson I: Excerpts of co-
nomics terms

*Readers' Guide Periodi lerature
,Lesson -III: Energy supplies

f
The Circle Graph Lesson' I, II, Ill IV:

World and U.S. Energy Resburce
Production and Consiimption

. Biased/Unbiased Lesson I: rill:Mon and
:Energy Resources /

Foot otes appear on the last page of this series of outlines. .

..

r
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INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS: COMMAND ECONOMY (3 weeks)

Economic Concepts Introduced
andtor Developed Key Activities Lessond'

'Distribution Systems: Command
Economy

Central Planning

Economic Questions
What
How
For Whom

Goods /Services

Producer

Consumer

Economic Growth

Incentives

Division of Labor

Films & Filmstrjps:
Animal Farm
The Industrial Revolution

Simulations: Command
Economy Garnet

Bar Graph Lessoft I-. World Infla-
tion Rates

*Economic Cartoons Lesson I, IV:
World and U.S. Resource Scarcity

*Economic Cartoons Lesson VI:
Environment vs. Energy Pro- a

duction

Fact/Opinion Lessool: Economic
Systems Compared

BiasedlUnbiased Lesson II: Eco-
nomic Systems Compared

Footnotes appear on the last page of this set of outlines.
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MARKET ECONOMY (7 weeks)

'EfOtionilc.Concepts Introduced
soft! Developed Key Aethltles. Skills Lessons

MixedNarket Economy

Market ;. %

Oorri lietition ,
.

Supply'

Price

PrOfitiProfit Motive (incentive)

:-:Economic Growth.

Govelnment Regulations

SPedalization . .

t, jnfiation

tinempioiment.

fleCeSsion/De'pressfon

' Investment

;axes

Text: Economics for Everybody

Film & filmstrips:
Kingdom of Mocha
Mrs, Ptrabody's Beadh

Project business speakers from Junior
Achievement

Simulations:
,. "The U.S. Mixed Market Economy"t"

New City Telephone
. Company simulation extensively

modified for use in ninth grade

*Encyclopedia Lesson I: Economic
Growth and the Industrial Revolution

Agreement/Disagreement Lesson I:
Minimum Wage (Supply & Demand)

The Line Graph Lesions I. II, Ill, IV:
U.S. Inflation 1900-Futute

*Economic Cartoons Lessons II, 111:
'Inflation

Charts and Tables Lesson's I, II, III:
Unemployment De -

Agreement/Disagreement Lesson II:
Government Regulations.

Reliability of Sources: Lessonov-
eminent Spending Priorities -Tr

*Glossary Lesson II: Stock- Market
Terri*

*Readers' Guide to Pesiodical Litera-
ture Lessons I, II, III: Selected topics .

can vary; can include .inflation,
Unemployment .

Biased/Unbiased Cesson III: Taxes

Footnotes appear on the last page of this setof outlines. -.68
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LASORMANAGEMENT RELATIONS AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING (4 weeks)

Economic Concepts Introduced
and/or Developed -----

Productivity

Recession /unemployment

'Seniority

Collective bargaining

Union

Compromise

Automation'

Recession/depression

Key Actixities.

Readings: Material about'Minneapoli
newspaper strike

Skills Lessons

Film & filmstrips:
The Inheritance
Strike in Town

Discussions /group activities:
Case study: Minneapolit newspaper

strike
Case study: Snowmobile industry

Simulations: Collective bargaining
simulationt .

*Card Catalog Lessons I, 11, Ill: Per,
sonal Finances and the Great Depres-
sion

Biased/Unbiased Lesson IV: Attitudes
Toward Big Business

Reliability of_Sources Lesson II: Col-
' /active Bargaining

'Encyclopedia :Events-in°
Labor H

*Economic Cartoons Lesson IV:-,The
Auto Industry

Fact/Opinion Lesson II: Collectivd ,
Bargaining and Strikes

Time Lines Lessons 1, 11: Events in
U.S. Labor History

"Thil skill lesson is especially easy for the teacher to modify b* including other topics or more recent information
tThis simulation was developed by the author.



o Specialize or Notto.
SpEcialize That Is the
Questiori: An .1 -

Baied, ConceptuA Study
of'SpecializatiOn

Patricia Luna
Harris County Middle School, H milton, Georgia

Ititroffation
-Harris County Middle School is a sMall,diural sch of in southwestern

-Georgia. All sixth -, , seventh -, and eight Lgraders in the county attend this
school, yet enrollment was less than 500 s udents at the ti e this instructional
unit was developed. Grouping is homogeneous and is det = fined by test scores
and performance in previous grades.

III taught all seventh- ra
,

set by the state of Georgia, is American history. My cu culum included many
fundamental economic concepts. The unit described in stract -consists of
one of those lessons, focusing on specialization.

'iotipo.*'
ionaleRat- ,-,

Specialization is fundamental in contemporary society, yet it is.rareljr .
taught; During the week-long unit, students learned about specialization, in-
terdependence, division of labor, efficiency, and pro it. The unit was designed **,

:to reinforce the concepts about goals and services hich were the subjects of
earlier lessons. . .

To cope with the relatively sh rt attention s n and need for social con-
tact of middle school students, th lessons provid great variety to hold the,
interest of the pupils. The-lessons also. included 'onsiderable group work in
order to, satisfy student 'needs for contact.

The lessons stressed the inqui process. Eac of the five,steps in this tech-
nique was mastered. Additionall the unit inco orated a value-analysis ex-

0 perience, an exercise in critical t inking, and vi its to a. Columbus furniture
factory and a local furniture sit p. .
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Instructional Objectives

Students will be able to:
-

I. Determine whether a business produces a good or a service;
2. Hypothesize about efficiencies realized through specialization;
3. Test their hypotheses through experimentation;
4. Evaluate an hypothesis and reach a conclusion based upon evaluation;
5. Relate their canclusions to additional data in order to test the reliability of

their, conclusions.

Actighties

I began the nit by presenting the student with a dilemma. In this strategy,
students are e ouraged to express their opinions on an issue brought about
through a situation that does not have "right" or, "wrong" answers. A

The -follow0g,is a brief summary of the dilemma:

A junior high school had an enrollment of only 200 students and one
athletic coach. Yet, the school participated in five sports. Eackof the
five teams had losing records just about every year. One of the
teacheii suggested that the sports program consider specializing, the
idea being that if only one or two sports were offered the team
members and coach would have more opportunities for improve-
ment. The teacher hypothesized that if the sports program were not
spread so thin, the school: would enjoy a better record and more suc-
cess in the one or two sports selected. 4nother teacher disagreed, in-
dicating that it really did not matter whether .the teams won oflost as
long as students were participating.

The students Were to decide what they would do if they were the coach.
The first step was have the students answer a series of questions that proceeded
frOm the level of comprehension to abstract analysis. The questions included
the following:

I. What.was,the problem?
2. What did each teacher suggest?
3: Can you-infer from their suggestions,what they valued?
4. What 'might be the source of the teachers' values?
5. Are there any other values people Alight hold concerning this issue?
6. What might be the results of carrying our each position?
7. If you were the coach, what would you do?

After the, students had answered the questions, the class discussed the
'problem. Participation was high because I stressed to the students that there
was no one correct answer. Topics of each discussion included the definition

3.
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of all terms, the recognition and refinement of the problem, and the expression
of opinions on the topic.

The purposes of the exercise were to provide motivation and to encourage
self-expression, affective development, and value analysis. The discussion
served as an informal pretest to discovei how familiar the students were with
the above matters.

The final objective of questioning was to have students recognize the pres-
ence of a dilemma. This is the first step in the inquiry process, and, as discus-
sion continued, students wanted to know whether "specialization was the best
system." With this development, the class was ready to move into the motiva-
tional and instructional phases of the inquiry '-i-ocelSs.

The second step in the inquiry process is to /cher data. For that purpose,
I gave the students a list of the thirty principal businesses in the town. The
students were to finfl out what the main products of each business were and
then to determine whether each product was a gobd or a service. This activity
reinforced previous lessons on goods and services. Finally, the students were to
determine whether the business specialized or not.

The third step in the inquiry process is to form hypotheses and the fourth
is to devise methods of testing them. After all the students had finished the ex-
ercise, I divided the, class into groups of four or five. I gave each group a ques-
tionnaire, which could be completed by using the information gathered in the
previous exercise on local businesses. The questionnaire was to lead the
students to form hypotheses based on inductive reasoning. The questionnaire
items were:

goods?1. How many businesses provided principally goods. 9
Z. How many businesses provided principally services?
3. How many businesses made or sold one or two goods or services?
4. How many business's mace or
5. Do more businesses isell one or two goods or services or do more

businesses sell more han one or two goods or services?
6. Why do you think y ur answer to number 5 is correct?
7. Based on these resul s, do you believe specialization is efficient?
8. In your own words, define specialization.
9. Form an hypothesi to express your opinion on the efficiency or ineffi-

ciency of .

10. List all the possibl ways you could test the hypothesis your group has
formulated.

Op the tenth item, the students were urged to brainstorm and they succeeded in
developing several methods to test their hypotheses.

Most of the groups hypothesized that specialization was the most efficient
system, although at least one group in each class took the contrary position..
The most often repeated hypothesis was: "Specialifation is the most efficient
economic system."

After all the groups had completed the questionnaire the class. discussed.
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the answers. The hypothesis each group had formulated and the testing fnethodS
were the central focus of this discussion. Each of the methods the groups pre-
sented was written on the chalkboard. After all the techniques had been re-

^ Corded, the class discussed the feasibility of each one. The class made its choice
on the basii of this 'discussion and a realistic examination of school and com-
munity resources.

The first method chosen for testing the hypothesis was to consult several
business "experts." The students chose a representative from each of the sx
classes, who was made responsible for eliciting answers to two questions,*als6
chosen by the students. The questions were: Which system do you feel is the
most efficient, specialization or nonspecialization? Why? These six students
each asked a different business operator in town to give an opinion. As it,
turned out, a71 the businesses stated that they believed specialization was the
more efficient system.

The students each received a copy of the responses as well as a data-analysis,
sheet on which to evaluate the responses. The questions on the sheet were:

1. Does the information relate to the hypothesis? How?
2. Is the data authentic? What leads you to believe this?
3. Does the data seem accurate? Why? \
4. What unstated assumptions can you locate?
5. List all the facts you can find among the responses. °

6. List all the opinions you can find among the responses.
7. List any examples of faulty logic.
8. What evidence of bias can you locate?
9. What inconsistencies can you fed?

10. Are there any unsubstantiated conclusions? If yes, which conclusions are
unsubstantiated? .*

11. What do you think is the respondent's frame of reference?
12. Are there any additional inferences you can make?

The students used the questions to analyze each of the six opinions. Fol-
lowing the individual asqgnments, the class discussed each itenvn the data-
analysis sheet. The students were able to analyze the opinions remarkably well.

'After discussing each of the twelve questions, the discussion now centered on
specialization. I asked the question, "Which do most businesses feel is the
more efficient system?"

Because the six businesses felt specialization was the better system, the
students all agreed that specialization was viewed, by businesses as the most
efficient. My next question was, "Why do businesses feel this way ?'` Each class
then listed reasons based on the opini6ns offered by the businesses. Once the
lists were completed I provided a summary.

Simulation
For the second test the class devised an experiment. The students made

paper hats, footballs, and airplanes. First, the students did not specialize,-and
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FIGURE 1. NUMBER OF PAPER PLANES, HATS,
AND FOOTBALLS PRODUCED

r Not
Specializing

#1
Specializing

#1
Specializing
. #2

Not
Specializing

#2

Hats .<

. .

Planes /

Footballs

', ,
.

.

they made as m ,any hats\tjootballs and planes as they could in 45 seconds.
Next, the students specialized; each student made either hats or footballs or
planes. The students were Co make as many of whatever.they were assigned as
possible in 45 seconds. To control for extraneous variables, such as practice,
the order was then reversed. First the students specialized, and then they did
not specialize.

Awhe end of each production. session, the class wrote down the output of
the products on the-chalkboard (see Figure I).

In every class, specialization was clearly the more efficient. The tally sheet
ually-depiCted the advantage of specialization. In one class the advantage

was as high as 3-1. In most of the classes the advantage was about 2-1. Using
these data and those in the "experts' opinioni," the students were prepared to
reach a tentative conclusion. In the subsequent class discussion, the students
concluded that specialization was the,moie efficient system.

The last exercise had two primary purposes. The first was to provide
another test of the hypothesis; that activity concluded the testing phase. The

.00'Aother purpose was to develop a tentative conclusion the fifth step in the in-
quiry process. s

The net day, all the students visited a company that made rocking chairs
by hand and a local furniture manufacturer that also made rocking chairs.
Both businesses provided the class with their latest profit report, free samples
of the materials used, and an estimate of the time necessary to complete
one unit. 4,

When we returned to sclitior the profit reportsiild the time estimates, wer
compared on the blackboard. The time necessary to complete one handmad
rocking chair was nine hotirs. The company realized a $10 profit from eac
$45 chair. The time necessary to complete one factory chair was thirty mi
utes. The manufacturers made a $15 profit on each $60 chair. The stude is
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_ decided this did support their conclusion
specialization was indeed niore effi-cient. This activity tested the conclusion With additiOnal data, which is thefinal step in the inquiry process. .

Evaluation

The students received two pictures. One showed a specialized society, theother a nonspecialized society: .Under each picture was a set of questions:

1. Is the society in the picture specialized or nonspecialized?
2. What characteristics of specialization do you see?
3. What characteristics of nonspecialiiation do you see?

Over 98 peicent of the students answered these questions correctly. The2 percent who did not received peer tutoring and retesting. These students
eventually passed the test. Over two hundred students in Harris County had. lamed some fundamental economics concepts and,important-skills. They hadgone through the steps of scientific inquiry, and they had participated in acommunity survey. As they practiced democratic decision making, the studentsalso had the opportunity to analyze their own attitudes. What is more, thestudents had discovered that economics was interesting.

Sew for ,Dough: An
Economics Project- or k

Educable Mentally
Handicapped Students

Project Overview

Lucille Taylor
Hugo Junior High School, Hugo, Oklahoma

I am a teacher in special education for the educable mentally handicappedHugo, Oklahoma. During the past year, we organized a group of sixteenstudents, -ranging from thirteen to sixteen years of age, with these charac-teristics:
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1. IQ scores were in the fiftieth to the seventy-fifth percentile range;

2. Ninety-two percent of the students were from single-parent or totally

broken homes;
3. All had been unable to follow our traditional program of studies in Hugo;

4. Twenty percent were unable to understand the differences between their

first and last names;
5. Ninety percent were third- and fourth-generation offspring of unwed

mothers;
6. All were either educable mentally handicapped and/or deprived. .

In thinking about the curriculum I designed, I concluded that students like
these must become independent or be forced to live off society.

. Background and Goals
Since it was fairly obvious 'that most of my sixteen students were from

families in which no one was employed, we expected they would not know very

much about earning a living, spending money wisely, or budgeting. If they

worked at all, it was likely they would secure jobs paying minimum wages. I

concluded that my students needed economic eduction even more than

students with better ability.
The goals of the,tunit I developed'were very simple. I wanted to conduct a

project in which the youngsters were to perform paid work.
Although my classroom facilities were somewhat limited, I did have the

' use of two sewing machines, one of which had been discarded by the high

school home economics department. With this equipment, I 'decided to

----develep-aimeject-that-Itvoilldlocusntyorganizing,ownin.
ing factory. Among the major objectives of the project were:

To proyide an activity that would lead to an understanding of the relation:

ships between- working, production, income, and output;
Tq attempt to earn h profit that would be used to purchase supplies for the

enterprise and some wholesome f for the students;
Tog provide ,experiences in cou , making change, and controlling and

making spending decisions;
To provide an activity designed to bring out the importance of being self-

supporting. .

Procedures
The first and most outstanding activity was the sewing project. Using the

Joint Council on Economic Education's Master Curriculum Guide in Ecso-

; ripmics for the Nation's Schools, the Oklahoma State Economic Guide for

Special Education, and the IvcGraw-Hill Learning Skills Series (Math and
-

Language) as resource materials, we undertook the project.
After teaching the students to operate the sewing machine, the next step
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was to organize an employee-owned company and to conduct busineis meet-
inn° determine various aspects of the sewing factory's operation.

It has been my experience that special-education students will work at
most anything, providing it is interesting alnd there is emphasis place(' on what
they can do rather than on what they cannot do. This project clearly fit the
bill, for who does not waitt to earn money and have stylish clothingat one-third
or less the normal cost?

At the outset, prices were kept to a minimum in order to insure the success
of the project. For example, only $5 was charged for each outfit, consisting of
a skirt and a blouse. It was important that the students be assured the oppor-
tunity to sew and earn money. 5

Early in the school year, requests came in for choir outfits, Western shirts
and pants, and other articles. The busihess continued to pick up, and many
orders for apparel were placed prior to Christmas. Although students were
allowed to sew for one hour only during the school day, many began to arrive
early and stayed after school to complete their orders. Altogether, the students
manufactured seventy-five new articles of clothing and repaired or altered an
additional thirty-two pairs of jeans and twenty shirts and jackets.

The second activity developed out of a business meeting which had f -
cused on a discussion of earning additional income. The students wanted o
buy paper and pencils for their own use but at discount price's. This desire led
to the establishment of a class store. After some discussion, the students
agreed to buy their school supplieS from the class store at the same price they
would have paid elsewhere!

The stage was set for a study of wholesalevretail,and discount prices. Ad-
ditionally, students became interested in taxes and tax exemptions in deter-
II tax en t ere was no question that thipstudy made these con-
cepts far more meaningful. Prior to this, most had no idea where themoney to
support welfare checks, schools, highways, and other public services originated.

With businesses and corresponding profits growing, there soon existed a
need for banking Services. As part of our study, the students visited a local
bank but were not able to grasp the essentials of banking until they opened
their own class bank. As they shared the responsibility of running the bank,
the students learned about printing checks, writing out deposit slips and
checks, and maintaining records.

Considerable enjoyment was realized as the studeihs wrote out checks,
made deposits for their school supplies, and conducted transactions using real
money. As direct outcomes of this activity, the students learned about borrow-
ing money, to make notes of indebtedness, to make cloy payments on install-
ment purthases, and to pay interest on thei? loans.

One of the more interesting aspects of-the unit concerned voting and the
political process. As one activity, an examination was made of how the news
media cart influence public thinking. It was difficult for my students to dis-
tinguish between f.act and opinion and to recognize how attempts were made to
influence their views on important issues.

' ,
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uring the campaign for. the Presidency, the students watc T' every

.gc d to conduct our OW n primary election. Some of the stuck s campaigned
nd reported next day in class on the election news. As an utcome, we

for andidates, and, after making ballots that included th political party
sy ols, the students voted. .

ti ur next phase related to health and nutrition. I want to bring out rela-
n. hips betWeen a balanced diet and goOd health. The tudents learned they

ore "junk foods" than they should, and although most had sufficient
ey to buy food they tended to spend it on the junk foods. 1n the'course of

e unit', our students learned that junk foods cost more than nutritionally
ala'nced foods.

.

The students clipped magazine ads to make posters illustrating balance d
meals,.planned menus, and compared prices as advertised in newspapers. The,
students tylid their own shopping and prepared a Kw meals in the class-
room: .

. ,

The most visible result of the unit on nutrition was that the students began
to eat in the lunchroom at noon. Previously, they would rush to a nearby store
to buy candy, pop, and other similar ite n though "free"- nutritionally
balanced meals were served, the practice`of the majo ity of students was to
head for the store immediately after the dsmissal bell at noon.

rProject Outcomes
I cannot describe all the activities of the class in the space allotted for

/
this abstract. It was evident that the students enjoyed shopping for sewing ma-

-terials and groceries. As they conducted their businesses, they simulated pay-
/ ing utility bills, practiced banking skills, and gained the kinds of practieal-L

7 - knowledge that they would normally'acquire in a traditional class, For instance:

- The students learned to make, repair, and alter clothing. Although most of
them were members of families who had known only welfare, these youngsters ,

developed the initiative to work and support themselves. Several of the
students were successful in obtaining part -time jobs;
They learned how to read and understand utility bills. In the process they
learned to recognize and define each herb on a bill and found out when the
meters were read and when the bill was due for payment;
They learned to fill out applications for jobs, to conduct interviews, how to
dress and act during interviews, and how to apply for Social Security, cards,
driver's permits, ancj credit. earth;
They learned how to write checks, to balance their accounts, and to ask for
receipts whenever they made payments;
They studied credit -the advantages and c..9,ncerns about Credit purchases;
they learned about interest charges, and the costs of credit;
Ay- learned about the haiards of impulse buying.

An equally important result was that the students practiced economic and
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survival skills alongT-NiTh-,`,`the three Rs" in a very meaningful environment. Be-.
ing actively involved in a host of classroom activities; they developed a feeling
of accomplishment and self-worth.

I was also pleased with the interdisciplinary,aspects of the unit. For exam-
ple, reading was greatly improved when the students read want ads; writing
skills were reinforced when the class filled out forms and wrote checks. Legible
handwriting, became very important. Math became interesting, since the stu-
dents had to determine balances and (maintain the financial records.of their
businesses. Correct spelling and neatness were emphasized. There4was no ques-
tion that all of these would beof great value as the students entered adult life.

Summary
.

I was convinced that my
!,

students needed encouragement and the dppor-
tunity to be self-reliant. As they assumed financ41 responsibilities and learned
about the dignity of work, they also developed a mental outlook that mipuld
help them cope in today's world. Perhaps my students are unable to define
each word in the ewnomics vocabulary we used, but they are aware of the con-
cepts weltressed. There are great opportunities in Hugo, klahoma, for peo-
ple who are capable and wilting to sew and to do janitorial a d domestic work.
It seems to me thai my students now have an important "head start," since they

a have learned that no job is too "low" and that each job should be done well.
This unit provided a stepping stone to that basic idea.

A Sump i ies Model of a

free-Enterprise System
A Seminar for Students in Grades 7-9

.

Brief Overview

A,six-wsek seminar on simplified modeling of a free-enterprise system was
organized asitn after-school activity for seventh-grade students enrolled in
Kimmon unior High. Students volunteered for the program and were selected
on the of their Performance- in their regularly scheduled classes.

Th inar met twice weekly. Each session lasted twenty to forty min-

$ft

. E. M. Smith
Kimmons Junior High School, Fort Smith, Arkansas-
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utes. During the first fifteen minutes, I gave a lecture, and during the remain-
..ingtime students asked questions. I also encouraged the class to complete their
research assignments.

I began the seminar with this relationship:

The material welfare of an economy depends on the available natural
resources that can be transformed into useful products by human! at

effort plus capital goods.

Each meeting produced a discussion on a new component of the relationship.

Concepts and Objectives

Discussion centered aroupd thOse basic economic concepts applicable to a
free - enterprise system, including scarcity, market'ecopomy, supply and de-
mand, natural resources, interdependence, automation, the labgr force,.and
production. ,

The objectives of the seminar were centered on the relationship described
above and included:

I

.-
1. Creating interest in the study of economics;
2. Teaching students to apply the basic concepts the broader probl ms of

the economy, and to write out those applicatio s;
3. Having students present-research papers in their own handwriting, explain-

ing one part of the relationstp,ti ;
4. Quantifying the'relationship.

The program allowed the teacher to break down the relationship and, with the .
infunanion in the students' research papers, recompose it.

Procedures-
-,

In this unit my role was to motiiite the students to conduct research. Nd
infc2rmation was given to studens that would influence theiK research or sway
them in any direction..

After the relatio,nship was, presented to them, the students w ked ou(
simple definitions in class. With the teacher's help, the relationship w broken
down into its conceptual parts and each student was assigned one:_se ent on
which to prepare a research report for presentation at a later date. us, one
strident reported on the material welfare of the economy and another tool( up
natural resources. Na student was expected to report on the entire system.

During the petiod of 'bout four weeks in which the students did their re-'
search, questions were invited and answered. At the same time, general interest
was directed toward elements of the relationship.

The final activity of the seminar was the pre§entatign of research reports
to an audience of peers and parents,



SindTeaching Guidelineilor the Unit
1. It is important that the instructor state clearly the objectives of the

class: to understand and be able to discuss the definition of a free- enterprise
system.

2. The instructor should not give direct or definitive answers but rather
should suggest what an answer might include and guide the student to a
research source.

3. Typed repOrts should not be accepted; thils to prevent the student
from having recourse to a family member as an editor. Students should write
their reports in their own handwriting.

4. Only two meetings a week should be scheduled over a six-week period.
In my project, research begins during the third meetin? and concludes at the
end df the fifth week. [Timing is important in order to avoid dullness.] The !At
week is used to allow students to make presentations before the entire student
body and the PTA. -------

5. The teacher should limit class size. Students should be screened privately
to ascertain that they are doing well academically in their required classes, and
only those students successful in regular classes should be accepted for the
seminar.

6. The seminar is information and research oriented, designed to generate
enthusiasm for economics. My experiedce indicates the unit could be used at
almost any grade level.. 7

7. All discussion should be centered on the free ,enterprise system. This
leads to exploration of many basic econonfic concepts such as: the market eco-
nomy, the reality of scarcity, supply and demand, natural resources as a vital
element, interdependence, automation, the labor force, and productiorn

8. My observations suggest that the teacher should introduce whatever
material is available to'update basic concepts; the class will respond positively.
Although the time was Iiinited, it was adequate for effective study yet not long
enough to produce boredom.

Summary -. iv

Throughthfsres'earch project students,learned that a free-enterprise sys-
tem will be responsive to the society of which it is a part. Students found the
system requires effort because all the elements are interrelated. The.question
of searcity-arose through,study of the relationship and was examined from the
resource level to the marketplace. Student examined the relationship between
independence and interdependence. Forcing the students to do their own
research resulted in papers that went into considerable depth in order to ex-
plain and support the writers' views.

Evaluation of the project took place during the twenty-minute sessions."I
tried to ascertain whether each student understodd a certain component of the
,relation. I was pleased to find that 85 percent of the students were on track' .
with the research. In all the rsearch project was a successful experience.
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GOOD IDEAS IN BRIEF: JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

BUFFE PETROFF and PAULA DOMER,?teachers of self-contained
orthopedically handicapped students, and DOUGLAS DOMER, a. special
education work/study coordinator, in the Reidinger Middle School, Akron,
Ohio, develOped a unit, "The High Cost of Exclusion," for seventeen physically
handicapped students. The project emphasized the relationships between work
(employment) and play (recreation): Although physiCally handicapped, the
\students demonstrated their ability to work and showed how their behavior as
consumers affected the community when they used their income to meerex-
penses involved in participation in a bowling league. The students used the
economic knowledge and skills they had learned in sponsoring a "bowl-a-thon"
to raise money for muscular dystrophy. Many economic concepts and terms
were presented during the course of the unit, including specialization and divi-
sibn of labor, production, interdependence, opportunity cost, supply and
demand, and earning and spending income. The basic subject of the project
concerned the possibilities of underestimating the employment and leisure-
time capabilities of handicapped students arfcrthe high cost to the general
public when handicapped students were excluded. The students' ,experience
with the chemical company that employed them; with the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, for which they raised a considerable amount of money; and with
the community proved the project was highly successful. Above all, the
students had in excellent opportunity to be productive and to serve society and
were able to participate in an exemplary project.

THOMAS P. KURTZ, a seventh-grade history teacher in the Coral
Springs Middle School, Coral Springs, Florida, developed a project dpigned
to organize the classroom as a business. Entitled "Disruption vs. Democracy,"
the unit utilized an economic incentive system to make the class as interesting
and relevant as possible and to modify or influesnce classroom behavior. In
organizing the project, all class work was assigned a dollar value as well as a
grade. .Students printed and distributed Class Cash, providing a tangible
reward for academic achievements. The students could save Class Cash for
monthly auctions, at which various prizes, and privileges might be purchased,
or buy Class Companies. The companies had the authority fo sell pencils,
pens, paper, library time, and other commodities in exchange for the cash.
Better 'class control was obtained when the concept of Fines was introduced as
a disincentive to violating clats rules. During the course of the project;
_students became bankers and bookkeepers and managed the clerical records
associated with the unit. A bankbook was maintained by each student, which,
in effect, provided an accurate progress report. Other activities included a
class court, which heard cases. The project had three direct benefits. First, the
financial aspects of it taught lessons which could be applied to real life;
secondly, many interesting parallels were drawn between the economics in the
classroom and= the economics' found in American histoli and, finally, the
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students were eager to attend class. The subject matter came to life as a result
of their, acceptance of the many responsibilities associated with conduct in a
middle school class. For the students who participated in the project, United
States history and economics became. more exciting, interesting, and realistic.

,
JOHN KALKA, a seventh-grade social studies teacher at Shore ,JuniOr

High School, EuClid, Ohio, developed a unit designed to emphasize the funda-
mental problem_ facing all economic systems scarcity. At the outset, the
students were motivated through a moral dilemma to discuss whether the
developed nations should share their wealth or keep it and become even richer?
A version of .triage, using "The Lifeboat Dilemma," was employed to begin
class discussion. All the activities in the unit were focused on thecomplexity
and magnitude of the world food problem. Research assignments, graphs of
world cereal production, population growth, world fish catch, production-
possibility frontier, and supply and demand were apalyzed to provide impor-
tant supplJemental 'background information. Copser-n overt le failure of food
production to keep pace with population growth encouraged speculation on
futUre efforts to grow and distribute adequate food supplies. At.theend of the
four-week unit, the student consensus was that assistance should be extended
to the less fortunate people of the world. The project was included in the social
studies Curriculum of the Euclid publicchools as part of a unit entitled "Life-.
Styles of Emerging Nations," in which comparisons are made between life-
styles prevalent in the devetoped nations and those found in the emerging
nations.

BEVERLY. BROWN, a ninth -grade teacher of English at Ashland Ardor
lligh School, Aihland, Ohio, organized a unit called "How in the World Do I
Apply Economics to the Teaching of English?" to combine instruction in basic
economics concepts withvocabulary, literature, and composition. Initially,
the students worked on the development of an economies vocabulary. Each
Monday during the first four weeks of the unit, the students were given ten
words, to study. Following this, the students used the vocabulary words to play

4a game entitled "Money," which is patterned after Next, the students
studied a unit called "Identity," taken from the Insights anthokgy. The short
stories "Clothes Make the Man" and "The Confrontation" an, the mininovel
When the Legelds Die led-to a discussion on many economic,jssues and con-
cepts such 6.s wage standards, consumer be.) otts, opportunity costs, and value
added. T4 students gave oral reports, were as-signed written reports, designed
bulletin boards, and made-posters on the i sues and concepts. An important
outcome of the unit was that the students le rneethe mportance of economic
knowledge in the search for personal identity. Stud ts' research papers in-
cluded such items astcosa of;training, wages, fringe benefits, and financial
assistance for education in the study of careers. Significant to the prqject was
the students' ability taselate the study of economics to vocabulary, literature,
and v/Piting. 40'4
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Senior High School: Grades 10 -12

CHAPTER FOUR. .

From Friedman to ,

Galbraith: A Method for
Teaching Students to
Analyze Economic
proposals.Criticalir

Diane Elizabeth Keenan
West High Schdol, Redondo Beach, California

BacCground

This is a threecweek unit, the final one in a twelfth-grade economics course
I teach, The unit was developed for a regular course, an electi7e open to all

: seniors and 'acceptable to satisfy graduation requirements. Most of the
students who` take the economics course go on to either a two- or four-year
college. , - ..,.

. I am enrolled in a master's program in economics, and have tried to share -. some of my reading with my studen0. My experiences have led me to believe
that seniors ar,e quite capable of handling some fairly complex ideas. and are
fascinated and ;challenged by them. My procedtire has been to take the,,
students step by step through the cqurse so that at its end they will be able to
comprehend articles on economics and evaluate ifarious proposals and policies
suggested by-contemporary economists. , . .,

I shduId say th t I halieiia personal, concern about the bias and one-sided-
ness of-some of the conomic education materials availa le. Too often,%nly ,

one perspective on issue i'S given, and students are not allenged to do any
analytical of critical hinking. This uhit,.and my overall approach in my eeb-,

;...nomics class, is an attempt to remedy this problem.

Introduction '. .

... L
"Nhen a student auks What causes Inflation and what can be done to:., ....

control it?" how will you , # an economics teacher, respond? Obviously,
: ...: k

' 2
.'AL

4
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Milton Friedman would answer that question differently than would John
Kenneth Galbraith. Which viewpoint wokld you give your students? Why not
expose your students to*differing economre-perspectives? I believe that senior
economics students, soon to be voters, should be presented with a wide spec-
trum of arguments and proposals on controversial economic issues. I also feel
that students at this level can be taught'critical-thinking techniques to help
them evaluate, judge, and select economic proposals. -

The final unit in my senior economics crass at West High raised the ques-
tion of what policies the United States should Pursue jn order to promote eco-
nomic growth and price stability. Can a revitalized free-market economy
accomplish this or will more governmental involvement be necessary? The
students were presented with the views of four current economists represen-
tative of conservative and liberal schools of thought conservatives: Milton
Friedman (monetarist) and Arthur Laffer (supply-side); liberals: John Kenneth
Galbraith ("cost-push" role df large corporations and labor unions) and Lester
Thurow (desirability of more equal distribution of income). As a class we
studied the arguments presented by each economist, the evidence cited, whether
or not the evidence was convincing, what values and assumptions underlay
these arguments, and the bepefits and costs of each proposal. Thetpurpose of
this filial unit was. to promote critical thinking and decision, making, to teach
students to evaluate economic proposals they may cAfront in the future, and
to stimulate students tQ read further about economic issues and ideas.

(z

Goal

The purpose Of the lesson was to help students develop the skills in critical
thinking to evaluate a wide variety of current economic ideas and proposals.

1, The more sp_ecific objeCtives were:./
I. Students should be able to list the main points of an article written by an

economist; P

2. Students should be able to describe the evidence used to support the
_economists' arguments and to raise questions about the strength of that
didence;

3. Students should be able to see that any economic proposal is based on cer-
. 'min underlying values and assumptions;
4. Students should be 1i to analyze the benefits and opportunity costs of

eadh proposal made.

. .

My personal go al as a'teacher was t9 expose my students to samples of current
economic thinking,,to stimulate debate about current economic issues, and to
create an atntsphere in the classroom where students felt free to come to their
own. conclusions.

. .%

Teaching Procedures
.

Throughout the semester I had been preparing mistktients for the.final
. . ,. '. -
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unit. They were all aware that there were-difrering economic viewpoints on
controversial economic issues. When questiqns came up, such as: What caused
the depression of the 1930s?, I had given them several perspectives, ranging..- from Milton Friedman to Karl Marx. Prior.tO the final unit we had studied the
problems ofIhflation, economic growth, and unemployment. As we dealt with
these issuestudents naturally came to the questions: What can be done, how
can the U.S: reach the goal of economic growth, of price stability?

I began the final unit by explaining that we had studied the problems of
inflation and slow economic growth and that it was now time to take a look at
some policy proposals being made by several,contemporary economists. I put
the following chart on the board:

Conservative Liberal

Income
Monetarist Supply-side Cost-push distribution

Milton' -Friedman Arthur Laffer John Kennee Lestde Thurow
Galbraith

Our next activity was to analyze each critically, with the expectation that
students would ultimately decide which economist they felt made the best
economic proposals.

After the initial overview, I showed Part One of Milton Friedman's Free
to Choose film series. The program served as a good opener to the discussion of
the free-markevand the monetarist viewpoint, and gave students their first op-
portunity to critically evaluate an economic argument. I then had the students
discuss four questions that would serve as our method for evaluating all the
economists:

1. What were the main points made? /
2." What evidence was presented and was it convincing?
3. What values and assumptions were used to support the argument?

What were the benefits and costs of the proposals?

In studying the views of the four contempOrary economists we proceeded
0 as follows.

I. Distributed reading materials
"There Is Only One Cause for Inflation," Los Angeles Times, 1979, Alchian"
"What Supply-side Economics Means to You," Readers Digest, May 1981
"On Inflation,'' Corftumer Reports, February 1979, Galbraith

. .

Chapter 1 froM The Zero Sum Society (Basic Books, 1980), Thurow
2. Analysis. of the', arguments by the class

45-
3. Completion of the worksheeit (seetbelow)
4. Quiz on the ecohomists
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'5. Assignment for which students bring in news aYiicles or cartoons relating
1

to
the economists' ideas

6. Discussion of the reading material? and general reactions to the arguments
they cpntain

The easiest task for the students was to list the main ideas of the econo-
mists. The goal of the lesson, however, was to go deeper and to critically eval-
uate the arguments. Thus, students were asked to raise questions about the
evidence presented i;e., Is the evidence convincing? hat additional evi-
dence is needed to make the argument convincing?

Further wanted the students to see that all the economic proposals were
-based on certain assumptions that each student should decide are realistic or
not. I used a variety of questions to help the students deduce the underlying
assumptions. For example, in discussing the monetarist viewpoint I 'asked:

What happens to the demand for houses if irrest, rates are high?
If the demand for houses is down, what does the monetarist assume the
price of houses will do?
Does the monetarist assume that prices a' re flexible (do they quickly respond
to supply and demand or not)?

After discussing the views of all four economists, we came up with a table
of basic differences in values and assumptions between the conservative and
the liberal economists (Figure 1). Students were asked to weigh the benefits of -p
the economic proposal of each economist against its costs. I wanted to make
clear to the students that all four proposals would involve costs and that part
of.their decision-making would include deciding which costs they could best
accept.

FIGURE 1

FREEMARKETCONSERVATIVE LIBERAL
(Friedman, Laffer) l (Galbraith, Thurow)

VALUES
/- .

Economic equity
Public-sector solutions to economic
problemS'when private sector
Social responsibility for others

Economic liberty
Private sector solutions to economic
problems
Individual responsibility

`Mt

7 , ,

iiigh degree of competition
Aoya Price and`wageilexibility

ASSUMPTIONS . .
- of

Imperfect competition '
Price, -and wage rigidity

J
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After studying all four economists, students completed a worksheet on
each. Here is an example of a completed worksheet for the monetarist position:

WORKSHEET #i

Main Points of the Wading (monetarist perspective)

1. The only cause of persistent inflation is a too rapid increase in the money
supply.

2. The Federal Reserve, under pressure from Congress, is responsible for
allowing too much money in circulation.

3. The principal way to control inflation in the short run is to tighten the
money supply sufficiently to stabilize the general price level..(For the long

*run, monetarists believe that inflation and business cycles can be avoided
by increasing the money supply at the same, rate as the potential long-term
growth' of the economy.)

Evidence

1. There has historically been a high correlation between money-supply
. growth and inflation..

2. Data shows that even some countries that were highly dependent on foreign
oil when its price was increasing rapidly managed to keep their Inflation,

//rates

low.

Assumptions

-1. The monetarists assume a basically competitive economy, with prices
responding rapidly to changing demand.

2. Monetarists assume that there is g unique and very strong causal connection
between changes in the growth of the money supply and changes in the
general Price level. In other words, the money supply is essentially the only
:systematic determinant oT the price level.
MOnetarists assume that steady and strong ectinomic growth cann1 ot occur
if inflation is not under control.,

Costs
'OW

L Tight money policies may cause recession and unemployment.
2. Some groups suffer more than others frotrifiemploymenti.

ties,. w:drhen teenagers.

4

After ,studying the ideas of each economist, the students were given a
short. quiz and, asked to britig in news articles relating to each economises.46*,
ideas: The purpose was to sho\v students the relevance of these ideas and to re:-
quire them to relate the ideaS, to current events.

As we concluded the unit',, students developed a chart (Figure 2); in order
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FIGURE 2. SUMMARY. OF POSITIONS OF FOUR ECONOMISTS

Main Point ° Evidence Assumptions Proposals Costs

inflation caused by too -

large an increase in the
money supply

high correlation be-
tween money supply
growth and inflation

' inflation caused by too
small a supply of goods

. and services

.
previous (1962) tax
cuts stimulated growth

Monetarist Position 4.

price flexibility and
high degree of compe-
tition

Supplyside Position

increase in investment
'will follow tax cut

unemployed will be
hired

j increases potential for
-0 economic growth

tight money policy until
-inflation brought under
. control

slow economic growth
or recession until infla-
tion is controlled

certain types.of work-
ers more. adversely
affected than others

personal and business
tax cuts to stimulate
production

foss of federal fe4;,enue

short-run deficit

possible increase in
inflation



inflation due to power
of.porporations to con
trol prices and of
unions to control
wages

failure of monetary
policies to bring infla
Lion down without
causing stagflation, as
in 1974-75 recession

inevitable government
involvement in equity
issues

Costpush ,Pbsition

(ice rigidity _

imperfect competition

. Income Distribution Potition

cases of groups seek-
ing government& help
to prevent economic
loss (Chrysler, Lock-
heed, Penn Central
Railroad cases)

people desire eco-
nomic security

price rigidity

price and wage con-
trols in noncompetitive
sectors of economy

possible shortage of
goods

.wh'viewed inflation
enever cohtrols are

, removed

government should higher taxes on high
compensate economic incomes
"losers"

possible loss of incen-
tives to produce

government would be
involved in complicated
redistribution of in-
come issues

s
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to summarize the viewpoints of the four economists whose positions were
critically analyzed.

.

Evaluation

Throughout the lesson, students were quizzed on the position of each of
the economists. In the final activity, students were asked to decide which econ-
omist made the best proposals for the United States. The students were then
assigned orie- to two-page position papers addressedto these questions:

1. Which economist makes the best arguments and proposals and why?
2. What assumptions underlying this argument do you feel are realistic?
3. Why do you prefer the proposals of this economist over. those of the other

three?

We concluded with a discussion of the position papers. Many students felt
the economists' initial values and assumptions were most important in deter-

, mining whether their argiments and propoials were convincing. Students also
found that deciding among the fbur policies involved choosing the least harm-
ful costs. Students rejected particUlar proposals because they could not accept
the cost inherent in them.

Class discussions were lively as lines were drawn between "liberals" and
"conservatives," while a group of uncommittod students listened to both sides.
I felt that I had achieved my major goal of encouraging students to come to
their own conclusions in an atmosphere, in which all viewpoints could be
expressed.

k

Forecasting with_ a

'Follow-Up

Thomas St Mullane
West Essex High Sc ool, North Caldwell, New Jersey

High school seniors in West Essex High School who wergainrolled in four
classes of a full-year course in e&momics were given a two-week unit in eco-
nomic forecastihg. The unit had been preceded by an extensive study of fiscal .
and monetary policies.

`Organized in groups of four, the studentsmost of whom were college.,
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bound were asked to examine and characterize the state
consider recent proposals for change in economic policy, an
ticular effects of policy changes as well as their impact on t

Students then wrote position papers forecasting the
mance in 1981 and 1982. The students made specific predict
une loyment, the gross national product, and the, Do
Av rage at the end of each year, and hadto justify these

The fo ecasts were condensed into two pages and mo
whicRwrefe placed on the classroom wall. At the time of t
looking forward to vi from seniors who have graduated
see how accurate t rr effort in economic analysis and for

of the economy,
estimate the par-
e total economy.
onomy% perfor-

onglfor inflation,
-.I ties Industrial

ctions.

G als of the /
I. to give st idents anieket'cise in economic analysis;
2. To brin: students' attention to varied schools and poin

3

4.

nomics;
To have studegiguse and study data and economic stati
To permit students to gain respect for and awareness of
an economist's responsibilities;

5. To remind students that economics is also the-study of '
6. to have students learn by doing in a ho'fistic fashion;
7. To reinforce student understanding of fiscal and monet
8. 'To establish an atmosphere in which students underg

mudic training of defending, discussing, and debating
9. To instill in students a disposition to continue their inte

analysis;
10. To induce students to return from college for

nomics classes.

dted on plaques,
writing, we are

nd wj11 return to
casting were. I

s of view in eco-

tics at firsthand;
he complexity of

Description and Procedure's I

visit with

itical economy',"

ry policies;
the quasi-Tal-
r findings;

est in economic

succeeding eco-

Chapter 820 of ,our text (Economics; Dani Fusfeld, D.C. Heath &
Co., 1976) is entitled "Economic Policy and conomic Per rmance 1945-
1974." It summarizes such events and subjects as the rapid e nomic expan-
sion of the postwar years, Chenew economics" of the 196(3s, th ttade7offs be-

.tween unemployment and inflation, and the p liticaluse Ote.c nomic policy.
Included in the text are a series of graphic p esentations sho ng changes in
GNP, government spending, unemployment, and the Consumer rice Index, up
tolhe year 974.

To supplement an update the text, I prepared a lecture o tir puzzle of
stagflation, the movement of the Phillips curve, and I supplies later data on
the economy through 1980. The lecture concluded, with a rem nder\that our ,
text (Fusfeld) tressed a post-Keynesian synthesis, whereas th most contro-
versial current heory is "supply-side economics,"

The esse e of the new theory was presented in newspaper nd magazine

L

*-11/1
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articles on the Kemp-14h bill and the La ffer curve. In summary, supply-side
economic theory hoids that lower taxes will encourage investment and produc-
tion, thereby leading to greater tax revenues and fuller employment, with less
inflation.

Next, it was announced to all cla sses that they would now be expected to
project the performance of otr economy for the next two years.

he initial response and reaction in all classes was somewhat surprising
and disconcerting. They were extremely uncomfortable and reluctant to com-
mit themselves to a forecast. Upon reflection, I belieVe this was because stu-
dents-do not Tike uncertainty; They seemed to prefer going to the text to find
"the right answer."

To alley late their concerns and induce more enthusiastic participation, I
did several things.

1. Provided a list of readings and reprints covering the general topic. These
included:
a. An articfe from the December 15, 1980 U.S. News and World Report,

"Prosperity Without Inaation,_that had interviews-with-four-Nobel
prize-winning economistsMilton Friedman, Lawrence Klein, Kenneth
Arrow, and Paul Samuels is

b. Four articles by Leonard Silk, whose column appears on Wednesdays
and Fridays inThe New York Times; .

t. Three columns each by Paul Samuelson and Milton Friedman from
Newsweek. They, of course, have contrasting points of view.

2. Covered the walls with pages from the Wall Street Journal, the business
section of The New York *Times, Business Week, Time, and Ec-onoricic
Road' Maps from the Conference Board, all containing material relating to
economic; rorecastg.

3. Secured from parents and friends dozens of copies of recant issues of For-
tune, Business Week,,and.the Wall Street Journal and placed them on a
table available to all;

4. Divided students in each class (the foulefasses totaled 140 students) into
&ups of four., Each group was to organize its owdrresearch and Write A
joint report;

5. Intriklund students to the data bank of current economic statistics that
appears in the business section of each Sunday's New York Times;

6. Instructed all groups to make four specific predictions in addition:to their
overall analysis. The four were to be year =end figures for 1981 and 1982
for GNP, unemployment, inflation, and the Dow-Jones Industrial
Average;

7,. Accompanied these directions and instrucOns with a short lectu% on:-
forecasting as a majbr responsibility of many profession4i economists;

8. Announced that all predictions would be recorded and Fv16ived at an
alumni reception in Decembef 1981 and December 1982. Parenthetically, I
should note that we conduct, through our student government, an alumni
reception each December. It includes classroom visits by alumni who

82
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describe their college programs, social life, and problems in general, and
usually Offer advice of a constructive nature;. .. .

9. Took up the political environment, in which economic decisions are made.
As the student groups began their deliberations and I my observations, a
problem became apparent. There was need for some discussion and clar-
ification regarding the then current budget and tax proposals emanating,
from, the Reagan adniinistration. We reached a general understanding-in
each class that uncertainty about the economy is compounded by the
workings of the political process. *Therefore; predictions have to be ad:
justed for best-guesS expectations Of congressional actions;

10. Piov ided four class days for research; reading of-materials, discussion,
and reaching a consensus iii each group. Frequently, as differences
became apparent and heated, I suggested that a dissenting minority
opinion could be written. It never happened, however. The classes asked
for dne more day, and a weekend to finish th ir final papers.

1
,

All groups turned in reports and made thei predictions. Happily,, the
initial reluctance to take -a stand was-replaced b a competitive feeling.,

4. At the outset, I stated thai the entire project ould be marked merely on a
pass.'fail basis. The only way to fail would have een not to do the Wor tat conclusion, many the students, obviously proud of their efforts, raised
-e question of grades;-but I held to the, original "deal."

,.. We tried to produce a stimulating memento of the exercise. A very com-
pact typing job, reduced all the predictions of the groups onto two sheets of

t paper. 'Our infistrial arts department prepared two plaques on which we
mounted the predictions by decoupage. Thus, we were able to display on the
wall our."fearless forecasts; and to keepthem_ for review in December 1981,
and again in tecember J982. In a way, the names on the wall-were analagous

.
,to seeing oue's name in,print. All the students came-forward to see the plaques
and compqe the predictions on them. A stimulation of interest in econornics
was also apparent as students from other classes came in to examine the
Plaqiies. ..

.

Concluding Comments

I expect that next year's classes will r'epea't the rojeet,They also bene-
.

fit from more visits and "lectures " from "ecopomi ts" returning from college.
I was stimulated to further reflect on this uni by an article in the June

1981 issue of Phi Delta Kappa, "Reflections on t e Fate of the 'New Social
Studies'" by Thonias Switzer (p. 729). Professor witzer, drawing upon his
Q,slin experiences as well as those of Edwin Fenton, aises the question of ade-
quate "antecedent conditions," which he feels are not provided for students at-
tempting independent inquiry. He does not so so fa , however, as to dismiss

.the inquiry method.
1:14.Ttsciously used ,theldeas of Ausubel in providing the Advance

- Organizer, i.e., the concepts relevant to fiscal and monetary pqjicy, This
-
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proved insufficient, for it was not possible to simply say to these relatively high
level, college-bound twelfth graders: "inquire." Additional help styucturing
of the approach, guidance, and mate,rials was necessary. (Nice the readings
weresuggested, the probleni had been narrowed and analyzed, and the goals
established, purposeful work began. I believe that substantik learning took
place, and I atii sure the students found it an enjoyable experience.

Next December, when my fprmer classes return as homecoming grad-
uates, I should be able to determine whether or not the effects were memorable
and lasting; ,

Economicsin U.S; History:.
Using Livihg Museums

*David E. O'Connor and Joanne Foley
Edwin 0. Srriith School, Storrs, Cormecticiftt

Introduction e

The premise that economics is for, everybody stimulates us to incorporate
several key economic concepts into the required U.S. history and American
studies courses at our school. To shed the image of economics as a "dismal
science" and to bring ecopatic concepts to life, a field trip to Old Sturbridge
Village, a living museum; was, 'planned.

A heterogeneous group of thirty-seven sophomores., two UniversitY_of
Connecticut interns",and o. U.S. history teachers at E. 0. Smith were given
prepwation, through a se of individual and group activities, for a program
entitled,"Choosing.Wsirk aking a Living" al the village. Because the prO-

; gram could accommoaat only thirty-seyen students out of a class of 200, it
was dedided that the Mimi aclivity should be one that could be shared with all
sophomores ha the history program. An audio-slide show based on the data
collected bje.studentS and froth published texts was the means of sharing the
experience. The presentkion included a worksheft, inquiry cards dealing with

i'the "wants,satisfaction chain,%pretesq and OosNests to measure student

\
, ; 4

I. The "wants satisfaction chait"used in this unit is adapted, from the model originally outlined
in Economics in Society, Strategy and Methods. by Suzanne Wiggins Helburn et al. (Reading,

f, 6, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1974),

°O



.learning, and the use of a teacher's guide.`As a DEEP cooperating schOol
system we were eligible for grant money frbm the University of ConnectiCult
Center for EcQnomiducation to defray costs for participants in the museum
visit.

The unit's goal is for the studenr to,recognize the nduring nature of fun-.

,/"elkm" ental economic concepts and that the basic eco mic questions of the ear-
' ly ninejeenth century:are the same.ones facing us today. SepcIfically, the.stu-

dent should:

1. Define, distinAish between, and give examples of productive resources,
(land, labor, capital, management, technology);2

2. Recognize that relative prices and changes in them result from the interac-
t, tion of supply,and demand, and that there are relatively frequent changes in

-.Price relations in a modern market economy;
3. Outline the wants-satisfaction chainrand recognize wiy pr oduction takes

place (to satisfy, a slemand), how it is achieved (with .use of productive re-:
sources), and that some businesses succeed (because\they compete success-
fully for the consumer's patronage) while others fail; .

4. Understand that the type of economy in existence atany given time and
place depends on history, current events, type of culture, and the level of
technological development.

In addition to understanding these economic ideas, students were acquainted
with use of a decision-making model. This skill, coupled withi.the concepts,
should enable them to make reasonable economic decisions.

4

.Recommended Use

The four-period unit designed for the high school sophomore history pro-
gram might alsq be suitable for:

41,

1. U.Mhistory/American studies; ,
2. Problems of democracy/Contemporary issues;
3. Economics; .
4. Sociology.

. ,

Organization and Teaching °Procedures' lh
g

i ,

Because the thirty-seven studenti'in the program were from seen AU-
.

. ferent U.S. history and American,studies classrooms, it was impossible to con-
. / vere them at regular intervals to prepare them for the trip. It was necessary,

. . .
2 Though economists max have differing opinions as to whether technology and/or management

should be called independent "productive resources," few would argue that these factors do not
have a major impact on production."Conventionally, management is considered part of "labor"
resources, technology part of "capital" resources.

.
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FIGURE 1. -CAREER TREE . ) .
Directions: lnseri.appropriate career for each member of family (as applicahley.

o
. . ,

therefore, to give them "warm-up" activities a week prior to the trip in the
form of homework. These activities included two tasks.

The firsovas to fill in a family "career tree" (see Figure 1). The putpose of
the career tree :Was to study the occupations of the student's own family in
order todiscover any regularities or patterns wittAn it. Sex roles, levels of edu-
cation, and types of occupationsby generation Were among the points ob-
served. One of the four groups at Old Sturbridge Village %.y. ould later repeat
this procedure using iffoltation provided by their "interpreters from the nine-
teenth century." 446

The second task was toll!l in a decision-making chart (see Figure 2). Aside,
from naming the skills involved in determining specific criteria for job Ittrac-
tiveness, students were asked to evaluate a number of Twentieth- century occu-
pations using these criteria. Again% one group at the village would usethis
model to examine the family histories bf the "interpreters from the nineteenth
century."

0
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'These vo,Vtivities wexe asigne to provide personal -reltvanee to the
tQpic of twentiet -eeptury careerooptio s and demonstrate a method by which
alternative catee s could be evaluated The student responses were discussed
hring a single fty-minute class peri d scheduled prior to departure time on
the day pf_ttie ip.. Students wefe ,a1 o shown a transparency of the village
layout, given a map of the museum and provided written instructions' con-
cerniQg their i ividdal and gr8up t ks, roles, and responsibilities during the

-trip. k, -
,a

4

iThe s,eco , or "developmental stage n this four-period unit occurred at
Old Sturbrid Village. Students ollected data for use in the audio-slide
presentation d were assigned to ne of four groups, each consisting of nine
or ten skuden s.

.

.
tiGURE 2. DECISIO -MAKING CHART

o

r OUP -I: k Odes, prepared udiotapes, served as reviewers for the slide
presenta loll-, and focused n productive resources, wants-satisfaction

- chain, rk, and leiSpre.
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'Group II: Designed an original advertisementfor the places of business visited
on the tour (one advertisement per student).

Cron III:- Devised a "career tree" for each of the nineteenth-ce ter-
reters visited at the village (one 'career tree per student).

droup IV: Filled in a decigion-making chart to evaluate the relative attra five-
'less of village occupations (students.selected the occupation that s med
Most attractive, using nineteenth-century criteria).

. ,

During this stage; students" questions were,answered by the, aCcomp nying
E.'01. Smith teacher or University of Connecticut intern, the village guide

,

assigned to each group, or by interpreters along the tour:
s

Wrap -Up :
Trying to tie together this experience, was the Most challenging a ect of

the unit apd-one which pfOmpted the idea of the slide show. Part cipants
came froM seven different classrodms and varied widely in skill au ability
levels. We also-had to remember That a majority of, those vie** th= presen-
tation were not among the original participants in the prOgram.

Our task Was- to Challenge the tiighter students while not le mg the
slower ones behind. In addition, this finll activity needed to con ain new

?information so as not to bore the riginal hirty-siven participants. he glide
show attempted to accomplish ese goals by giving the Viewer an a we role.

,->. The student was required to co plete a worksheet on economic eon pts. Ad-
ditional notes made during the post-vieWing- discussion could suppl inent the

. original ones. The student also had to take a pretest, which allo:wed u. to deter-
miue student knowledge and also served to introduce the next phas . A pause.

during the slide presentation permitted the class to discuss and corr ctly ordes
the elements of the wants-satisfaction chain see fignre 3. (Student were told
at the beginning of this lesson that they would be tested on wh they had
learned.)

The contents of the slide show "Work and Leisure at Old Sturbridge
Village",were:

Section I: Credits for the show

Section II: Basic economic questions
a. What to produce? (wants,. GNP, consumer goods and service investment

goods, government sees/ices)
b. How to produce?
c. For wfiom to produce?

Section III: Old Sturbridge Village answers the bqstc question.

a. What to produce?-(scarcity apd choice, consumer demand, a ailable supply)
b. How to produce? (land, labor, capital)

88.
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FIGURE 3. THE WANTS-SATISFACTICN CHAIN

,

0.

.
c. For whom to produce? (wants-satisfaction chain, barter or markets and

money, advertising and demand) 1

!'
!.Evaluation and Condition #

'For the thirty-seven prlicipants, evaluation tooMplace at each stage of
the four-period unit ("period" includes the time pent at the museum).:Par-
ticipants were responsible for completing the tasksim the various stages (career
tree, decision-making model, group work at the village) lilt ddigern to the slide
show worksheet and the pre- and post-tests. A Comparison of the results of
forty randomly selected sets of pretests arid post-tests showed marked im-
provemenrin student scores on the second test. itierage scores improved fr
70 percent correct on the first test to 82 percent o'in the seciond. A closer analy-
sis shows that 73 percent of the students in the sample performed better on the
post-test, 10 percent showed no change, and 17;percent did win-se.

There was -also informal evaluation of the participants and of the
sophomore class as a Whole. The spirited questioning and involvefnent led us
to conclude that high interest was generated by learning economic concepts in
a U.S. history ,class, Although the fact,is difficult to pin down, students' at-
titudes did not seem to reflect a "dismatscienceitnage of economics; the pro-.'
ject seemed to be accepted as useful, even interesting. 'Plis, as one might ex-
pect, was especially true of those who visiteg the" museum.

Museums, especially living museums, mil provide a vital educational ser-
vice. to share the experrence df the nineteenth-century interpreters was truly
"the next best thing_to being there." With "'Work" as the focus of the inquiry,

,
students were able to make comparisons 'through time and over cultural bar-

., .
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tiers. The cOntinhal rele\rance of the basic economic questions was also
deMonstrated. The combination of activities at the museum and in the
classroom transformed abstract concepts into live and concrete odes. Our
project proved to be an excellent way to bring economic concepts home to
students.

Cheese Bits' Our Biz?
Economics Unit for a High School First-Year Accounting Class

6

Sister Marion 4oscipti Geri
St. Joseph_ Academy, Green Bay, Wisconsin

Introduc on °

1One o the objectives in my accounting course is to develop isiudents an
economic ndeistanding of how busineks operates. To carry this out, I lipoked
for a type of business my.students would find inteies 'lig as welLas stimulating.

desirable that students knoW the chief p ducts made in their area
produces them. In Green Bay, Wisconsin, in the surrouniding area,
ct, in the whole state of Wisconsin, the making of cheese i of utmost

It is
and who
and, in
import

C
. produ

gover
Street
and s
tradi
43ba
I de
.
ing

ce.
ese is everybody's business in Wisconsin. Among others, it involves

rs (farmers, milk haulers, cheesemakers, packagers), traders, and
ept officials. The National Cheese Mchange, located at 1658 Morroyi

in Green Bay the only marketplace of its kindis where cheese buyers
llers transact business in volume. The prices paid for cheese on Friday (a
g session takes place everyFridgqiorning between ten and ten-thirty) are

ometer for., the industty. Because many people are unaware of these facts,
*ded to have the students in my two accounting classes study chseesetnak-
d the many economic ramifications of the industry.

At St. Joseph Academy an all-girls school operated by the Sisters of St.
Joseph oCCaronsdelet my two accounting'classes had a total of twenty-seven

Ifth-grade students, heterogeneously grouped. They undertook the cheese
oject during' the second semester of the 1980-81 school year.
. "Time out for cheese" was taken when something related to the project oc:
rred. Some example's' the erection of a, building by the Bemis Company in

hich to manufacture machinery for wrapping cheese, bacon, etc; work on a
x
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s milk price support billin th-es6te legislature. All such developments relating
.---- tochees:e has je- anermportant eCob6mic impact on the region.

- ... .
,

.
.- . . , . .

it

,--
...Bac.k.grottnd- . .

ir , ..I. 11.,
.

1 eln order to ascertain how much economic knowledge my students had,.1 /

gave therka' pretest: Economic Understanding (12th' Grad& Traditional' 1

. Economics (Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Madison, 1980). qt
the time, five of the twenty-seven were en lied in a first-smester consumer /

economics class. The other twenty-two had to n .course neither in consumer
economics nor in economics. Seventeen out of twenty -seven had passing
grades on the pfetest, but Most were low. 'C'onsequently, I concluded that- i..-
something needed to be done to improve the students' background in ti

economics. ,(I a post-test when the projecj ended.)
i

Goals. and Activities . .

The pikoject had the following goals or activities..

I. To promote in economics`through the study of a major blisines
the local co munity;

.

2. To study the economic benelits`sesulting from cheesemaking,,nd tie
Campbell 'wrapper machines;

3. To learn about alternative ways to do business, with emphasis
cooperatives; .

4:__To have the students read newspapers in order to Ictpi;ttp With current
events pertaining -to milk and cheese;

; "

5., TAlearn how a bill to skip a schedtiled increase in milk price sup ort
became law;

, 6. To y,t4itness. a session of the National Cheese Exchange in Green Bay a d to -
learn from it;

7. To take a field trip to Consolidated Badger, a cooperative in Re ere,
Wisconsin. (As an aid to observation, the students used A que ti naire
about iiieconomic field.trip--devised by George Fersh, former a s ciate
director of the Joint Council on Economic Education);

8. to have students gontribute materials relating to the.praject for osting
on the bulletine board;

9. To assign students to make.flow charts on the follewing subjec The . . r.

Economic Benefits of Cheesemaying; The Economio Benefits the
Campbell Wrapper Machine; Decision Making: Things to Think ut in '
Starting a New Business;

10. To 'give students a matching test based on twenty-five definiti
from the economic vocabulary terms students kept in their scra

11. To have students save candy bar wrappers in order. to help Tina
(cheese, coke, and cracker) party, as well as to fund prizes for th
scrapbooks;

12. To administer a pretest and a post -test.

.
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Orginizatio# and Procedures
Students were reqUired to keep 'scrapbooks containing the following:

°
1. A Bit of eighty-four economic terms and definitions and an additiOnal list

Of terms used in cheesemaking. Students were reminded to study the eco-
nomic vocabulary periodically in order to prepare for a matching test on

twenty-five defigitions; ,

2.- A copy of "Helps to a Better Economic Understandini of Concepts,I ' which
was used in the pretest; .,

3.' The article "Entrepreneurship: Starting a New Business and Case Studies,"
furnished by the National Federation of Independent Business. It contains
material on decision-making concepts, which are important in accounting.
In fact, the end of every chapter in our accounting textbook has cases that
require decision making. The students constructed a flow chart -entitled -
"Thinks to Think About in Starting a New Business" with emphasis on
motivation, preparation, and capital, as well as on decision making;

4. A list o alternative ways to do business in an economic 'system. It includedj
the co rative form of business organization, a form prevalent among
cheese producers in Wisconsin; ,

S. A manuscript entitled "Wisconsin Cheesemaking Has Colorful History
Began in the 1800's," by AI Breseman, dairy product ,specialist in the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection. ,

'The article was used as the basis of a poster as well as a set of flowcharts
titled "Economic Benefits: Flow and Ripple from Cheesemaking.". The
poster contains a statenient that when the dollar value of the economic
benefits of cheesemaking is multiplied by the regional multiplier (between
2.5 to 2.8) the result is surprisingly large. (The regional multiplier indicates
the amount of income or emproyment generated as a result of each addi-

_tional dollar of new spending in the immediate area or community);
6. Excerpts from the article "Campbell Wrappers," written by Carl J.

Gerlach, former chief engineer of Hudson Sharp Machine Company,
Green Bay. A-flow chartand poster showing the many economic benefits
this machine' provides were made;

7. Newspaper clippings (and pictures) pertaining to milk, cheese, the milk
price support bill as well as recipes containing cheese. Students were asked'
to underscore the main points in the articles and/or comment on them.

8. The article "Small-pusiness Performance in the Regulated Economy," by
Kenneth W. Chilton and Murray L. Weidenbaum.

Related Student Atlivities
A poster and a flowchart about the process of decision making by con--./ -

sumers, producers, and the government were used. To provide an example of
the federal government as a decision maker, stUdents prepared a poster depiict-
ing how the bill to skip the April 1, 1981 increasevin milk price supArts
'became law.

.1'
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Another poster contained four pages of interesting facts about cheese titled
"Cheeselltits Our Biz." "Cheese Bits".in'cludedinformation about such things

mas the world's largest cheese; it was made in Wisconsin and displayed at the -
World's Fair in ew York City.

Students we e asked for suggestions including sales promotion ideas and
advertising slog ns to advance the sale of cheese. One slogan read; "Cheese,
coke and, cracke s .deliglit many snackers."

A 16-mm film, Wisconsin Cheese for All Seasons (free from the Wiscon-
sin Departthent of Agriculture),,was shown to the.two accounting classes, and

-to members of the Ilome economics food class.
The students were taken to the National Cheese Exchange in Green Bait,

Since there was no trading activity on that particular day, the president of the
exchange provided a simulation of what would have taken place had there
been bidding, buying, and selling. He explained that when no trades take place
on a trading day, the probability is that Veneral economic conditions are un-
favorable or that the government had a surplus 9fcheese on hand. He also said
that because the milk price support had not been increased, moreptable prices
for cheese were likely, which would probably help increase cheese constrmp-
tion'. 1.1pel the milk support price increased, cheese prices would ha4tion_eup
and cholese consumption would have gone down. :

A second field trip was made to the Consolidated Badger Cooperative in .

De Pere, Wisconsin. The Center for Economic Education of the University of
Wiscon'sin at Green Bay provided us in advance with several booklets and

li reports, including proceedingg of the March 1980 workshop on cooperatives..
The booklets strengthened the students' background on cooperatives in
preparation for the field trip.

Near the, project's ,end, .the students were given a ma tching test on the
econoinic term's and definitions in their scrapbooks. The scores an average o
$8.3 and a median of 92 were a factor it determining their grade in account-
ing.

Students saved candy-bar wrappers (the large ones) from Milky Way, 3
Musketeers, Snickers, and Mars Bars, which were sent to the Mars Company
for .refund checks of two dollars for twenty-five wrappers. The funds helped
finance thecheese, coke, and cracker party held during the last week of school.

At the party, the students with the two best-scrapbooks were giveh
awards, and each accounting student was given a Certificate of Participation
in the project and an autographed Copy of my copyrighted term paper guide.

Evaluation

Students learned some iopOrtant economic concepts, as shown by a corn-
yparison ...of the ost-test grades with those of the pretest. The arithmetic

average of the p etest scores was 69.5, the median 74, The arithmetic average
of the post-test was 86.4, the median 94. The students were delighted to see
how much they .had improved.

As students read the local newpapersiooking for anything r elated to milk, ,,

e ,
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cheese, and cheese recipes (including pictures), they reported having teeog-
nized words with which they had become familiar by studying the economics_
vocabutaiN. The said this gave them ,a better understanding of the articles.

"Cooperatives" appears in the last chapter of our accounting textbook. It .

helped our study of Wisconsin's, cheese industry and made the studying More.
interesting. Most cheese producers in Wisconsin are members of cooperatives.

The Process of deciding on the milk.price support bill in the legislature crf-
fered a good example of how a ?bill. becomes law. .

Students evaluated the projectkin a ,,tgrolositive faskiion since it gave theme
a better appreciation of Wisconsin's cheese industry and the hard work dif the
farriers engag d in the production of milk for cheese-inakitg. It also helped
them to undAstana theamount of efthrt needed to preserve a-family-type
business -, a form of organization that helps assure the stability of families and
the preservation-of small business enterprises.

GOOD IDEAS IN BRIEFT&E#101i HIGH SCHOOL

(fiN

ANITA S. B(AIEBUItG, a hoMe economics teacherNat 'LiAcoln-lKest
High School, ,Cleveland,

introduce
a unit using a mini-flea market as a

motivational tool and springboard to key economic concepts in a ,
clast on independent living. Entitled "Independently Speaking," the unit
demonstrated that economic concepts have positive effects when the classroom
activities involve sttiglent.contributions and action. The unit's goals were con-
sistent with the graded course, of study approved by the Cveland 'Board of
Education for home pcbnomics classes.

-The purpose of the unit was to encourage.students to analyze their roles,
rights,.and responsibilities in the marketplace and to pro'vide them with ex-
periences in making short- and lcng -run 'decisions on' how to earn and use
money.' A flea market was,the key activity, since it provided opportunities-for
students 'to learn how to orgaiiiie such an event and to understand hoW td con-
vert unused,or old items into income, thereby increasing thestudent's purchas-'
ing pOweii In addition to providing a firsthand glimpse of a market situation
such concepts as scarcity, sup'y, demand,ivants; 'And trade-offs were em-
phasized. 'the flea market, a student-owned business, was used for instruc-
tional strategies, including games and simulatiOns, use of clasiroom speakers,
field trips, lectures by teachers, andreading assignments based on the content-
reading approach developed by the Cincinnati public schools. The key factor
to success was student participation and involvement. All indications showed
that the class improved its understanding of basic economics concepts and how
the American.economy functions.

I?OROTHY A. BARRETT, a social studies teacher at West High School,
Mankato, Minnesota, developed a twelve-day simulation that used the ac-

t
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cumulated social and natural science skills of her twelfth-grade classes.The
unit's theine, "If We Do Not Lear.n from History We Are Compelled to Relive
It," was keyed to the year 2000 and incorporated three assumptions. 0) supplies
of fossil fuels .yv contims9 fall; (2) transportation 'needs wilrnot diminish
because Of increased interdependence vvithip our nati'il and world; and /33

, foreign traded be vital to U.S: self-interest and to heFus be mote competi-
tive in the world market. s

The activity 'focused on an investigation of the rebuilding of our colt-NI
tional. railrOadaisystem. Students researched proposals for unconventional
trains capable of speeds ranging from 300 mph.to ev-eral thousand mph. A
student'fask force\ Was organized to.hear the pros and cons of the various rail,
systems and to listen to student4,playing the roles of economists, sociologists,
labor union representatites, inventor-researchers, business people, and pro-
moters. The task force then, made recommendations addressed to the follow-
ing points; ,

1. Shinild the United Statei begin planning r an improved, efficient, and re-
liabloisystem 'for passengers add freight?

2. What type of system should it be?
3. )How will it be paid for and managed?

' 4. What, if any, responsibilities will the governmpt. ave?
.

5. What are the economic implications of therclecision principally, the social,
costs iversus the social benefits? t. . . .

? LOIS M. RHODES, a social studies teacher at Broadi:vay HigeSchool,
w. Broadway, Virginia, organized a unit that integrates the study of local g)overn-

ment with economics for ter eighty-five studints in L.S. government. The
unit, entitled "H-E-R-E'S RockiVfarn, was presented to a diveise group of
seniors, ranging from trre educable Mentally retarded to thegifted. In examin-
ing the 'duties of a. school board anti a bard /of supervisors,the bidgets of(,/ both were analyzed ih respect to local tax structure, state and federal funding,
and ,the costs of educating the school-age population. In addition, welfare
assistance, law enforcement, ligkway and road maintenance, litter control,
and preserving local historical lanthgarks were taken up as part of the study of

Icommunity.economics: Another comporwnt-eof the unit concerned the incen-
',,tiv% qstem and the profits of a local garment factory. Students leaned about

,Lht Offerent levels of interest rates on various types of loans and interviewed a
variety of employers and employees. Further investigation concentrated on the
poultry industry, in which Rockingham, neaRby communi , is a leading pro-
ducer. This led to class study of the diversification oftim ition's economy.
Throughout the eight weeks agoted to the unit, a nu of basic economic
concepts' were introduced and used. After their concentration on the local
community, it was apparent that the students began to understand how a
market system works-and to appreciate it,% basic institutions and values. At the

*same time; students considerably increased their knowledge of the structure
and functions of the local.governing units.
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'~ORAL W. ALMERAR. and MICHAEL SLOVIK, teaChers'at Clare-

, A
mon High School, Claremont, California, developed a one-semester course

\---" titled `Introduction to Economics" as part of a twelfth-grade requirement in
the study of governinent. The course takes up the premises, structure? and/ .
functions of the America economic system, and focuses on ecolnotnic theories
relevant to our economy today. The course, developed over the past five years,
is divided into four major units: "The' Anatonly of an Economy;" '',Our
Economy in Operation," "The National Economy and Public Policy," and - ?

"The National Economy and International Trade.'' ,

' . ..

A representative unit in the course is "Odr Economyin Op
deals with the structure and role of the firm; the elements, structr, function,
and interrelationships between the product and factor markets; andit#,Kple of i

the factor market in publjezpolicy practicekdirected at income redistribution.
Among the thore effective instructional strategies used was a series of weekly
'guest speakers: Evaluation was provided by objective and by essay examina-
tion methods, as well as by positionpapers. The latter ;ere designed to
measure a student's ability to make a normative analysis based upon Tiositive

id .evence. - , . .
,

, . s , .
.

JUANITA FRYER., a teacher'at Bentonville Nigh Schoal,Bentonviller .
Arkansas, devised ,a simulation in which students i11 consumer education

'courses were "pdid1 1? for.corfectiestvers during a review and permitted taupe;
tie payments to purchase answers to test.questions the following day. The ac-
tivity was designed as a vehicle to review and, o reinforce basic econbmics con-
cepts coveted during a six-week teem. r 6 .

, 3 .
. .

On the day prior to the six -week test, students were given an envelope con-( . .
'taining large-size macaroni fills. Additioql shells could be earned .by pa"f
viding correct responses duriWthe rev/kw 9r could *lost by providing incor- d

rect information. Shells could be usedat any time to ptirchaseOndy or could:
be saved for use at Pest Circe. The shells were spraycpainted in two colors: one
'to bused for answers requiring specific information and th ther foratmore`
complex answers. The use of\paint also sewed tocleter students rom surrep-
tiotikly bringing additional shells o class .** -, -,

. During the second

.

six3week ter two additional dimensions were added.
Students were 411owed tobuy irisuranceagacr4 wrong answers onto borrow

,---1 shells if they.baaly:wanted help on the test. Loans could be paid back kith
speciarreports!' A six: week nlortgage was Oso available. Students found the '

,sfinulatiOn .most enjoyable and 'alsa improved- their mastery over the
economics concepts Resented. The evidence was the improved test grade,s,
even after an adjugment. of apossible. 10 percent- deemetfattributable to buy-,
ing correct answers with,,the shells. Q .

. ,
I . ' 1

4 ' \1 S .
..i PATRICIA M. ASHBROOK, a home economics teacher at Sacrefililkart

.
Acadergiiin Louisville, Kentucky, devetpea a unit to acquaint sdphomores

I with the ecdnothic impact of eiforj.s` to "recycle' (revive) the downtown
.., . ..

--. ° .
. . i",
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business district of a community. Using.tpuisille as the example, students
were intFoduced to a number of basic economic concepts, economic
tions; and systems. A decision-making model was used throughout in order to
help students see the relationship between the 'various forces in the
community consumers, businesses, findri -cial institutions, and gbvern
ment and how they affect the economic life of individuals. A variety of
strategies and methods were used, including field trips, speakers and resource
persons, project fqlders, worksheets, and contract grading. The unit was
enriched with man Y audiovisual aids, crossword 'puzzles, and a series of
teacher-niade tests. The unit, "Recycling the Buiiness District of the City of
Louisville. Kentucky, and Its Effects," provides a model teachers elsewhere
might easily adapt. Business districts are frequently crucial-to the economic
health of a co unity, and many cities thrOughout the nation have business
districts that need or are undergoing recycling in order to maintain or improve
the etonomic Benefits they bring. Study of the recyCling of a business district

'Provides outstanding opportunities for effective and relevant economic educa-
tion.

EDITH FAYE BEARD, a teacher in the Monticello High School, Mon-
ticello, Arkansas, developed a strategy to integrate economics into her
eleventh- and twelfth-grade world history classes. Using "Imperialism: A
Blessing or a Curse?" as a focus, students were introduced to a number of
basic economics concepts as they-studied the scramble for overseas colonies.
that started in Africa during the middle of the nineteenth century. During the
unit, students learned to apply the concept of scarcity as it related to im-
perialist ventures; how innovation and invention are crucial to economic
growth; why markets and opportunities, for investment are needed; and other
related concepts and jdeas. A panel from each class studied and compared
some °film; chief early theories of imperialismthose of Hobson, Lsin, and
Schumpieter as well as the concepts and explanations of more contemporary
writers:The theories of imperialism were applied to discuasionsoof contem-
porary multinational corporations. Throughout the unit, students completed
such activities as crosswords puzzles, word games, quizzes, and tests. The tim-
ipg of the Unit was important to its success. Since students had studied
eonomics al year', this unit served to rein6rce and review what they had been

taught earlier. he students' test saves, indicated th4t most had achieved a
, - basic knowledge f economics and the specific learning goals of the unit.

,
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CHAPTER FIVE

Incorporating Economics'
in the K-6 Curricultim

0

Patricia Derrico and A. Thomas Kartsotis
Lincoln Elementary School, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Introduction t.
A

Lincoln Elementary School, one of seventeen elementary schools in the
Bethlehem Area .School ',District, is a Title I school, with. approximately 360
..pupils in kindergarten to grade' six..iincaln Elementary uses a variety of
teathihg strategies, among ,which are team teaching, multi -age heterogeneous
and homogeneous grouping,IndividtVized instruction, and microcomputer-
assisted instruction.

Following a series of activities held in conjunction with the Center for
Ecohomic Education at Lehigh Uriifeitity, which included in-service teacher
training, workshops, and curriculkau consuFtatiom we set ourselves,the goal of
developing a project to introduce economic education into all phases of the
K-6 curriculum, with special emphasis on the social studies.

Learning activities included:

A complete,K-6 simulation unit, called "The :Chocolate MilkCrisis," which
.4 stressed the concept df scarcity. Teachgs usedihe unit during the first two

weeks of the school year. The activity introduced the entire sohool to basic
economic concepts and decision-making skills; which students would at-
tempt to master in the course of the year with the aid of additional strategies
and reinforcement;

'The "Open Category" was added to the National Awards Program for the Teachihg of,
Economics to encourage educators whose responsibilities are not defined by traditional gradF-
lever distinctions e l., primary grades, intermediate grades, etc. Among those who became
eligible and were encouraged to submit projects to the program were school libratians. curricu-
lum supervisors, and school administrators. Such individuals often have multi-grade and/or
school -wide responsibilities.
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"The .Lincolnomics Mall Learning Economics in the Marketplace," a
simulation unit emphasizing entrepreneurship, was designed to reinforce
and broaden student knowledge. of fundamental economics concepts and
use of the decision-making model introduced during the first- simulation.

Part One"The Chocolate Milk Crisis"
The puipose of the "The Chocolate Milk -Crisis" was twofold: to in-

troduce basic economic Concepts and decision-making skills and to give .

-students the opportunity to experience a real-life dilemma. The_class explored ,

the problem of unlimited wants versus limited resources. The students had to
° dee* how ,to. allocate the scarce resource and evaluate the solutions they
reached. The class resolved the dilentma of scarcity by discussing, brainstorm-
ing, and decision making.

To instill a unity 'of purpose in the school's commitment to economic
education, the two-'week simulation was begun the seconcr`full day of school.
Since all ,elasses and teachers, kindergarten to grade six, were to participtate
simultaneously, the writing team provided a guide that included detailed in-
struCtions and activities for each grade level for each day. Little adva'nce
preparation on the part of ieachers was necessary, a'nd teachers new to the
building were able to begin the unit with confidence.

The staff attended a training session on the teacher preparation day that
precedes the opening of school. At the session, the teachers who wrote the unit.
provided instruction and practice in brainstorming and decision making. The
staff also viewed several of the Trade-offs videotapes and were instructed On
the use of the unit guide fa'simulation.

Objectives of the Simulation

Students will:
,..,,

. Know the meanings of the terms wants &Id resources, as used in the study of,
pconomics -

know that scarcity is the konshita of wants to resourcesi.e., wants ex-
ceed resources; i .

Know the SRarcity is a condition inherent in lifeindividual and collective,.
human and nonhuman rather than an occasional situation orone that can
be overcOrne if there is sufficient money;
Know that people respond to scarcity by making choices
Know that by choosing one way of spending a resource we lose the oppor-
tunity to spend it another way or for nother purpose (opportunity cost);
know that every benefit has some co ;

Know that when people make a choice, they balance anticipated benefits
against anticipated costs; .

Know reasons why adequate information is the key.t0 draWing valid conclu;
sions about the comparative advantage of one choice over another;
Be able to recognize existing options or alternatives for decisions;
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Be able to develop feasible alternatives for personal decisions;
ow steps common to decision-making strategies: /t

Define the problem
Li t alternatives
St to criteria/

aluate alternatives
. Make a decisidn

.Using the Simidation

The Chocolate Milk Crisis was started in every class at the same time. The
common time allowed interaction among classes and unity of effort of the
whole school resolving the problem. Teachers selected activities front "The
ChOcolate Milk Crisis" teachers' guide, whioh also included an extensive.bibli-
ography forteacher use. An overview oreach day's activities follows. .

Day one. The $tudents in each class were asked whether they wanted.to
purchase chocolate Milk the next day. They were then told that only 50 percent
of the quantity needed was available. Students were introduced to brainstorm-
ing and then used that technique to decide how to allot the chocolate milk.
After the choices were made, each student received a special token to be used
in purchasing chocolate milk. A letter was sent home to parents describing
"The Chocolate Milk Crisis."

Day two. Each class evaluated its brainstorming and decision making.
Children shared ideas regarding the "unfairness" of their choice, how other
groups solved their problim, and discussed shortages in real life.

Days'three, four, five. Students participated in a variety of games and
other activities developed to help them understand the concepts of scarcity,

)supply and demand, and unlimited wants.
Day six. Teachers again surveyed their classes to determine the number

of students.wishing to purchase chocolate milk at lunch the next day. Again,
students were Informed that only 50 percedt of those wishing to purchase
chocolate milk4ould be able to do so. A variable was added to4the problem:
students not receiving a chocolate milk token were randomly given pne of
three special tokens ledeemable for merchandise at the school store. The
tokens /vie worth a free pencil, free eraser, or five-cent discount. Much to the
surprige of the 'teachers, the students regarded chocolate milk token as the
most valuable of the tokens. .

Day seven. ,Students participated in a variety of activities,Ancluding
games developed to help them understand the concept

Day eight. Students viewed Trade-offs videotape
Decides," discuised it; and followed up with a decitiott-
probleM posed on tape. They then compared the mode
lesson with their own process for making a decision in t
crisis on Day,One.

Day nine. Students participated in a variety of
help them to understand the meaning of the term reso

11.2

f choices/trade-offs.
Lesson 2, "Mpticolm
aking session 'for4he
process shown in the
e first chocalateanilk

ctivities developed to
rces.
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Day sten. Students reviewed the c'oncepts of scarcity, demand, and
barter, and their application into the chocolatemilk crisis.

Evaluafion

Each teacher submitting a daily log indicating the concepts learned,
strategies used, and pertinent information regarding success of problems en-
coutitered in the lesson. A review session was held at which information was
gathered from the entire staff. The staff economic education planning corn-
mitteeiater used the information in de%eloping the Lincolnomics Mall unit.

Part Two: "The Lincolnomics Mall Learning and
. Earning in the Marketplace"

"The Lincolnomics Mall" unit utilized a simulated shopping mall to rein-
force an and .students' knowledge of economic principles gad:led in Z`The
Chock ate M Crisis': simulation. In the mall simulation, each class estab-
lish its own bu iness. Teachers planned the unit and activities for their
class on the bars of the students' maturity level and needs and the re-
quire ents of the p nned business.The bUsiness was to operate within the
frame ork, established e staff for the mini-society. Specifics were left to
the genuity and imaginatiWof each business. '

A monetary system was established, using the Rainbow Dollar as its base.
The Student Council made' up of elected repi1esentatives from each class, ad-
ministered the Rainbow Bank of Lincoln. Each business made a loan applita-.
tion for start-up and operating funds. Businesses had to make an accurate
estimate of the amount of funds they needed for payroll; cost of materials, .

rent, and utilities; and 10 percent interest an the loan. Workers deposited their
weekly payroll checks in the bank; the depositors filled out deposit slips
,whenevei they banked their money, and they received 10 percent interest on
their savings. ,

Each business had to pay rent and charges for the use of utilities. Rental
costs varied and were determined by pedestrian traffic patterns.

Each business also had to "pay" for all materials, including school sup-
plies, used in the production of goods or services. A pricing guide was
developed to allow each class a means of estimating its production costs. The
teacher could purchase any item not available at the school from a local store.

. Advertising wall space was allocated to each class. In addition, each'
business was given an option to present two "radio" commercials over the

`school intercom.
The ultimate goal.for each business was to show a profit at the conclusion

of the unit. This forced each business to select and market a good or service
that would be in demand by the,Lincolnomics Mall consumers. Each business
developed its own procedures;feMonitoring production costs, quality con-
trol, and general operatifacosts. At the conclusion of the unit,, each business
completed the Lincolnomics Mall Accounts Ledger and a graph displaying
costs, income, and profit or loss.
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Goals

Teachers chose among the following instruct onal goals, those ap-
propriate to the grade level, needs, and type of bus ness developed in theif
classes.

Students will:

Become aware of how a business operates in the fr ework of the American
economic system;
Learn about the Tole of the entrepreneur as an organizer of productive
resources; 4 '
Be involved itiproduction, marketing, sales, and ether business operations;
Have a firsthand experience in producing a prod ct or service for sale;

- Recognize that decisions concerning what to produce, how to produce, and
for whom to produce are made in the marketpl e;
Understand that competition is one of th- imp rtant characteristics of a
capitalist kcjigmy;
Understan(libiv profit- acts as an incentive to b ess;y
Know the meaning of the terms specialization a d di 'sion of labor; -

Know that when people divide tasks and, spec alize in particular occupa-
tions, everyone becomes mutually dependent o everyone else;
Be aware of ways by which advertising influenc s the sale of goods and ser-
vices;
Be aware of factors that determine prices;
Be aware that the purpose of advertising is p i form peddle about specific
goods and services and to encourage purchases
Know that demand concerns willingness and a s ility to buy;
'Know tilt prices are affected by the supply of and demand for goods and
services;"
Become aware that people who make or provid= goods and services arspro-,

ducers;
,Know that producers must decide:

What to produce
'2., How much to produce
3. What markets to produce for

1 4. What prices to charge
5. When to sell
Be aware of factors that affect buying decisions;
Recognize the relationship between productive effort and money income;
Become aware of the importance of work and its personal ancrsocial func-
tion; a

Become sensitive to the necessity of treating workers with respect;
4 Be aware of the teathres and functions of banking institutions;
-'Be aware of terms and concepts such as resources!, income, expenditure,

Credit, debt, ,irofit, etc.;
-
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Know that money is used.,to exchangi goods and services without barterand
to measure values as well as a storehouse of value;
Be aware that credit allows immedi to acquisition of goods and services to
be paid for at a later date, along th credit costs;
Be aware or procedures involved i applying fof a loan.
Know that tax revenues are goveqmental income;
Develop skills in writing and spealung,'group participation, leadership, criti-
cal thinking, decision making, interviewing; and objective analysis;
Participate in activities designed topevelop critical thinking Skills and abilities;
Know procedures used in gathering and interpreting economic data.

Operation of the Lincolnomjcs Mall Simulation

The entire instructional andisupport staff,Ancluding teacher aides and
parent volunteers, was directly holved in the Li*Inomics Mall. By includ-
ing the support staff we were ;able to reduce teacher-pupil ratios, and in
utilizing the multi-age grouping patterns in our school a real-life setting of
varied ages and abilities was stablished for each business-in the mini-society.

The nine half-day weekl0sessions devoted tb the mall continued from
January to ZvIarch 1981. The first three sessions were largely devoted to the
development of economic concepts in claSs, Resource people, such as bankers,
business owners; and Ales representatives, were invited to discuss their bus-
inesses or service organizations or their roles as, employees. This activity
-was coordinated with the school's career education program, and many of the
presentations were videotaped and used in other classes.

During the early stages, the pupils panned the specific types of business
they wanted to establish. Many group's took marketing surveys in the school to
help them decide. The final choice was in the main mack by the students.

'Nineteen businesses were established and developed for the Lincolnomics
Mall. These included a,great variety of gift and craft shops, bakeries, an air-'
plane shop, a snack bar, a travel agency, a bowling alley, and a popcorn shop.,

Each busine developed with a style that reflected the students and teach-
er. Shortly after \he business was established, an organizational plan was
created and leaders wete selected:Each group selected-leaders, who were given
various titles, such ashmesident, manager. Each business listed the jobs that
were available an dpeloped job descriptions. Children completed applica-
tions for speCific b,s, listing their special qualifications.

In develop' tlItir businesses, children became good problem solvers. Ef-
ficiency, division of.laborp. specialization, and quality control became critical if
a product or service was to be produced at the lowest cost. Group consensus
versus decision by leader often caused heated debates..

Miclw4, through the unit, advertising emerged. Groups began campaigns
to create a need fcfr their products or services:. One group wore printed T-shirt
advertising their. product. Others leveloped their product under the tight
security of locked doors for fear that some industrial "spy" might steal their

I
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idea. Workers in the We Bake It You Take It bakery were visibly upset when
they discovered another bakery's advertisement hanging from their ceiling
when they arrived in their classroom one morning.

As the opening day approached, interest rose ever higher. Advertisements
covered every available inch of space ip the hallways. Commercials were heard
over the school intercom at the beginning, the middle, and the endrof the
school day. School attendance reached its-highest level in two years.

During the morning, children prepared their shops and businesses for the
grand ()pep*. WorkerS visited the Rainbow Bank to cash their payroll checks
and withdraw their savings with interest, then contemplated how to spend their
hardLearned RaihboW.Dollars.

The Lincolnomics Mall opened for business after lunch, ran through the
afternoon and continued the next morning. Each business set up its own work
schedule, with approximately half the group working in the business while the
other half shopped in the mall. Most, but not all, the children budgeted their
money so that, it would last the two-day period.

Evaluation

Evaluation for the unit was carefully structured by the staff. Following
the second day of business, each company met to discuss its successes and7or
failures in great detail.A guide had been developed and di4ributed to the
children to suggest subjects for discussion. The teachers reportkd the matters
of greatest importance in each one's group. A graph was plotted indicating
costs, profits, and losses for each business. The children completed a survey
indicating what they liked the best and what they liked least about the simula-
tion.

Finally, the intermediate= and primary-grade students each met separately
the multipurpose room to review the events. The principal served as facili-

tator. Each business displayed its profit-and-loss chart and took a few minutes
tri*offer an analysis of the operation: Excellent interchange took-place among
students.

It became very evident to the staff that the children ha'd outstanding
perceptions regarding economic principles, with ready applications_ to real-.
world problems. The large-group sessions were videotaped and later analyzed
by staff.

- Conclusion

Economic edtkation has had 'a tremendous impact on both the students
and staff of Lincoln Elementary. Economic concepts and generalizations were
introduced and studied in great depth. Students had a unique opportunity to
apply what they had learned in the mini-society simulation, and their social
studies units took on an important aspect. Newspaper headlihe describing our
economy began make sense to our students.,

Decision-making skills emphasized in our Philosophy for siren pro-,

A04 .9 J7r.
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gram and life-skills curriculum were practiced throu
units. Career education gained added meaning. Chil
writing, speaking, and math skills in a great variety of
importance of mastering these skills became evident
the costs of goods, making change, interviewing a res
a check, drafting a thank-yo letter, and creating a
mercial were only a few such experiences.

hout both simulation
ren practiced 'reading,
ractical situations. The

o students. Calculating
urcefierson, writing out
oncise two-minute corn-

.

An unexpected outcome was the impict of th units on the entire staff,
'students, and community. The Lincoln Elements stiff had been working
together only one year prior to the 1980-81 school tear. The common learning
t xperience provided for two diverse school popula now combined in one
new school setting, worked well for everyone. Children prom the low-income'
housing unit used their "street sense" in a positive manner, while children from
more affluent middle-class homes offered a. difrerent approach to solving a
problem. Children also gained new respect and understanding for the local
busines§,. Community, whose support of thispr ect was very gratifying.

liKbecdming immersed irrThe Chocolate ilk Crisis on the second day of
the school /ear and later becorhing intensely involved in the Lincolnomics
Mall, the staff became unified and proud of th successes of the program. The
entire staff gained an understanding of econd is concepts that could quickly
become part of daily teaching. Planning an preparing for the project was'
done during a limited number of in-service etings and workshops, but most
of the work was voluntarily done by the tea ets Afterschool hours.

The project proved to 4e a positive lear ing experience for both staff and
students. 4 -(

$

Minnes6ti.Community,
StuOies

A

Robert W. Beery an Robert J. Todd
Rochester_,Pti, blic Schools, Rochester, Minnesota

.

Iiikiodligtion..
. .

The Minnesota Community. ,tudies curriculum, developed w ith Title IV
funds under the Elementary andfiecondary Educatfon Act (ESEA), includes-
student books, filmstrips, yorpheet masters, simulations, and complete.,
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teacherTguides. Materlarslielfgigned as a flexible half-year program for- . .
grade six. .:- .; . - : °

11,Ve believe the div'er41.4t`icif,k)erspe,efivei provided by `the thirty-six edu-
cators and commutiityo, selAaji.Vect,)&lv.ed it, the development of the
_materials significantly streitgt en ',,t liiialprOctuct.

Minnesota Studiesi
diverse and changing ways o

141. ,ioilkaReatts of actively learning about
ng. )4ttirte,sbia communities. Examples are

the use of a variety of written a"tt d >'}S; soul-Win exploring the reasons why
the Ojibwa people came to dorriti* noqh: ..,),,tfinnesota during the time of
the fur trade and why East EurZpATA:-.W there in the early twentieth
"'century. ,

Clearly:much that is included inNilyi tkSludys can apply to. human
life in other times and places 'In this senses' nnesota proides a
source of data for illuminating some SOifiprit ideas about lifetodaY, in the
past, in the future. The ways in whicitAeeatiomy of Benison, Minnesota"
reflects the state of agriculture in thel3'004rading area could be applied to
understanding rural service centers at-tligturn of the century-6i present-day
changes brought about by increased diTrsificattorrin the old- coton belt.

In addition, there is recognition4tk 'key developmental, stages` in the
intermediate school-junior high years concern the4thilOrerfs.discovery pf their
many unique relationships to others and that these stages can be stimulated by
activities that require children to reflect N their own eperiences as partici-
pants in events. This inevitably requird the use of family and community ex-
amples in class. This might involVe speculation on the reasons one's family,
moved into the state and communliy alid' reasons why kfamily might move on-i
to other areas in,the future. Goingheyond tl? to a sharing of personal exper-
iences of migration and reflection on the consequences of geographic mobility
can be woilthwhile.

The study of the local community and Minnesota, then, provides oppor-
tunitiei for the growth of the individual's sense of self and for discovering how
people,interact and how human lifewaysthang% Furthermore, it makes possi-
ble development of a bpdy of functional knApedge abotit-Minnesota and
one's own family and community. MinnesOta..Community Studies Project
materials are one approach to decyelopina,state-based program that reflects
,these broad goals.

Unit Descriptions .

4 '1- '
The complete package of project materials was designed for about twenty-

four weeks of instruction. The followingidescriptiqn of content and materials
providelpan overview of six units: . f

),. 1 /
A. Community growth (set in lOchester,Mittnesota). A four-week unit

with student book, "clue cards," blackline makters, aftd teacher's guide.

I, Settlement.Personal-accounts were used td hAilithesize about processes of
. .migration and community development. .
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2. i:Coxiomic interdepends e. Students made inferences about the economic,
interdependence of indiv s and institutions by studying case 6-iaterials
dealing with a lotal .groce store.. a shopping center, and an international
corporation.

3. Community chqige. Study 'o the Mayo Clinic'to explorechanges in insti-
tutions and in the community and their interrelationships.

4. Changl(ttg perceptions of race. Students inferred reasons for changes in
behavior and attitudes in one community.

B. Living in the city (set in St. Paul's Mexican-American community). A
three-week unit with student book, a sound filmstrip, blackline masters,
teacher's guide.

1. Urban neighborhoo'd community. Students used visual materials to identify
characteristics of "community" in a large metropolitan area.

2. Culturalchange. Students used audio and print materials to infer processes
ofcultural change as evidenced in life-history materials. .

3. Ethnicity. Students used a variety of print and visual materials to make in-
ferences about the significance' of ethnic traditions in the lives of indi-,

-Viduals.
4. Social anci.political interdependence. ThrougIi'.personal accounts, news

stories, and role-playing, students inferred the importance of voluntary
participation in political processes.

C. Two communities (set in New Ulm and the LoWer Siouxcommunity in
west central Minnesota). A three-week unit with student book, two sound film-
strips, evidence cards, blackline masters, and teacher's guide.,

1. Culture and environment. St dents compared and contrasted the percep-
tions native Americans and Europeans immigrants .oad of the same envi-
ronment and how these perceptions resulted in different behavioral patterns.

2. Culture change. Students inferredtchanging population patterns and made
value judgments about the change's.

3. Ethnic identity and changes. Students used family-history data to infer the
significance of ethnic traditions and changes in them.

.1

1

D. Change on the range (set in Mesabi Iron Range in northern Minnesota).
A three-wgek unit with student book, sound filmstrip, teacher's guide.

1,. Culture and environment. Students used personal. accounts to corntare and
contrast values, technologies, and behaiior as reflected in thelvays distinct
groups have utilized the range.

2. Economic interdependence. The students inferred reasons for the `;boom-
. and-bust" economic history of Hibbing, Minnesota.

00-
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3. Changing economic base. Students probed the controversy regarding ex-
ploitation of copper-nickel deposits in northern Minnesota. They Ma e
reasoned value j0dgmenis about the issues involved.

.

E. Rural Minnesota (set in Benson, Minnesota, a small-agricultural center):
A three-week unit with student book, filmstrip, bid-Ohne masters, teacher's
guide.

1. Economic interdependence. StUdents determined the interrelatedness of ,
"town" and. "country" in an agricultural community.

2. Changing agriculture. Students inferred changing agricultural pat terns and
the reasons for these changes, as they examined visuals, first-person ac-
-counts, and statistical data.

F. Looking at our community. An eight-week unit with three student books,
blackline masters, teacher's guide.

1. The community today. Students used local yeiources to test their hypothe-
ses about thi community's economic base, government agencies and ser-
vices in the c6mmunity, and the ethnic composition of the local population.

2. The community's past. Students developed their own local history materials
through use of a variety of inquiry techniques, including interviews, the
study of contemporary accounts, and the analysis of artifact's.

3. The community's future. Students made predictions about their com-
munity's future on the basis of knowledge about trends. They were also
involved in making reasoned value judgments about the future of their
community.

Evaluation

Formal research demonstrated Minnesota Community Studies Project
materials to be effective in achieving conceptual and inquiry objectives.

Three hundred and twenty-one students involved ininstruction with Min-
nesota Community Studies Project strategies and materials scored significantly 6
higher (p > .001) on the "Minnesota Community Studies Assessment Instru-
ment (reLised)" than a control group of 'sixty-three students. The testing
instrument measured concepts and iniquity skills that were basic to both the a-
periniental and control programs. The report on project evaluation concluded:
"The use of project materials, with all things equal, should 'result in higher
levels of pupil achievement in the concepts and inquiry skills tested."

Besides that research into _student achieveme,t, there were surveys Of
perceived effectiveness:

Teachers using the materials for the first time unanimously recommended
that project materials be used again next year. .1
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Over 90 percent of 675 students surveyed recommended continued use.
A parent survey reinforced teacher-and student data, suggesting that ma-
terials were perceived to be highly and consistently effective.

C

Libre! Libre! Free! 'ma' Free!
A Bilingual Study of
ttonomics as Applied to.
the American,E,nterprise
System

Sue Devero, Troy Bedwell, and Jim Shropshire
Southside yigh Scho?1,. Fort Smith, Arkansas

Project Overview

Because we had decided that the most effective way for students in mar-
keting and distributive education to study economics was for them to "learn by
doing," we proposedthat our 120'students develop a unit on economics, with
particular emphasis on the American enterprise system, which mighrbe used ef-
fectively in the fifth or sixth grade.

Midway through the project, as a result of a suggestion made by one of
our students, we decided that we would "field test" the unit at Pert Chaffee,
where.a.large number of Cuban refugees were detained. The ,decision to pre:
sent the free-enterprise portion of our economic education progam did not
necessitate changing.the format we had planned fqr the elementary-level unit.,
The educational level was approximately the same for the_Cuban reftigees as
for fifth- and sixth-graders. Although the average age of therefugees was
twenty-eight, the majority Were"men with about a fifth-grade education. 'They

.had no knowledge of economics. Presenting the program to the Cubans caosed-
a drastic change in t,he mechanics of organizing our program, and altered the
scope of our original plans.'

1
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As coordinators and teachers of marketing and distributive education,
our past experiences with the students and their employers caused us to feel
strongly abOut developing a program designed to enhance theeconomic under-
standing of our 120 high school students. We felt it necessary to move in this
direction as a, result of several factors:

. . Our students attended school in the Morning and left for jobs in retailing in
the afternoon or evening. It was our contention that they directly in-' voided with the practical application of many economic concepts. We felt it
important that tliey. study these concepts and know about the basjc institu-
tions of the American free-enterprise system;
We had attended a series of conferences and programs aid heard presen-
tations concerning the importance fnderstandhig economics as an essential/
to successful business operatio
We v.were-concerned with survey results that indicated that many pebple'had
negative views Of busine0,-;business leadership, and the tern' profits;
We were Aware of our students' lack of economic knowledge and of their ig-
norance' of the Atterican economy and how it functions.

e

'Overall Goak, .-
.. ,, ,

The giajdr tint of the-,project to help our students understand the
fundanivitalcoacep#Of.ecOtornics and to be able to apply these concepts to
art in-depth ftirli 1:01, Arnerjcan free-enterprise system. Our instructional
objectiveS",wete; ,,, 6 ,. li.

.
cr- .

"k
,' I .. 1;; .: g ' .. "

, - ..

f--- -1:-;To deyelop_a basic u standing of specified economic concepts;...
Z. To:lead gni' stud is o n 'understanding of the American economy--itsee ......: orsganizationa on; nstitittioni.',. an iding principles;. .
3: To havelmr'students de erop anapPr ation of the American system of ,

enterprise; ' ..
To encourage our students to develop anjnstructional upitto be used in the
fifth or sixth grades. 1

,

,
As:indicated above, we decided that we would rry out an experimental

phase of the' projecwith Cuban refugees. F.or at purpose, we added the
folloWing secondary bjectives: .

\ : ..
. v

:'1. To acquaint the Cuban refugees temporarily- housed at Fort Chaffee, . /
Ar sas, with the AmeriCan free-enterprise system;

1:: T foster a Positive attitude toward education and work as essentials for
1 .ng in the United States and for a.c mpg American citizenship;

3. -To, help the Cubans adjust to the.A.meiican way of life.

110
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:Project Description
Following the administration-of a pretest in economics, we showed our

students the five films in the American Enterprise series, which give a broad
view of American economic history. The films presented the factors responsi-
ble for the growth of the United States. Following each of the five films,
discussions were held, accompanied by a quiz. This stage took up the first
week of our nine-week unit and served as the motivating tool for our students.

During the secondand third weeks, we used a series of readings and trans-
parettcies to present the concepts we wanted to emphasize. Next,. we used
several additional films to reinforce earlier instruction about ecV4ic con-
cepts and the American economy.

During weeks five through eight, our students began to 'prepare the
elementary study plan. They decided that the most effective and interesting
learning strategies were those involving games, simulations, Ord role:playing.
Using these techniques, the students, o rganized in small groups, detreloped the
following minicourse for elementary school pupils:

. .

FREE ENTERPRISEIT'S WORKING
TO KEEP YOU WORKING

THREE-WEEK MINICOURSE IN ECONOMICS FOR FIFTH- AND SIXTH -GRADE STUDENTS

4 1ST WEEK

Monday: Pretest and discussion of pretest at end 'of period
\ Tuesday: See film Kingdom of Mocha; dikuss film

Wednesday: Read in class and discuss booklet About the Nature of Economics
Thursday: Continue' discussion started Wednesday. .

Friday: Assign list of vocabulary words; do work in class (words not com-
Meted will be homewink for the weekend)

4

2ND WEEK

Monday: Review vocabulary list; make up a composite vocabulary list so all
studehts have the same Mehnings for the words _

Tuesday: Play word - scramble game [included in teaching unit]
Wedesckty: Read in Class and discuss boqklet About Man's Economic Wants
Thursday: Continue discussion started on Wednesday
Friday: Discuss flee- enterprise skit; assign roles to student's.

3RD_IiTEEK

Monday: Continue discussion of free-enterprise skit; play free-enterprise
bingo game with the students (this game serves as a post-test of, their
economic knowledge)

Tuesday: Prepare props and costumes for skit

123
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Wednesday: Continue preparation of props and costumes
Thursday: Practice skit
Friday: Have students present the free-enterprise skit to another class and/or

their parents; have audience fill out at evaluation form to show what they
have learned from the skit

Outcome . A

After our decision to present our program to the Cuban refugees at Fort
Chaffee rather than to fifth- and sixth-graders, we made preliminary arrange-
mentewith officials at the military post. Two speakers from the base came to
talk with Our students at Southside, following a visit by a group of our
students and teachers to Fort Chaffee to explore the possibilities of setting up
the project.

During the planping stages with officials and teachers at Fort Chaffee, it
was suggested that our program be presented to three classes of thirty Cuban
students each. As more groups heard of our program, they wanted to become
involved. Eventually, when we made our presentations, we included approxi-
Mate ly 1,200 refugees.

The program delivered to the .refugees started with a skit, during which
the students played'the roles of the factors of production. Dressed in costumes
appropriate to their roles, the students gave brief talks on each of the factors
of production and how each was important in the production process. At the
end Of each talk, a piece of a' large puzzle was placed on a large backdrop.
When all the factors hid been presented, the puzzle pieces formed a large map
of the United Staths, with a baseball cap appearing in the center. Each-produ
4tive factor was shpwn on the map, demonstrating how all the elements of free
enterprise combine to produce the products and services used by the people of
the United States and the world.

We then.introduced an aspect of the program that focused on placing
orders 'for and selling 200 baseball caps. Since the students undertook risks to
purchase caps with borrowed money- and,then sold the caps as as-fundraiser, a
considerable amount of economic understandhig was generated.

The final phase of our project with the Cubans was the development of a
bingo-like ga,me which-we called "Libre:4'it was designed to teach the.students
economic concepts and terms. Instead of calling out numbers, as in bingo, the
leader read a definition.of one of the economic concepts the Cubans had been 1,
studying. The cards were designed to include definitions of' the concepts. The
game proved to be very interesting and fun for the students and*at the same
time served io test what had been learned. An added component of the
prbject translations- of everything into Spanish provided an unexpected

.bonus for Sour own students.
- ;

Evaluation,
.

The total involvement and commitment of the 120 high school students
involVed ih our project was gratifying. We discovered talents and skills among.'
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them which had never been demonstrated previously. Certainly, traditional
course offerings would not have brought these out. In addition,- we had sup-
port.data that indicated our ohjectivmhad been achieved. The post-test'results
showed scores significantly higher than those achieved in the pretest.

We also ,developed an evaluation form with the following questions:
.

1'. Did you gain a better understanding of the American free-enterprise system
°because of this project?

2. Did you gain a better understanding of the Cuban refugee problems because
of the project?

3. 'Did you enjoy working on the project?
4. W rethe results of this project, in your opinion, worth all the time and ef-

f spent by everyone?

Responses to the estions could not have been more positive.

nomics Stuff

°

Background

The Fundamental Education Center beCame. the first Ohio school to
attempt to enhance economic literacy among its students by introducing eco-
nomic concepts throughout the curriculum, including daily classroom pro-
cedure as well as in teaching of mathematics, social studies,, language arts,
science. Cleveland Fundamental opened in 1-979 as a magnet school, stressing
the three Rs in a back-to-basiCs approach. Distipline, homework, and.a dress
codeare key ingredients in the school's operation.

In. Januaiy 1981, a fourth subject was added economics. Rather that
teach it as.aseparate subject, we decided to incorporate it in all other disci-
plines. To our Xhowledge, the Fundamental Education Center was the firs
school in Ohio, ierhaps the nation, to use economics as the central organiza=
tional structure for the other disciplines (see Exhibit 1). .

Economics was part of social studies in the elementary curriculum but was
included in other subjects only at tit option of the teacher Untii the FEC pro-
gram, no comprehensive attempt was,made to'specify th economic concepts
elementary students should masteor to determine which concepts were to be
taught at each grade level. One previous effort had been ade in a Cleveland

Anna Frankel and Ruth Faulkner
Cleveland-Fundamental School, Cleveland, Ohio
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Economic Literacy Program
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public school pee'r-training program for twenty-five elementary teachers. The
goal; of that program were excellent but the. twenty-five participants were

'assigned to twenty -foul different schools, and it became clear that amore con-
centrated program, with comprehensive course development; was required.

Despite the availability, of excellent economic education materials
developed by the Joint Council on Economic Education and others as well as
talented teachers who teach economics becausethey feel it important to do so,

no ichoorin Ohio-eicept the Fundamental tducati on, Center requires teachers
I

at every grade leVel to. assume responsibility fur teething the economic don-
,Cepis specified fortjhe-grade;

..
Objective -

,
........ ..

, ..
;..m. ..

e objective of tje literacy project was to instill an "economic way of
thinking" in students so that they might attain moietontrol of their liveland,

5 ( 0 .
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consequently, have better chances for success. The goal was accomplished by
bringing economic concepts into the teaching of other subjects, such as mathe-
matics, social studies, language arts, and science, which are all parts of the dai-
ly schbol curriculum.

Project Summary
The idea of a "four-R" curriallutilwas initially proposed by Cleveland

public schools staff in October 1980 in response to the back-to-basics move-
ment. The school system asked the Cleveland Center for Economic Education
to help design and set up the program, and planning meetings were held
throughout October, November, and December. The Harvard Business School
club of Cleveland and Martha Holden Jennings Foundation provided financial
assistance.

Phase one. An early result of the planning meetings was a table of con-
cepts (Figure 1) developed cooperatively by the center director and teaching
staff of the Fundamental Center. They listed the economic concepts to be
taught and specified the grade level for introducing, teaching, or reinforcing

,them. To determine the grade level for each conceit, CPS staff reviewed all
texts in current use in the major disciplines in grades one through seven.

Phase two. The first. priority was to instruct the Fundamental Center
teaching staff in economics. The need four training was verified by the results of
a pretest of staff knowledge of economics.

In-service instruction began in January with a half-day session. Nine
morning sessions were held in January and early February. Robert Reinke,
directon of the Cleveland Center for Economic 84gcation, ser'ed as the in-
structor. On February 12, 1984, a luncheon for the faculty Was' held at the
Cleveland Athletic Club. School administrators andmmembers of the business

,commuil;tv were present to see the staff receive certificates for completing the
inserviee. .

Phaie three. "Even before the in-service course ended, the third, phase,
consisting of curriculum writing and use, started. Teachers began to ,prepare
lessons and to present them in class (see Figure 2). First, each grade level
developed a pre- and a post-test for students and administered the preteit.
Although a nationally normed test Was used with the faculty, the consensus
was that student tests should be ,staff created so that they could be limited to
specified concepts rather than cover all concepts as nationally n med tests do.

Phase four. As teachers began to use the lessons ooI 'economy"
emerged. This was not planned, although the was shown Marilyn

.Kourilsky's movie, The Mini-Society. Unlike the mini society, which is con-
tained in one classroom, the economy' at FEC was schocilwide.

The school became a community. One floor had streets, another avenues,,
another roads. Teachers'became heads of local governments. Students agree914
on ways to. earn Back-to-Basics dollars, 'and teachers hired civil servants for
classroom chores. They also used prices to reallocate their time, thus rationing
student interruptions. Students tutored others for fees.

011111,
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FIGURE 1. ECONOMIC CONCEPTS OP THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUCATION
CENTER (L = leadup; T = teach; R = reinforce; A = application)

Concepts

Grade Level

K 1 2 "3 4 5 8 7 8

Scarcity
Economic goods/free goods

Economic roles
Consumer
Producer
Citizen

Choice
Determine problem - T R R 'R R .R A A--:-Determine alternatIves -L T R RR R AA-;c.e,
Determine criteria - LL T R R R A A
Opportunity cost LL T R R R AA
Trade offs/substitutes - LLIRRR-,AA
What? How? For whom?' L LL T ARFV.-A A

Resources
Inputs needed for'outputs - F;,- R R. R R 8 k R
Land, labor, capital, time , - L T A A R R ii- R

Exchallgse ..
1. I - Barter ,. L T R RARNAR

Medium of exchange (money)/
. store of value, - , L-C-RIIRRRR

Inflation. - L L L L T* R AA
Banking - L L L T,R R. A- R

-tiv-i iiiiii
Supply -;LLTR'FIRRR,
Demand - L L T R R R R R
Price '- L' I. T RR F1'iiR
Profit - LL T.RBRRIR
Interdependence - L L L T* R AAA

lndome
-Wages -L 1_,1_ TRRRR
Transfer payments - .L L L". L. T R R R.Circular flow- - L L L T R R AA
Specialization - L L T R ARRA'

.-Government ?

Regulation .i... -LLLLT*RA,A
Taxation . 4.v .. - L LTRRR, A. A.
National goals. -t--I_L.L T* R R A A

- .../
Ohio in the) market place (Cleveland) i- LL T'FIRR AR
International .- -

..
.

Trade - L L L T R AAA
'4' Tariffs . - L L L I, L' T* A A

Comparative advantage L L L, T! R A.A A

T R R A-RR A A

LIFIR R-R R A A
L L T R RR Rk'AL LL T ARR AA-

*111..1981-82.
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FIGURE 2. LESSCrN PLAN
tit

/ SUBJECT

I SUBJECT CONCEPTS) ,.. - ECONOMIC CONCEPT,
0

1-
i -

s OBJECTIVE:
.

f ..-

it

MATERIAL:

PROCEDURE:

(Introductory Activity)

(Developmental)

(Culminating)

EVALUATION:

COMMENTS:

NOTE; This sample form was given to teachers. They are not held to a"' rigid
form. They must give conceptefor both the subjecj and economics for each lesson.
When all lessons are written (estimated number 500 +) they will be published.

A fourth-grade class designed the school money (Bac1C-to-Basic dollars);
students of the math specialist distributed BB dollars to teachers and kept fi-
nancial record's; seventh-grade students were required to pay rent, purchase
food and ot.14 necessities, and pay taxes; all exempt grades one and two devel-
oped businesses ptoducing goods and services which were sold to students and
teachers in all grades. . .

Production. reached a peak in The Marketplace, a one-day event at which.,
classes, se up booths in the school lobby and sold goods and services to each
other art 'parents and guests. All transactions were in BB dollars. The Cen-
tral Bank opened an exchange window in the lobby so pdrents cpuldpurchase
BB's at a rate of 1,000 to brle dollar. A financial newspaper published by stu-,

1.7 9
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dents in the media center was sold. The Pont Ofike sold stamps (designed by
seventh-grade Students) and delivered letters.

Phase five. Folkiwing Tht Marketplace, all businesses were liquidated
and annual reports prepared. Loans were paid back to the Central Bank, all
taxes were collected, and classes found out whether they had a profit or.a loss.
Post-tests were given to students and faculty to measure the growth in learning
economics.

I'll.'

Evaluaiiont

The Fundamental Economic Education Literacy Progr'am incorporated a
variety of evaluative instruments into the design. For teachers, they included
the Test of Economic Literacy (J EE, 1979), Forms A and B. Students were
evaluated by hybrid grade-level an pre/Post tests; Primary Test of Economics
(JCEE,*1973); Tesitof Elementary eonomics (JGEE, 1971); and a question-
naire. The teacher evaluation had ape- and post-test design. Form A of the Test
of Economic Literacy (TEL) was given at the beginning of the first daylong in-
service meeting bn January 8,1\981. Thirty -one professionals at FEC took the
exam. The mean score was 2t13 points, with a range of 7 points to 37 points,.

Following twenty hyurs Of extensive in-service economic education and
instruction of selected economic concepts to their students for a period of six

,
months, the teachers took Form B of the TEL. Twenty-one of the original
thifry-onelteachers took the exam. (ThedirrEelice wedue to teacher attrition
during the school year becaise of budget cuts and theyesulting lowered moralei
of remaining Itaff.)

,The mean score for the post-test was 28.3 points, with n'range of 11 points
to 42 points. The gain score from pre- to post-test placed the*FEC teachers
above the national mean for individuals with economics training. (Based on
research by John L. Soper for Test of Economic Literacmbiscussion Guide

'and Rationale, JCEE, 1979.)
Thestudent-test design included.thewritin of hybrid tests for each grade,

k 4.
iffilizing the format and selected questions fa in standardized instruments.
This technjque was followed because the topics covered differed from grade to
grade. The mean scores for the seven classes in the sample were:

15-point instrument: pretest = 6.45; post-test = 11.35
20-point instrument pretest 4.10; post-test = 7.37.
Although we did Cot, of course, haye national norms for the testing

instrument we designed for the students, the average gains accomplished in the
relatively short period of instruction indicate they werelearning.economies-atar
rapid rate. We felt that iitcorporating et-di-comics in the teaching of the.other

'subjects as well as emphasizing economics in the school a whole were
responsible'for this rapid learning.

'The final forjnal evaluation consisted of ia stuBent questionnaire, which
all students completed. The summary tally and remarks follow:

,
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Studeini were also required, to- "write yotir own special feeljpgs about the
economics. project" in spaCe, provided orQhe form. Some of the remarks

,
,

-"1-t-w.as great because you can make money."
"I liked working and Making wishing. wells."
"Wehotild have a- market day three times a year."
"I like to 'Start my own -business."
"It was boring."
"It made you feel like an adult." ,
"It was nice, and I thank Mrs Middleton gletting us have eco-
nomics."
"I loved it."
"We learned how4o save and spend wisely."
"It helped me know about everyday lifg out of school, when you are
on the streets and at your. home."

The questionnaire indicates the students had a strong positive attitude to-
ward economics. This ability of a program to instill a Mire to learn more
economics is remarkable:eAlthough subjective viewrioints and other observations were not part of
the forinal evaluatiop process, they can add insight into the overall effec.-
tiyeness of a program, for example:

Mrs. Dorothy Middleton, principal: "Attendance for students greatly im-
proVed (placing EEC number one in the East cluster) once the economic educa-
tion program wasinitiated:"
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Carol Scott, .seventh-gr ade teacher: "Students who were failing all subject

areas and would have been held back saw the need to knoW and learn from the
project. They (passed."

Nancy Higen, first-grade teacher: "It is amazing how much economics
can be taught to primary age children." , . ,. .

Finally, Mrs. Carol Scott, an AC seventh grade teacher, won first place
in the Sohio Teachers in American Enterprise competition this year...

_,

Role of the Principal

A key to the success of the program has been the principal, DorothyMid-
dleton. She has long believed in the importance of economic education. Her
strong support for the program held the faculty together in a project that
might have caused rivalries and misunderstandings because so many people
with varied personalities and teaching styles are involved. Any neW program
entails some stress for the faculty, and the-*EC staff was already under stress
because of the financial crisis in the school system, which necessitated teacher
layoffs. In fact, four excellent teachers were laid off that year in our school.
In all, the system terminated 800 teachers in the 1980-81 year. The principal
displayed tremendous sensitivty and skill in introducing_and successfully carki-
ing out anew, extensive program which must have seemed threatening to the
faculty at first. In addition to the pressures the faculty had in common with
other teachers in the system,-, ours had-the additional burden of being in a
"model school," often visited by outsiders and used to "showcase" special pro-
grams. Some of the teachers were iaolvect in piloting special progranis during
the time of the economic education program. The combination of an excellent
principal and excellent faculty assured success of the program.

",A Lasting Curriculum

7

.
The most outstanding benefit of the program from an administrative.'"N

viewpoint was the development' of a "survivable economic curriculum."'
Heretofore, #nut....kwo good teachers in a building might dtvelop a superior °
program in economic education, but if the developers left that school the pro-

. Exam digappmed.,Because the whole faculty was involved in the program,
from-in-sere iraining to The Marketplace, the loss of four teachers (in-
cluding Mrs. Scott, the first-place award winner) did not destroy the program.
And because Of its,basic structure, the program became part of the established
airriCulum.

Other schools, bot 'within the Cleveland system and without, have asked
about replicating the prog . Figure 1 is bein in otlier programs. We
,feeLthe "Cleveland Formula" 1 he way to in economic education.
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GOOD IDEAS IN BRIEF: OPEN CATEGORY
41-

PENNY REDMAN of Syre Elementary School in Seattle, Washington,
organized a unit specially designed for a third- through sixth-grade enrichment
class. In the course of the pioject, students established the Superkids Supply
Store, financed through stock purchsed by students, to sell pens, paper, and
other school supplies. The participants .learned many aspects related to
operating a business, such, as ordering stock, keeping a record of inventory,
merchandising,- advertising, selling technisques, and change-making. As the
business went on, the students took on different jobs, for which they received
wages in the form of Paper credits. Additional credits werg earned for book
reports on economics issues, business, or'Current Vents. The students paid
taxes on their earning -ftthe course of the project, such additional enterprises
as banks, pencil-sharp Rring services, and the like were organized. Credits
earned by the students were spent for goods at special auctions. Stockholders ,

were paid back their original investment plus a dividend on Profits upon sur-
render of then' stock certificates. Economic terms and concepts were. used
throughout the unit. There was considerable opportunity for practical applica-
tion of economic concepts and 'math skills. The activity generated widespread
e nt hu iasm and i gteres resummaatackhoiders,xemaining_pc
fits we used to finance field trips for the students.

SARA B. BAIRD, coordinator of economic education, the collegiate
Sc.' Iwo', an independent college preparatory school with an enrollment of 1,350;
students, in Richmond, Virginia, designed and organized a program entitled
"The Marketplace for Economic Education" to integrate economics into the
K-12 curriculum. The program incorporated the broad goals of the E. Angus
Powell EnAwment for American Enterprise and was funded by the endow-
ment. The goals of the endowment are to help students understand their roles
in our economic system and how changes affect them, to develop student
understanding of the interrelationships of economic,and itical freedom,
and to establish a model program wild encourage and assist other schools to
develop similar programs. A, major objective was to interest teachers in
tconomic education and to instruct them in basic economic concepts. At the
start of the school year, nationally known economic educators addressed
the faculty and led seminars for teachers and business' leaders to keynote
t tie focus on economics. An on-campus three:credit graduate course was
held for faculty members. Many of the participants completed. study proj-
ects, and these were submitted to state and national awards programs.

---EViomics teachers were recognized at a dinner where they met with business
leaders and educators. Administration of the Joint Council's Test on
Economic Literacy revealed a 50 percent increase in scores. An exhibit at, the
Chamber of Commerce ,fTime for Actton" C6nference, a slide show for
business leaders, and a Workshop at the Virginia Asso'ciation of Independent -%
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\ Schools' conference\were used to interest others in economic glucation.
Economic Emphasis Day on campus, films, guest lecturers, and field trips
enhanced the total program. A special newsletter reported on progress in
economic education to the community. 'Many materials were added to the
school's resource library as a result of the great interest that was generated.
The Joint Council's Basic Economics Test, the Junior High School Test on
Economics, and the Test of Economic Literacy was administered at op-

, propriate levels to 300 students.s a result of all the activities related to the
project, economics was taught in a variety of disciplines throughout the
school, including social studies, history, biology, religion, mathertiatics, and
literature.

LOIS ARMSTEADEXENDINE, a professor in the School of Education,
Oklahoma Chhstian College, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, developed a unit on
the economics of the environment. The unit and a file of available teaching
ideas and materials were designed to aid teachers in helping students to achieve
a higher degree of economic literacy and develop the ability to make rational
ecdnomic decisions. 'Economic education was coordinated with several other
subjects taught at the, college. The ideas and coiicepts can be adapted to any
grade level. The main goal was to enhance student understanding of the.
economic importance of o_ur_environment_Student&suggested-personal ways
of savintlime and discussed the role of-pollution control and the costs of alter-./
native soltilions to Our nation's energy cr.isis. Students studied ?bout how
economists and environmentalists view "trade- offs" the giving up of one
thing for another. Sources-of pollutionmOblems'as well as suggestions for
control measures and the extent of their effectivOness were considered by
students in a visit.46(a' local sewage plant. A list of land-use abuses was
matched with corrective ways to use land wisely and to redress ecological
disturbances. The students tried to determine the present' cost of polluted air
and analyzed how each student could budget time and money effectively if4ir
were actually pollution free. Ideas on what a family might do to lessen the
problem of Whiled air were also discussed. A speaker discussed water pollu-
tion and the cost of correcting the problerri. Research data sh5Wing measures
the Environmental Protection Agency has, taked to insures aik quality were

studied. Objectiveswere satisfied after the study on various types of pollution
was completed and students saw the economic benefits of preserving natural
resources. Library books, resource publications, pamphlet films. filmstrips,
science experiments, songs,*games, and guest spVakers enriched the unit.

JUDITH E. 'BUSH, a mathematics teacher at Eastern High School,
Louisville; Kentucky, developed and taught a unit on consumer credit to her _

consumer mathematics class. Since approximately one-fourth of credit users
under twenty-five are overextended (according to the United States Office of
Consumer Affairs), it would seem an essential responsibility of the high school
to-show Students how' to use credit wisely. Thiongh the use of games, inter-.
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views with faMily members, speakers, newspaper advertisements, movies, and
publications flour Federal Reserve banks and the Federal 'Deposit Insurance
eorporation, the student learned to define credit and the essential terminology
of credit and to undei-stand the advantages and disadvantages of creait use.
Students learned their responsibilities as credit users and the importance of -

protecting one's credit record. They learned how decisions are made regarding
the lending of money. 4.

Local agencies that provide assistance to consumers both in managing
credit and in'tibtaining fair treatment in the issuing of, credit were listed: The
value of shopping for credit was emphasized. Students learned the answers to
such questions as (1) Where is credit available? (2) In what ways can the cost be
computed and stated? (3) Why dbes the c.ost.vary? (4) What should the, in-
dividual determine before using' credit? and (5) What is the maximum for a
given inconie which should be tied up in credit payments? Much attention was
given to analyzing 'advertisements for credit. -A gratifying result of the ac-
tivities was that students at every ability level realized the importance of learn-
ing about credit. 9 .

RUTH FAWCETT and'CAROLE MALDONADO of James A. Garfield
School, Willoughby ,,ills, °hid, developed a school-Wide curreley called
GEMs (an acronym for Garfield Exchange Iviedium). Participating teacliers
designed classroom programs that ihcluded ways to earn GEMs, ways to spend
GEMs, and ways to lose GEMs (fines). The First School Bank-offered savings
accounts that paid interest; it also employed tellers and accountants. . ...,

The purpose of the program was to provide experiencei that would ex-
emplify economic concepts such as supply and deinand, scarcity, inflation, cir-
cular flow, the roles of producer/consuperiinvestor, earned income, private
enterprise, marketing, 'division of labor, goods and services, wealth a pover-
ty. In sum;r6ponsibility and economic decision making were being practiced
on a daily basis, '1 - , .

,
An outgrowth of the previous year's economic project, the.GEMs pro-

gram was continued in the 198041 school year. The student-operat arket s
was the focus of the activities surroundihg the manufacturing and selling,
goods for the Chrigtmas boutique, of vvhiCh the most popular /item way ,

.
.. .gnomes. -, .

This program was started to providea dynamic, continuing, multileve1 ex-
perience exemplifying basic economic concepts, by stimulating fiee enterprise

... "
and maintaining circular flow. It was planned that lJ students .in ,grades one
through Aix, would participate on Various levers and 'Would dip, economic

-41iunderstanaihg to the besroNheir ability. . '.
Ili , , . . ..

GAYLE J. AKKERMAN of the Lakeville Elementary School, Lakeville,
Ohio, taught economics to her fifth grade using a unit entitled "Economics in
the Clqssroom." It could be employed as 'supplementary material, for -
reference, or as an independent teaching unitilts material was seired. to the .

.
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upper elementary child, although it could be modified to fit other ages, depend-
ing on the ability and skill of the students involved.

The unit provided practical, positive, learning experiences on scarcity,
demand, supply, opportunity. cost, 'price, money, international economics,
fiscal policy, consumer spending and saving, and inflation. Each lesson pro-

.
vided explanations for the specific cdoncepts it covered. The class also par-
ticipated in motivating and introductory activities, ranging from large- and
small-group Aiscuision and problem-solving games to a simple filmstrip or
movie. The description of the actual instructional activity included specific
step-by-step procedures as well as suggestions for materials and room manage-
ment. Each lesson-then concluded with follow- up 'activities, evaluation tech-
niques, and suggested reference materials.

7°-
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MARGARET M. MURPHY, coordinator of economic education at
Jdhat Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, began a program for high
school students in 980. Ened "The Internship Program. for Gifted and
Talented Secondafy,Studentsnhe prograin took six weeks, with the first and
last weeks conducted on the Homewood Campus of Johns Hopkins Univers-
ity. The on-campus sessions provided an-intensive introductionlo economic
concepts andskills. The initial week also included an introduction to com-
puters, a,library-use session, and an orientation meeting for parents, students,
and mentors. The central four -week. period involved assigning each student to
a mentor in a businesS, bank, or government agency. During this period,
studensto d6eloped and completed the terms of a contract with their mentors.
Eah student was visited each week by the field supervisor. Nineteen students
were accepted and at the orientation meeting were tested onl-their knowledge of /-
economics. Between the orientation meeting and the start of the program, in-
terviews were arranged between the participants and poteAtial mentors. Dur-
ing the first week, students received an overview of the field of economics
which included the topics: the individual in the etconomy, the role of businesses
in the economy, banking in the economy (with a field trip to the Baltimore
branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of.Richmond, Vitginia), and the 'govern-
ment's role in the economy. In addition to fulfilling the contract's terms,

A -

students were required to_maihtain a daily log a .

page analysis of their assignment places as economic o izalions) Following
the internship, the students returned to the Hopkins camzusjhe last week
was a synthesis effor First, the students compared the economic organiza-
tions in which they had be placed, and presented summary reports of their
major projects. The students used the reports as a basis for studying the
economics of contemporary issues, for which the, participants received addi-
tional resource materials.

BEVERLY J. TOWNLEY of the Fairfield County (South Carolina)
Sclio91 Distrill served as project director for the development Of,"Creative
Economics Notions for Teachers and Students"(CENTS). The project was

1 f)
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designed,as a Title IV-C elementary etonomics effort to provide K-8 teachers
with strategies and materials to teach economic concepts in a nine-week social
studies unit. The prograni took three years to design, develop, use, and
evaluate., The program focused on the concepts the Joint Council on Economic
Education specifies as essential to understanding the American economy.
They were introduced at specific grade levels and reinforced at increased levels
of sophistication throughout the grades. The forty-five teachers who par-
ticipated in thb project used a scope and sequence chart, grade level teachers'
manuals, puppet, filnistrips, posters, transparencies, and economic games. All
materials were designed by a group of thirty teachers with stringent consulta-
tion and review provided by economists, curriculum consultants, and measure-
ment specialists. In addition, there were project-developed summary tests, ex-
aminers' manuals, and an in-service users' guide. Learning activities included a
variety of real-life experiences and simulations. The e'valuation component
used a control-type design. With one exception, students who participated in
the CENT$ project significantly outperformed control-group students as
measured by both the project-developedand commercial tests. The evaluation
data clearly indicated, that the students who kad participated in the p.roject had
learned economics. Further informatiqii about, the project is available from
the pioject director..
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